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Abstract
We develop a theory of generalized characters of local systems in ∞-categories, which ex-

tends classical character theory for group representations and, in particular, the induced char-
acter formula. A key aspect of our approach is that we utilize the interaction between traces
and their categorifications. We apply this theory to reprove and refine various results on the
composability of Becker-Gottlieb transfers, the Hochschild homology of Thom spectra, and the
additivity of traces in stable ∞-categories.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Overview

Traces and characters

In linear algebra, an important numerical invariant one can assign to an endomorphism f : V ! V
of a finite-dimensional k-vector space V is its trace tr(f |V ) ∈ k. For example, the trace of the
identity map on V is the dimension of V , regarded as a scalar in k. By combining various traces
together, one obtains the notion of a character in representation theory: if V is a finite-dimensional
linear representation of a finite group G, its character χV : G ! k is the conjugation-invariant k-
valued function on G defined by χV (g) = tr(g |V ). This character encodes useful information about
V , especially when |G| is invertible in k. For instance, there is a simple formula for the dimension
of the space of co-invariants VG of the representation in terms of its character:

dimk(VG) = 1
|G|

∑
g∈G

tr(g |V ) =
∑

[g]∈G/conj

1
|C(g)|χV ([g]) ∈ k.

This formula is a special case of a more general induced character formula. Given a (not-necessarily
injective) group morphism f : G ! H, the induced character formula expresses the character
χIndH

G
V of the induced representation IndHG V in terms of the character χV . The special case

H = {1} recovers the dimension formula above.
The goal of this article is to generalize this story in several directions. To begin with, note that a
finite-dimensional vector space is a dualizable object in the symmetric monoidal category Vectk of
vector spaces over k. We will study more generally dimensions, traces and characters of dualizable
objects in an arbitrary presentably symmetric monoidal ∞-category C . Next, observe that a
representation V of the group G can be encoded via a functor BG ! Vectk from the classifying
space of G to the category of vector spaces over k. We will consider more generally functors A! C
from an arbitrary space A, also known as C -valued local systems over A. If A is connected, these
can also be thought of as representations of the (not necessarily discrete) loop group ΩaA with
respect to some basepoint a.
Note that conjugacy classes of elements of G can be identified with connected components of the
free loop space LBG of its classifying space BG. Accordingly, the conjugation-invariant character
χV : G! k of some G-representation V may be identified with a locally constant function LBG!
k. Generalizing this, we will assign to every local system of dualizable objects V ∈ CA a character

χV : LA −! End(1C ),

which is a map from the free loop space LA = Map(S1, A) of A to the endomorphism space of the
unit object of C . This character encodes the traces of the “monodromy actions” of free loops in A
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on the fibers of the local system V . Here, the endomorphism space End(1C ) plays the role of the
set of scalars k.
The induced character formula, and in particular the formula above for the dimension of the coin-
variants VG, involves division by |G|, and hence is applicable only if |G| is invertible in k. This
problem becomes more severe in the derived setting: if V is a dualizable object in the derived
∞-category D(k) of k equipped with a G-action, its object of coinvariants VhG might not even be
dualizable anymore if |G| is not invertible in k. To deal with this problem for general C , we intro-
duce the notion of a C -adjointable maps of spaces f : A ! B, see Definition 4.17. This property
in particular ensures that for a pointwise dualizable local system V : A! C , its left Kan extension
f!V : B ! C along f (playing the role of the induced representation) is pointwise dualizable as well,
so that we may form its character. In such a situation, in the spirit of [PS14b], we will provide an
induced character formula which expresses the character of the left Kan extension f!V : B ! C in
terms of the character of the original local system V : A! C .
Finally, the theory of characters can be generalized in a third direction, which is needed in some of
the applications. The definition of the trace can naturally be extended to generalized endomorphisms
of the form f : X ! X ⊗ Y , which results in a generalized trace map tr(f |X) : 1 ! Y . Given a
space A and an A-indexed family of generalized endomorphisms fa : Xa ! Xa ⊗ Y , we may assign
to it a map χf : LA! Map(1, Y ), called the generalized character map of this family.

Transfers

One of the applications of our generalized character theory is to the study of transfer maps in
topology. Recall that a spectrum E represents a homology theory E∗(−) as well as a cohomology
theory E∗(−). In particular, we have for any map of spaces f : A! B induced maps on E-homology
and E-cohomology

E∗(f) : E∗(A) −! E∗(B), E∗(f) : E∗(B) −! E∗(A).

If f has suitably small fibers, we also have a wrong-way or transfer maps

f ! : E∗(B) −! E∗(A), f! : E∗(A) −! E∗(B),

going in the opposite direction. The map f! : E∗(A)! E∗(B) on E-cohomology can be understood
as a form of “integration along the fibers”. These transfer maps can be canonically refined to maps
of spectra f ! : E ⊗B ! E ⊗A resp. f! : EA ! EB . Transfer maps have a long history in algebraic
topology, as described for example in [BG99]. A trace-theoretic perspective on these transfer maps
is developed by several authors, including [DP83, PS16, PS14a, BZN13].
In this article, we study transfer maps in an arbitrary presentably symmetric monoidal∞-category
C . Given a C -adjointable map of spaces f : A! B, there is a transfer map of the form f ! : 1C [B]!
1C [A], where for a space C we denote by 1C [C] the colimit of the constant C-shaped diagram with
value 1C . This transfer f ! will by construction be a B-shaped colimit of traces of generalized
endomorphisms, and hence can be studied using the induced character formula. This recovers a
description of the Becker-Gottlieb transfer f ! in terms of the free loop space transfer of f , given for
C = Sp by [LM19].
Using the interpretation of the transfer maps in terms of characters, we address the problem of com-
posability of transfer maps. We show by an example that for two composable C -adjointable maps
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f and g, the relation f !g! ' (gf)! does not hold in full generality. We identify various conditions
under which this relation does hold, recovering and refining some of the results of [LMS86], [KM22],
and some of the related results of [LM19]. Despite various attempts to answer it, the question of
composability of the transfers for maps of spaces with compact (sometimes called ‘finitely domi-
nated’) fibers in the case of C = Sp is still open. We hope that our methods and results could shed
some new light on this problem. For example, Klein, Malkiewich and the third author [KMR22]
use it to prove functoriality of the Becker-Gottlieb transfers at the level of π0.

Categorified traces

For an E∞-ring spectrum E, the E-cohomology EA of a space A admits a natural categorification,
namely the ∞-category (ModE)A of local systems of E-modules on A. This categorification of
cohomology also admits natural right and wrong-way maps: for a map of spaces g : A ! B, we
have the restriction functor

g∗ : (ModE)B −! (ModE)A,

along with its right adjoint
g∗ : (ModE)A −! (ModE)B ,

given by right Kan extension along g. Objects M ∈ (ModE)A are local systems of E-modules
on A, and we think of the right Kan extension g∗M ∈ (ModE)B as fiberwise cohomology with
local coefficients, i.e. as some sort of “categorified integration along the fibers”. When B = pt, the
object g∗g∗E = EA is precisely the E-cohomology of A. To summarize, cohomology both admits
wrong-way maps and can be seen as a wrong-way map.
In a similar way, the key tool in studying our generalized characters and associated induced character
formulas is the interaction between traces and categorification. The generality of the formalism of
symmetric monoidal traces allows us to also apply it to symmetric monoidal (∞, 2)-categories, such
as the (∞, 2)-category of E-linear presentable ∞-categories. While in symmetric monoidal (∞, 1)-
categories, traces can only be functorial in equivalences, in (∞, 2)-categories they are functorial
more generally in left adjoints. We will exploit this extra functoriality of categorified traces to
understand the interaction of traces at a lower categorical level with colimits.
In the case of the symmetric monoidal (∞, 2)-category PrL

st of presentable stable ∞-categories the
dimension of dualizable objects recovers a well-known invariant: topological Hochschild homol-
ogy, classically defined in terms of the cyclic bar construction. The interpretation of topological
Hochschild homology as a trace, when combined with the categorification of the induced character
formula, allows us to compute the topological Hochschild homology of Thom spectra, recovering
and generalizing the result of [BCS10].

1.2 Main results

We shall now explain our approach to generalized character theory and its applications in more
detail. For the remainder of this subsection, we fix a presentably symmetric monoidal ∞-category
C . Given a space A, the ∞-category of local systems CA is a dualizable object in the symmetric
monoidal (∞, 2)-category ModC of presentably C -linear ∞-categories, and its C -linear dimension
is given by

dim(CA) ' 1[LA] ∈ C ,
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where LA = Map(S1, A) is the free loop space of A and 1[LA] = colimLA 1. A pointwise dualizable
local system V : A ! C determines a left adjoint map CA ! C by C -linear Yoneda extension.
Passing to the C -linear dimension, we thus get a map 1[LA]! 1, or equivalently a map of spaces
χV : LA! End(1). We show that this map is precisely the character of V , in the sense that there
is an equivalence1

χV (γ) ' tr(γ | V ) ∈ End(1),
naturally in the loop γ. In fact, we prove a somewhat more general claim, which is required
for some of the applications. A pointwise dualizable local system V equipped with a generalized
endomorphism f : V ! V ⊗ A∗Y determines a morphism (CA, idCA)! (C , Y ) in the ∞-category
of traceable endomorphisms in ModC , see Definition 2.17. Upon applying the C -linear trace functor,
this induces a map 1[LA]! Y , or equivalently a map of spaces χf : LA! Map(1, Y ).
Theorem A (Proposition 5.14). Let V : A! C be a local system of dualizable objects, and f : V !
V ⊗A∗Y a generalized endomorphism, where Y ∈ C . The map

χf : LA −! Map(1, Y )

is the character of f , in the sense that χf (γ) ' tr(f ◦ γ | V ), naturally in the loop γ.

While the character χf encodes (∞, 1)-categorical traces, the above description in terms of cate-
gorified traces allows us to study it using the calculus of (∞, 2)-categorical traces. In particular, it
allows us to study the interaction of traces with colimits via a generalized induced character formula.
Let V : A ! C be a pointwise dualizable local system with character χV : LA ! End(1). Given
a C -adjointable map of spaces g : A ! B, in the sense of Definition 4.17, the left Kan extension
g!V : B ! C of V is again pointwise dualizable (Proposition 4.30), and hence admits a character
χg!V : LB ! End(1). We show that the induced character χg!V can be expressed in terms of the
character χV as follows. By definition of C -adjointability, the restriction functor g∗ : CB ! CA is
a left adjoint in ModC , and hence gives rise to a free loop transfer of the form

TrC (g∗) : 1[LB] −! 1[LA];

see for example [LM19] for an alternative description of this transfer map in the case C = Sp. Our
induced character formula says that χg!V is given by the following composition:

1[LB] TrC (g∗)
−−−−−! 1[LA] χf

−−−−−! 1.

More generally, if the local system V ∈ CA comes equipped with a generalized endomorphism
f : V ! V ⊗A∗Y , we can induce it along g to get a generalized endomorphism

Indg(f) : g!V ! g!V ⊗B∗Y.

We obtain a similar expression of the induced character χIndg(f) in terms of χf .
Theorem B (Induced character formula, Theorem 5.20). Let V : A ! C be a local system of
dualizable objects, and let f : V ! V ⊗ A∗Y be a generalized endomorphism, where Y ∈ C . For a
C -adjointable map of spaces g : A! B, the induced character χIndg(f) is given by the composition

1[LB] TrC (g∗)
−−−−−! 1[LA] χf

−−−−−! Y.
1The appearance of the inverse loop γ as opposed to γ is a by-product of the implicit identification A ' Aop for

∞-groupoids A. This can be resolved by working with the free C -linear ∞-category C [A] instead of the ∞-category
of local systems C A, as is done in the main text.
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An important special case of this theorem is the case where B is a point and Y is the monoidal
unit: we may compute the trace of the induced map A!f : A!V ! A!V on colimits as the composite

tr(A!f) : 1 TrC (A∗)
−−−−−! 1[LA] χf

−−−−−! 1.

In particular, this gives a formula of the dimension of a colimit of dualizable objects over a C -
adjointable space.
The induced character formula can itself be categorified. This categorification allows us to recover
a result of Blumberg-Cohen-Schlichtkrull on the topological Hochschild homology of Thom spectra
[BCS10], and extend it from Sp to an arbitrary presentably symmetric monoidal ∞-category C .

Theorem C (Theorem 7.2, cf. [BCS10, Theorem 1]). Let G be an E1-group in S, and let ξ : G!
Pic(C ) be an E1-group map. Then the Hochschild homology of the Thom object ThC (ξ) in Alg(C )
is the Thom object of the following composite:

LBG
LBξ
−−−! LB Pic(C ) ' B Pic(C )× Pic(C ) η+id

−−−! Pic(C ),

where η : B Pic(C )! Pic(C ) is the Hopf map.

The proof of this theorem uses the following result, which is of independent interest and has previ-
ously been sketched by Douglas [Dou05b] in the case of C = Sp.

Theorem D (Theorem 7.13, cf. [Dou05b, Proposition 3.13]). Let A be a pointed connected space
and let ζ : A! ModC be a pointed map. Then there is an equivalence

RModTh(Ωζ) ' colim
A

ζ ∈ ModC ,

where Ωζ : ΩA! Pic(C ) is the E1-group map induced by ζ.

Another application of our methods is to study Becker-Gottlieb transfers. First, using our induced
character formula we reprove and refine a result of Lind and Malkiewich [LM19], expressing the
Becker-Gottlieb transfer in terms of the free loop transfer.

Theorem E (Theorem 6.12, cf. [LM19, Theorem 1.2]). For a C -adjointable map of spaces f : A!
B, the Becker-Gottlieb transfer f ! : 1[B]! 1[A] is given by the following composite:

1[B] c
−! 1[LB] TrC (f∗)

−−−−−! 1[LA] e
−! 1[A].

Here c : B ! LB is the inclusion of B into LB as the constant loops and e : LA ! A is the
evaluation at the basepoint of S1.

Second, we address the problem of composability of the Becker-Gottlieb transfer, namely the ques-
tion of whether there is a homotopy (gf)! ' f !g! for two composable C -adjointable maps f and g.
While we observe that for a general symmetric monoidal ∞-category C the answer is negative, we
discuss a number of cases where the answer is positive, see Theorem 6.18.
As a final application of the calculus of categorified traces, we reprove the additivity of traces in
symmetric monoidal stable ∞-categories.
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Theorem F (Theorem 5.27, cf. [May01, PS16, Ram21]). Let C be a stable presentably symmetric
monoidal ∞-category, and let X1

ϕ
−! X2

ψ
−! X3 be a bifiber sequence of dualizable objects in C . Let

fi : Z ⊗Xi ! Xi ⊗ Y be morphisms fitting in bifiber sequence in C [1] of the form

Z ⊗X1 Z ⊗X2 Z ⊗X3

X1 ⊗ Y X2 ⊗ Y X3 ⊗ Y,

f1

1Z⊗ϕ

f2

1Z⊗ψ

f3

ϕ⊗1Y ψ⊗1Y

where the top and bottom sequences are obtained from the original bifiber sequence by tensoring with
Z resp. Y . Then, there is a homotopy

tr(f2 |X2) ' tr(f1 |X1) + tr(f3 |X3) ∈ MapC (Z, Y ).

1.3 Relation to other work

Our treatment of higher categorical traces follows [HSS17], which builds on foundations from
[JFS17].
Our induced character formula is largely inspired by the work of Ponto and Shulman [PS16]. Beyond
the difference in implementation (derivators versus ∞-categories), the main conceptual difference
between their work and ours is that we consider indexing diagrams which are ∞-groupoids, rather
than 1-categories. In particular, while [PS16, Lemma 10.4] can be used to obtain an analogue of
the above identification χf (γ) ' tr(f ◦ γ |V ) for every individual free loop γ ∈ LA, we obtain
this identification naturally in γ. This naturality is necessary to study families of generalized
endomorphisms indexed over spaces, which is where our main applications lie. Compared to [PS16],
a limitation of the current work is that our indexing diagrams are ∞-groupoids as opposed to
categories, or even weights. An extension of this work to the common generalization of∞-categorical
weights is the subject of future work.
Our work is also related to the work of Hoyois, Safronov, Scherotzke and Sibilla [HSSS21]. Their
result [HSSS21, Corollary 5.3] looks formally analogous to our induced character formula, though it
does not seem to apply to our situation, as the relevant symmetric monoidal functors are typically
not rigid (cf. [HSSS21, Definition 2.15]), nor the relevant adjunctions ambidextrous (cf. [HSSS21,
Definition 2.1]). It would be interesting to find a common framework which unifies both results.

1.4 Organization

This article is structured as follows. Sections 2, 3 and 4 are mostly expository. In Section 2
we recall the definition of generalized traces and of higher categorical traces following [HSS17].
In Section 3, we specialize the discussion to the symmetric monoidal (∞, 2)-category Corr(D) of
correspondences and provide a detailed proof of the fact that dimensions in span categories can be
naturally identified with free loop spaces. In Section 4, we specialize to the symmetric monoidal
(∞, 2)-category ModC (PrL) of C -linear ∞-categories for a presentably symmetric monoidal ∞-
category C . There, we study C -linear∞-categories freely and cofreely generated by spaces, as well
as their traces, and we introduce the key notion of C -adjointable spaces (resp. maps). We also
recall the trace interpretation of Hochschild homology.
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Section 5 forms the heart of this article. It is there that we introduce generalized characters, prove
their description in terms of categorified traces, and deduce the induced character formula. It is
also in this section that we prove the additivity of generalized traces.
Sections 6 and 7 contain two applications of the theory. In Section 6, we discuss the Becker-Gottlieb
transfer. We start by recalling its definition and basic properties, and we then express it in terms of
the free loop transfer. We also address the question of its composability: although the equivalence
(gf)! ' f !g! fails in full generality, we prove that it holds in a number of cases. Finally, in Section
7, we study Thom objects and their module categories, and we recover and generalize the main
result of [BCS10], computing the topological Hochschild homology of Thom spectra.

1.5 Conventions

We work in the context of ∞-categories, as largely developed by Lurie in [Lur09a] and [Lur]. In
particular, all categorical notions appearing here, such as (co)limits and adjoints, are meant to be
interpreted in the ∞-categorical sense. For (∞, n)-categories, we follow [HSS17] and work in the
setting of Barwick’s n-fold complete Segal spaces [BSP21].

• We denote mapping spaces in an ∞-category C by MapC (−,−) or just by Map(−,−) if C
is clear from context. The notation Fun(−,−) is used for functor ∞-categories and FunL for
the full subcategory of Fun spanned by colimit-preserving functors;

• We write HomE (−,−) for the mapping ∞-category in an (∞, 2)-category E ;

• We let S, Sp, Cat∞, Ĉat∞ and PrL denote, respectively, the∞-category of spaces, of spectra,
of small ∞-categories, of possibly large ∞-categories and of presentable ∞-categories;

• We denote by (−)' : Cat∞ ! S the maximal subgroupoid functor. For an (∞, n)-category
E , we let ιkE denote its maximal sub-(∞, k)-category; in particular, ι0 and (−)' agree when
restricted to (∞, 1)-categories;

• Restriction along a functor f is denoted by f∗, and left and right Kan extensions along f are
denoted by f! and f∗ respectively;

• For a space A, we abuse notation and denote by A also the unique map A ! pt, so that for
example the functor A! : CA ! C denotes colimA;

• For an object X ∈ C , we will denote by X[A] the object A!A
∗X, i.e. the A-indexed colimit

of the constant diagram X;

• Equivalences are denoted by the symbol ';

• Given a symmetric monoidal ∞-category C , we denote its monoidal unit by 1C , or by 1

if there is no ambiguity. We occasionally use 1D to denote the pointing of an E0-monoidal
category. We write pt for terminal objects when they exist;

• We typically denote tensor products in (symmetric) monoidal ∞-categories by ⊗ if there is
no ambiguity;

• We write Alg(C ), CAlg(C ) and Algn(C ) for the ∞-categories of algebras, resp. commutative
algebras, resp. En-algebras in a symmetric monoidal ∞-category C ;
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• We write RModR(C ) and LModR(C ) for the ∞-categories of right resp. left modules over an
algebra object R in C . When R is a commutative algebra, we write ModR(C ).
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2 Higher categorical traces

Let C = (C ,⊗,1) be a symmetric monoidal ∞-category. Recall that an object X of C is called
dualizable if there is another object X∨ and maps evX : X∨ ⊗ X ! 1 and coevX : 1 ! X ⊗ X∨
that satisfy the triangle identities: the composites

X
coevX⊗idX−−−−−−−! X ⊗X∨ ⊗X idX⊗evX−−−−−−! X and X∨

idX⊗coevX−−−−−−−! X∨ ⊗X ⊗X∨ evX⊗idX−−−−−−! X∨

are homotopic to the respective identities. Given an endomorphism f : X ! X of a dualizable
object X, we define its trace tr(f) ∈ MapC (1,1) to be the following composition:

tr(f) : 1 coevX−−−−! X ⊗X∨ f⊗id
−−−−! X ⊗X∨ ' X∨ ⊗X evX−−−! 1.

The construction of the trace tr(f) can be made functorial in f , in the following sense. Let us call an
endomorphism f : X ! X traceable if the object X is dualizable in C , and let C trl ⊆ Map(BN,C )
denote the subspace of traceable endomorphisms. Then the assignment f 7! tr(f) can be enhanced
to a map of spaces

tr : C trl ! MapC (1,1) ∈ S.

In the case where C is a symmetric monoidal (∞, 2)-category, the trace construction admits addi-
tional functoriality. In this case, the mapping space MapC (1,1) upgrades to an ∞-category, which
will be denoted by ΩC . Also the space C trl can be upgraded to an ∞-category, again denoted
by C trl, whose morphisms are suitable morphisms between traceable endomorphisms. To describe
these, recall that a morphism ϕ : X ! Y in C is called a left adjoint in C if there exists a morphism
ϕr : Y ! X together with 2-morphisms ε : ϕ◦ϕr ⇒ idY and η : idX ⇒ ϕr ◦ϕ satisfying the triangle
identities: the composites

ϕ
id◦η===⇒ ϕ ◦ ϕr ◦ ϕ ε◦id===⇒ ϕ and ϕr

η◦id===⇒ ϕr ◦ ϕ ◦ ϕr id◦ε===⇒ ϕr

are equivalent to the respective identity 2-morphisms. The morphisms in the ∞-category C trl

between two traceable endomorphisms f : X ! X and g : Y ! Y are pairs (ϕ, α) consisting of a
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left adjoint morphism ϕ : X ! Y in C together with a 2-morphism α : ϕf ⇒ gϕ:

X Y

X Y.

f

ϕ

g

ϕ

α (1)

Having these two ∞-categories C trl and ΩC , the trace map can be upgraded to a functor of ∞-
categories

tr : C trl ! ΩC ∈ Cat∞.
On objects, it still sends a traceable endomorphism f to its trace tr(f). On morphisms, it sends a
morphism (ϕ, α) : (X, f)! (Y, g) in C trl to the morphism tr(α) : tr(f)! tr(g) in ΩC obtained by
considering the total composite in the following diagram:

1 X ⊗X∨ X ⊗X∨

Y ⊗ Y ∨ X ⊗ Y ∨ Y ⊗X∨ X ⊗X∨

Y ⊗ Y ∨ Y ⊗ Y ∨ 1.

coevY

coevX

ϕr⊗1

1⊗(ϕr)∨

ϕ⊗1

id

ϕr⊗1

evX

id

ϕ⊗1

f⊗1

evY

1⊗(ϕr)∨

g⊗1

c⊗1

u⊗1

α⊗(ϕr)∨ (2)

Here the morphism (ϕr)∨ : X∨ ! Y ∨ is the dual of the morphism ϕr : Y ! X, making the top-left
and bottom-right squares commute.
The precise construction of this functoriality was worked out in [HSS17, Section 2]. In fact, they
construct more generally for any n ≥ 1 and any symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-category C an (n− 1)-
functor trC : C trl ! ΩC .2

The goal of this section is to give a detailed exposition of this (n−1)-functor, following [HSS17, Sec-
tion 2]. We will start in Section 2.1 with a brief recollection of generalized traces. In Section 2.2, we
will discuss the functoriality of traces in the (∞, 1)-categorical setting, which will be bootstrapped
up to the (∞, n)-categorical setting in Section 2.4. In the bootstrapping process, we make use
of the notion of an (op)lax natural transformation between n-functors, which will be recalled in
Section 2.3.

2.1 Generalized traces

Let C be a symmetric monoidal ∞-category. If X ∈ C is a dualizable object, we may consider
morphisms of the form

Z ⊗X f
−! X ⊗ Y

where Y and Z are objects of C . We will sometimes refer to such morphisms as generalized
endomorphisms of X.

2The (∞, n− 1)-category C trl of traceable endomorphisms in C is denoted End(C ) in [HSS17].
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Definition 2.1 (Generalized trace). Given a generalized endomorphism f : Z ⊗X ! X ⊗ Y in C ,
its generalized trace map

tr(f |X) : Z −! Y ∈ C

is defined as the following composition:

Z
id⊗coevX−−−−−−! Z ⊗X ⊗X∨ f⊗id

−−−! X ⊗ Y ⊗X∨ ' X∨ ⊗X ⊗ Y evX⊗id
−−−−−! Y.

If Y and Z are the monoidal unit 1, the map tr(f) = tr(f |X) : 1 ! 1 is called the trace of the
endomorphism f : X ! X. If f is the identity on X, we will call its trace the dimension of X:

dim(X) := tr(idX) ∈ MapC (1,1).

Remark 2.2. For simplicity, we will sometimes suppress the twist equivalence from the notation
when writing down a (generalized) trace.

We now give several examples of dimensions and traces. For an extensive discussion of symmetric
monoidal traces, including more examples, we refer the reader to [PS14b].

Example 2.3. When X = 1, the trace of f : Z ! Y is simply f itself:

tr(f |1) = f ∈ MapC (Z, Y ).

Example 2.4. When C = D(R) is the derived∞-category of a commutative ring R, the notions of
dimension and trace reduce to the notions of Euler characteristic and Lefschetz number of endomor-
phisms of perfect complexes. Similarly one recovers Euler characteristics and Lefschetz numbers of
endomorphisms of finite CW-complexes by taking C to be the ∞-category of spectra.

Example 2.5 (Field trace). Consider a finite field extension K ! L. The generalized trace of the
multiplication map L⊗K L! L is a K-linear map

trL/K : L! K,

known as the field trace of L over K. It sends an element α ∈ L to the trace of the endomorphism
mα : L! L given by multiplication by α.
More generally, if k is a commutative ring and R is a dualizable k-algebra, applying the generalized
trace construction to the multiplication map R⊗kR! R gives a k-linear trace map trR/k : R! k.

Example 2.6 (Becker-Gottlieb transfer). Let A be a compact space, so that its suspension spec-
trum S[A] ∈ Sp is dualizable. The generalized trace of the diagonal ∆: S[A]! S[A×A] ' S[A]⊗S[A]
is called the Becker-Gottlieb transfer of A. We will study this map in more detail in Section 6.

Remark 2.7. The formation of generalized traces is functorial in C : if F : C ! D is a symmetric
monoidal functor, then F preserves dualizable objects and it is easy to see that tr(F (f) |F (X)) '
F (tr(f |X)) for every map f : Z ⊗X ! X ⊗ Y in C .

Remark 2.8. The generalized trace is functorial in Y and Z in the following sense: if a : Z ′ ! Z
and b : Y ! Y ′ are morphisms in C , there is a natural equivalence

tr((idX ⊗ b) ◦ f ◦ (a⊗ idX) |X) ' b ◦ tr(f |X) ◦ a ∈ MapC (Z ′, Y ′).
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Observation 2.9 (Trace is symmetric monoidal). Let f : X ! X and g : Y ! Y be two traceable
endomorphisms in C , i.e. X and Y are dualizable objects of C . The tensor product X ⊗Y is again
dualizable, with evaluation and coevaluation given by the tensor product of those for X and Y . A
simple computation shows that the trace of the endomorphism f ⊗g : X⊗Y ! X⊗Y is equivalent
to the tensor product of the traces of f and g:

tr(f ⊗ g) ' tr(f)⊗ tr(g).

In Corollary 2.26, we will see that these equivalences can be made fully coherently: the trace functor
enhances to a symmetric monoidal functor tr : C trl ! ΩC .

2.2 Functoriality of traces

Let C be a symmetric monoidal ∞-category. If X and X ′ are dualizable objects in C , then
any equivalence X ' X ′ in C gives rise to a homotopy in MapC (1,1) between their dimensions:
dim(X) ' dim(X ′). These homotopies can be chosen in a fully coherent fashion. To formulate this
precisely, let C dbl ⊆ C' denote the space of dualizable objects in C , and let ΩC = MapC (1,1) be
the space of endomorphisms of the monoidal unit 1 of C . Then the assignment X 7! dim(X) can
be promoted to a map of spaces

dim: C dbl −! ΩC ∈ S,

naturally in C . The formation of traces admits an analogous functoriality with respect to equiv-
alences. Let C trl ⊆ Fun(BN,C )' denote the full subgroupoid spanned by those endomorphisms
f : X ! X where X is dualizable in C . We refer to such endomorphisms as the traceable endomor-
phisms. The assignment (X, f) 7! tr(f |X) can be promoted to a map of spaces

tr : C trl −! ΩC ∈ S,

naturally in C .
A convenient way to obtain these two maps, as observed by [TV15], is to use the fact that the func-
tors C 7! C dbl and C 7! C trl from symmetric monoidal ∞-categories to spaces are corepresented
by certain symmetric monoidal ∞-categories Frrig(pt) and Frrig(BN). The main input for this is
the following observation.

Lemma 2.10. The functor
(−)rig : CAlg(Cat∞) −! Cat∞

which sends a symmetric monoidal ∞-category C to the full subcategory C rig ⊆ C of dualizable
objects admits a left adjoint

Frrig : Cat∞ −! CAlg(Cat∞).

Proof. Since C rig ⊆ C is a full subcategory, it suffices to prove the statement on groupoid cores
C dbl ⊆ C'. By [Lur, Lemma 4.6.1.10], the ∞-groupoid C dbl is equivalent to the ∞-category
DDat(C ) of duality data in C , cf. [Lur, Notation 4.6.1.8]. But the assignment C 7! DDat(C ) is
easily seen to commute with limits and filtered colimits.
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For an ∞-category I, the symmetric monoidal ∞-category Frrig(I) comes equipped with a unit
map I ! Frrig(I) which lands in dualizable objects. Restriction along this map induces for every
symmetric monoidal ∞-category C an equivalence of spaces

Map⊗(Frrig(I),C ) ∼−−! Map(I,C rig).

In particular, specializing to I = pt and I = BN gives equivalences of spaces

Map⊗(Frrig(pt),C ) ' C dbl and Map⊗(Frrig(BN),C ) ' C trl,

showing that the functors (−)dbl, (−)trl : CAlg(Cat∞)! S are corepresentable.
In the case of BN, we will denote the unit map by γuniv : BN ! Frrig(BN), and refer to it as the
‘universal traceable endomorphism’. Forming its trace produces an element tr(γuniv) ∈ ΩFrrig(BN),
thought of as the ‘universal trace’. By the Yoneda lemma, it determines for every C ∈ CAlg(Cat∞)
a natural map of spaces tr : C trl ! ΩC . More explicitly:

Definition 2.11. Given a symmetric monoidal ∞-category C , we define the trace map tr : C trl !
ΩC as the composite

C trl ' Map⊗(Frrig(BN),C ) Ω
−−! Map(ΩFrrig(BN),ΩC )

evtr(γuniv)
−−−−−−! ΩC .

By Remark 2.7, this functor agrees on objects with the formula for the trace given in the beginning
of this section.
The map dim: C dbl ! ΩC may be produced in a similar way from the Yoneda lemma by using
instead the ‘universal dimension’ dim(ptuniv) ∈ ΩFrrig(pt), where ptuniv ∈ Frrig(pt) is the ‘universal
dualizable object’. Alternatively, one can obtain the map dim: C dbl ! ΩC from the map tr : C trl !
ΩC by precomposing with the map C dbl ! C trl : X 7! (X, id).

2.3 Lax and oplax transformations

When C is a symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-category, the traceable endomorphisms f : X ! X in C
naturally form an (∞, n−1)-category C trl rather than just a space. The construction of this (∞, n−
1)-category proceeds by realizing it as a subcategory of the (∞, n)-category of functors BN! C and
symmetric monoidal oplax natural transformations between them, satisfying certain dualizability
and adjointability constraints. In this subsection, we will recall the necessary background on lax
and oplax transformations.
Following [HSS17], we will model (∞, n)-categories by Barwick’s n-fold complete Segal spaces
C : (∆op)×n ! S [BSP21, §14]. For an (∞, n)-category C and a vector ~k = (k1, . . . , kn) ∈ Nn, we
denote by C~k the value of C , considered as an n-fold complete Segal space, at ([k1], . . . , [kn]) ∈ ∆n.
The collection of (∞, n)-categories assembles into an∞-category that we denote by Cat(∞,n). By a
symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-category we mean a commutative monoid in the ∞-category Cat(∞,n).
For each vector ~k ∈ Nn, the functor Cat(∞,n) ! S given by C 7! C~k is corepresentable by the so
called ‘walking ~k-tuple’ θ~k ∈ Cat(∞,n) (see [JFS17, Definition 5.1, Remark 5.4]). Namely, we have
a natural equivalence of spaces

Map(θ~k,C ) ' C~k.
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The (∞, n)-categories θ~k generate Cat(∞,n) under colimits. For n = 1, the ∞-category θ(k) is just
the k-simplex [k] ∈ Cat(∞,1). The following are some examples for n = 2:

θ(0,0) = •, θ(1,0) = • •, θ(2,0) = • • •,

θ(1,1) = • •, θ(1,2) = • •, θ(2,1) = • • •.

Given two (∞, n)-categories C and D , one can form two new (∞, n)-categories

Funlax(C ,D) and Funoplax(C ,D),

whose objects are the n-functors C ! D and whose higher morphisms are given by certain (op)lax
transformations (see [HSS17, §2.2]). We emphasize that there is no laxness in the objects of
Funlax(C ,D) and Funoplax(C ,D), only in the higher morphisms. These two (∞, n)-categories are
most easily described in terms of a certain conjectural monoidal structure ×lax on Cat(∞,n), called
the Gray product: for (∞, n)-categories C and D , we would like to define the (∞, n)-categories
Funlax(C ,D) and Funoplax(C ,D) via the natural isomorphisms

Map(E ,Funlax(C ,D)) ' Map(E ×lax C ,D)
Map(E ,Funoplax(C ,D)) ' Map(C ×lax E ,D)

for E ∈ Cat(∞,n). Unfortunately, as far as we know the construction of the Gray product of
(∞, n)-categories with all of its expected properties is not yet fully furnished in the literature.
To circumvent this technical difficulty, [JFS17] observed that in order to define Funlax(−,−) and
Funoplax(−,−) one only needs the Gray products of the walking ~k-tuples θ~k. In [JFS17, Definition
5.7], a combinatorial model is given for a Gray product θ~k ×lax θ

~̀, which we denote by θ~k,~̀. We
have the following low-dimensional examples, cf. [JFS17, Example 4.2,4.3]:

θ(1),(0) = • • , θ(1),(1) =
• •

• •

, θ(1),(1,1) =

• •

• •

.

The construction of θ~k,~l is functorial in ~k,~l ∈ ∆n, and satisfies θ~k,~0 ' θ
~k ' θ

~0,~k. In particu-
lar, it comes equipped with a natural map θ

~k,~l ! θ
~k × θ

~l to the cartesian product. Using the
(∞, n)-categories θ~k,~l, one now defines Funlax(−,−) and Funoplax(−,−) by the following two-step
procedure:
Definition 2.12. For C ∈ Cat(∞,n) and ~k ∈ Nn, we define the following n-fold simplicial spaces:

Funlax(θ~k,C )~̀ := Map(θ~k,~̀,C ) and Funoplax(θ~k,C )~̀ := Map(θ~̀,~k,C ).

We then define n-fold simplicial spaces Funlax(E ,C ) and Funoplax(E ,D) by:

Funlax(E ,C )~k := Map(E ,Funoplax(θ~k,C )),

Funoplax(E ,C )~k := Map(E ,Funlax(θ~k,C )).
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These are n-fold complete Segal spaces by [JFS17, Corollary 5.19] and these constructions assemble
into functors

Funlax(−,−), Funoplax(−,−) : Catop
(∞,n) × Cat(∞,n) ! Cat(∞,n).

It is immediate from the construction that these functors preserve limits in both variables. Fur-
thermore, they come equipped with a natural map from the ordinary functor category: by precom-
position with the maps θ~k,~l ! θ

~k × θ~l one obtains maps

Funlax(C ,D) − Fun(C ,D) −! Funoplax(C ,D).

Example 2.13. The low-dimensional simplices in the (∞, n)-category Funlax([1],C ) may be de-
scribed as follows:

(0) Objects are morphisms X0 ! X1 in C ;

(1) Morphisms are lax commuting squares

X0 X1

Y0 Y1;

(2) 2-Morphisms are 3-dimensional diagrams of the following shape:

X0 X1

Y0 Y1.

Remark 2.14. In the case n = 2, a full definition of the Gray product is given by [GHL21] in terms
of scaled simplicial sets: by [GHL21, Corollary 2.15], their construction determines a presentably
(non-symmetric) monoidal structure

−×lax − : Cat(∞,2) × Cat(∞,2) −! Cat(∞,2)

on the∞-category Cat(∞,2). In [HHLN22, Proposition 5.1.9], it was computed that this lax product
takes the expected values on pairs of simplices [k] ∈ Cat(∞,1) (as in the example θ(1),(1) above).
Consequently, for C ,D ∈ Cat(∞,1) and E ∈ Cat(∞,2), we have

Map(C ,Funlax(D ,E )) ' Map(C ×lax D ,E ).

In particular, the underlying (∞, 1)-category of Funlax(D ,E ) can be described in terms of ×lax.

Finally, we discuss the interaction of the constructions Funlax(−,−) and Funoplax(−,−) with sym-
metric monoidal structures.
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Observation 2.15. If D is symmetric monoidal, then Funlax(C ,D) and Funoplax(C ,D) inherit
canonical structures of symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-categories as well. Indeed, since the functors
Funlax(C ,−) and Funoplax(C ,−) preserve limits, and therefore in particular finite products, they
preserve commutative monoids in Cat(∞,n).

If both C and D have symmetric monoidal structures, one can define the following variants of
Funlax(C ,D) and Funoplax(C ,D) in which the functors and (op)lax natural transformations are
symmetric monoidal.

Definition 2.16. Assume C and D are symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-categories. We define (∞, n)-
categories Fun⊗lax(C ,D) and Fun⊗oplax(C ,D) by the following representability conditions: for E ∈
Cat(∞,n) we have natural equivalences

Map(E ,Fun⊗lax(C ,D)) ' Map⊗(C ,Funoplax(E ,D))
Map(E ,Fun⊗oplax(C ,D)) ' Map⊗(C ,Funlax(E ,D)).

2.4 Higher categorical traces

In this section, we will recall from [HSS17] the definition of the symmetric monoidal (n−1)-functor
tr : C trl ! ΩC for a symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-category C . We will start by formally defining its
source and target.

Definition 2.17. Let C ∈ CAlg(Cat(∞,n)) be a symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-category. We define
the (∞, n− 1)-category C dbl of dualizable objects in C as

C dbl := ιn−1 Fun⊗oplax(Frrig(pt),C )

Similarly, we define the (∞, n− 1)-category C trl of traceable endomorphisms in C as

C trl := ιn−1 Fun⊗oplax(Frrig(BN),C ).

Precomposition with the symmetric monoidal functor Frrig(BN) ! Frrig(pt) induced by the map
BN! pt gives an (n− 1)-functor C dbl ! C trl.

Remark 2.18. In fact, the application of ιn−1 in the definition of C dbl and C trl is redundant as the
(∞, n)-categories to which it is applied are already (∞, n− 1)-categories, cf. [HSS17, Remark 2.3].

For n = 1, there is an equivalence of ∞-groupoids ι0 Fun⊗oplax(−,−) ' Map⊗(−,−), and thus by
corepresentability the definitions of the ∞-groupoids C dbl and C trl agree with the ones from the
previous subsection. For larger n, the constructions of C dbl and C trl are compatible with the
inclusions Cat(∞,n) ↪! Cat(∞,n+1), in the sense that the following squares commute:

CAlg(Cat(∞,n)) Cat(∞,n−1)

CAlg(Cat(∞,n+1)) Cat(∞,n),

(−)dbl

(−)dbl

CAlg(Cat(∞,n)) Cat(∞,n−1)

CAlg(Cat(∞,n+1)) Cat(∞,n).

(−)trl

(−)trl
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Moreover, these squares are vertically right adjointable: for 1 ≤ k ≤ n there are equivalences

(ιkC )dbl ' ιk−1C
dbl and (ιkC )trl ' ιk−1C

trl.

It follows that the space of objects of the (∞, n−1)-category C dbl is the space of dualizable objects
in C , while the space of objects of C trl is the space of traceable endomorphisms in C .
We will next show that also the morphisms in C dbl and C trl are as claimed in the introduction of
this section.

Lemma 2.19. Let C be a symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-category. For any (∞, n − 1)-category E
there are equivalences of spaces

Map(E ,C dbl) ' (ι1 Funlax(E ,C ))dbl,

Map(E ,C trl) ' (ι1 Funlax(E ,C ))trl.

Proof. For the second equation, there are equivalences

Map(E ,C trl) ' Map⊗(Frrig(BN),Funlax(E ,C ))
' Map⊗(Frrig(BN), ι1 Funlax(E ,C ))
' (ι1 Funlax(E ,C ))trl,

where the first equivalence is immediate from the definitions, the second equivalence holds as
Frrig(BN) is an (∞, 1)-category, and the third is the defining property of Frrig(BN). The com-
putation for the first equation is analogous, using Frrig(pt) instead.

Corollary 2.20 (cf. [HSS17, Lemma 2.4]). Let C be an (∞, n)-category. There are natural
monomorphisms of (∞, n)-categories

C dbl ↪! C and C trl ↪! Funoplax(BN,C ).

An object X ∈ C is in C dbl if and only if it is dualizable, and a morphism f : X ! Y between
dualizable objects is in C dbl if and only if it is a left adjoint morphism. Similarly, an endomorphism
f : X ! X is an object in C trl if and only if X is dualizable, and a lax square

X Y

X Y

f

ϕ

g

ϕ

α

is a morphism in C trl if and only if X and Y are dualizable and ϕ : X ! Y is a left adjoint in C .

Proof. We start by producing the two monomorphisms. We will do this for C trl, and leave the case
for C dbl to the reader. For every (∞, n−1)-category E , we consider the following natural composite
map of spaces:

Map(E ,C trl) 2.19' (ι1 Funlax(E ,C ))trl ↪! Map(BN,Funlax(E ,C )) ' Map(E ,Funoplax(BN,C )).
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Note that the middle map is an inclusion of path components by definition of (−)trl. By the Yoneda
lemma, we obtain the desired monomorphism C trl ↪! Funoplax(BN,C ).
We now prove the descriptions of the objects and morphisms of C dbl and C trl. As mentioned earlier,
the statement on objects is clear from the equivalences ι0C dbl ' (ι1C )dbl and ι0C trl ' (ι1C )trl.
For the statement on morphisms, we apply Lemma 2.19 to E = [1] to reduce to a statement about
the dualizable objects of Funlax([1],C ). This then becomes an instance of Lemma 2.4 in [HSS17],
which says that an object (ϕ : X ! Y ) of Funlax([1],C ) is dualizable if and only if X and Y are
dualizable and ϕ : X ! Y is a left adjoint in C .

The target ΩC of the higher trace functor is the (∞, n − 1)-category of endomorphisms of the
monoidal unit, defined formally as follows:

Definition 2.21. The (∞, n− 1)-category ΩC is defined as the following pullback3 in Cat(∞,n−1):

ΩC C1

{(1,1)} C0 × C0.

(d1,d0)

That is, the objects of ΩC are given by 1-morphisms f : 1 ! 1 in C , the morphisms are given by
2-morphisms

1 1

f

g

α ,

and so forth. If C is symmetric monoidal, then so is ΩC , as all the functors in the diagram of which
ΩC is defined to be the limit are manifestly symmetric monoidal.

Proposition 2.22. For every (∞, n− 1)-category E the canonical map

Funlax(E ,ΩC )! Ω Funlax(E ,C )

is an equivalence. In particular, there is an equivalence

Ω(ι1 Funlax(E ,C )) ' Map(E ,ΩC ).

Proof. In the special case E = θ
~k, the first statement is [HSS17, Proposition 2.6]. The general case

follows from the fact that the (∞, n−1)-categories θ~k generate Cat(∞,n−1) under colimits and both
sides take colimits in the variable E to limits.
For the second statement, we observe that ΩιkC ' ιk−1ΩC for 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1, so that

Ωι1 Funlax(E ,C ) ' ι0Ω Funlax(E ,C ) ' ι0 Funlax(E ,ΩC ) ' Map(E ,ΩC ),

proving the claim.
3Here we think of the (∞, n)-category C as a complete Segal (∞, n − 1)-category C : ∆op ! Cat(∞,n−1) whose

(∞, n− 1)-category of objects C0 is an ∞-groupoid.
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We can now bootstrap the (∞, 1)-categorical trace map from Definition 2.11 to the (∞, n)-categorical
setting.
Definition 2.23. Let C be a symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-category. We define the trace functor

tr : C trl ! ΩC

as the (n− 1)-functor inducing the following natural map of spaces for every E ∈ Cat(∞,n−1):

Map(E ,C trl) ' (ι1 Funlax(E ,C ))trl tr
−! Ω(ι1 Funlax(E ,C )) ' Map(E ,ΩC ).

Here the first and last equivalences are Lemma 2.19 and Proposition 2.22 respectively and the
middle map is the trace map of spaces for the symmetric monoidal (∞, 1)-category ι1 Funlax(E ,C ),
as defined in Definition 2.11.
We define the dimension functor dim: C dbl ! ΩC as the (n−1)-functor obtained by precomposing
tr : C trl ! ΩC with the map C dbl ! C trl from Definition 2.17.

By definition, the (n−1)-functor tr : C trl ! ΩC is on groupoid cores simply given by the trace map
of the (∞, 1)-category ι1C , and thus it has the correct behavior on objects. The following lemma
shows that also its behavior on morphisms is as described in the introduction of this section.
Lemma 2.24 (cf. [HSS17, Lemma 2.4]). Let f : X ! X and g : Y ! Y be traceable endomorphisms
in C , and let (ϕ, α) : (X, f)! (Y, g) be a morphism in C trl as in equation (1), cf. Corollary 2.20.
Then applying tr : C trl ! ΩC gives the morphism tr(α) : tr(f)! tr(g) in ΩC given by equation (2).

Proof. Under the identification Map([1],C trl) ' (ι1 Funlax([1],C ))trl, the morphism (ϕ, α) : (X, f)!
(Y, g) in C trl corresponds to an endomorphism (f, g, α) of the dualizable object (ϕ : X ! Y ) in the
symmetric monoidal ∞-category Funlax([1],C ), and the map tr(α) is by definition the trace of this
endomorphism:

id1
coevϕ
−−−−! ϕ⊗ ϕ∨ α⊗id

−−−! ϕ⊗ ϕ∨ evϕ
−−! id1.

In the proof of [HSS17, Lemma 2.4], the authors write down explicit duality data of ϕ as an object
of Funlax([1],C ), and plugging this in gives the explicit description of the map tr(α) : tr(f)! tr(g)
as given in equation (2).

We finish the section by showing that the trace functor tr : C trl ! ΩC admits a canonical enhance-
ment to a symmetric monoidal (n− 1)-functor.
Lemma 2.25. The functors

(−)trl : CAlg(Cat(∞,n))! Cat(∞,n−1)

Ω: CAlg(Cat(∞,n))! Cat(∞,n−1)

preserve limits.

Proof. The functor Ω(−) is the pullback of the limit-preserving functors sending C to {(1,1)},
C0 × C0 and C1, and thus also Ω preserves limits. For (−)trl, this follows from the fact that for
every E ∈ Cat(∞,n−1) and C ∈ CAlg(Cat(∞,n)) there is an equivalence

Map(E ,C trl) ' Map⊗(Frrig(BN),Funlax(E ,C )),

where the right-hand side preserves limits in the variable C ∈ CAlg(Cat(∞,n)).
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Since the functors (−)trl and Ω(−) in particular preserve finite products, they induce functors on
commutative algebra objects. Employing the equivalence CAlg(Cat(∞,n)) ' CAlg(CAlg(Cat(∞,n))),
we may regard every symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-category as a commutative algebra in the ∞-
category CAlg(Cat(∞,n)). This leads to a symmetric monoidal enhancement of the trace functor.
Corollary 2.26 (cf. [HSS17, Definition 2.11]). For every symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-category C ,
the (∞, n−1)-categories C trl and ΩC admit canonical enhancements to symmetric monoidal (n−1)-
categories, and the trace functor tr : C trl ! ΩC admits a canonical enhancement to a symmetric
monoidal (n− 1)-functor.

3 Traces in the (∞, 2)-category of correspondences
Given an ∞-category D which admits finite limits, there is an (∞, 2)-category Corr(D) of corre-
spondences in D : its objects are the objects of D , and the ∞-category of morphisms from X to Y
is equivalent to the ∞-category D/(X×Y ) of spans4 X  W ! Y . Composition is informally given
by forming the pullback:

(Y  V ! Z) ◦ (X  W ! Y ) = (X  W ×Y V ! Z).

The (∞, 2)-category Corr(D) inherits a symmetric monoidal structure from the cartesian product
on D , and applying the constructions of Subsection 2.4 thus gives a trace functor

trCorr(D) : Corr(D)trl ! Ω Corr(D) ' D .

The primary reason we are interested in traces in Corr(D) is the fact that, as a symmetric monoidal
(∞, 2)-category, Corr(D) admits a universal property: it is the target of the universal symmetric
monoidal bivariant theory D ! Corr(D), in the sense of Definition 3.4. In particular, any other
symmetric monoidal bivariant theory F : D ! E factors uniquely through a symmetric monoidal
2-functor Corr(D)! E , which allows us to reduce computations of traces in E to computations of
traces in Corr(D).
A direct computation of traces in Corr(D) can be obtained from the description of composition in
Corr(D) given above. Observe first that every object in Corr(D) is dualizable: the evaluation and
coevaluation maps for an object X ∈ D are given by the spans

X ×X ∆
 −− X −! pt and pt − X ∆

−−! X ×X

where ∆ denotes the diagonal of X. It follows that the dimension of X in Corr(D) is equivalent
to the free loop space LX, defined as the cotensoring XS1 of X by the circle S1. Furthermore, if
we consider an endomorphism of X in Corr(D) given by a span X f

 − Z
g
−! X, then the trace of

this endomorphism in Corr(D) is the equalizer Eq(f, g) of f and g in D , see Definition 3.9 and
Lemma 3.10.
The goal of this section is to give a careful account of these computations. In Subsection 3.1, we
will recall the definition of the (∞, 2)-category Corr(D), its universal property, and some of its
features. In Subsection 3.2, we will show that the trace of the span X

f
 − Z

g
−! X, viewed as

an endomorphism in Corr(D), is the equalizer Eq(f, g) of f and g, and in particular that there is
an equivalence dimCorr(D)(X) ' LX. Moreover, we will make the latter identification natural in
X ∈ D .

4The underlying (∞, 1)-category of Corr(D) is usually denoted by Span(D)
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3.1 The (∞, 2)-category of correspondences

We will start by introducing the (∞, 2)-category Corr(D) of correspondences associated with an
∞-category D which admits finite limits. There are various ways to define Corr(D): explicitly as a
2-fold complete Segal space [Hau18, GR19] generalizing Barwick’s (∞, 1)-categorical construction
[BR13, Bar17], via bivariant fibrations [Ste20], or via bivariant theories [Mac20]. All these (∞, 2)-
categories are equivalent because they satisfy a universal property: they come equipped with a
functor D ! Corr(D) which is universal among bivariant theories from D into some (∞, 2)-category
E , cf. Definition 3.2. For the purposes of this article, it is convenient to simply define Corr(D) via
its universal property.
Definition 3.1. An ∞-category D is called left exact if it has finite limits. We let Catlex

∞ denote
the ∞-category of (small) left exact ∞-categories and left exact functors.
Definition 3.2 ([Mac20, Section 3.2]). Let D be a left exact ∞-category and let E be an (∞, 2)-
category. A functor F : D ! E is called a bivariant theory if it sends morphisms in D to left adjoint
morphisms in E , and it sends pullback squares in D to right adjointable squares in E .
Given another bivariant theory F ′ : C ! E , a transformation α : F ⇒ F ′ is called bivariant if
it commutes with the right adjoints of F (f): for every morphism f : A ! B in D , the resulting
naturality square

F (A) F ′(A)

F (B) F ′(B)

αA

F (f) F ′(f)

αB

is vertically right adjointable.
We let Biv(D ,E ) ⊆ Fun(D ,E ) denote the (∞, 2)-category of bivariant theories F : D ! E , bivariant
transformations and arbitrary 3-transformations.

We may now introduce Corr(D) as the (∞, 2)-category equipped with the universal bivariant theory
hD : D ! Corr(D).
Proposition 3.3 ([Mac20, Theorem 4.2.6]). Let D be a left exact ∞-category. There exists an
(∞, 2)-category Corr(D) equipped with a bivariant theory hD : D ! Corr(D) satisfying the following
property: for any other (∞, 2)-category E , composition with hD induces an equivalence of (∞, 2)-
categories

Fun(Corr(D),E ) ∼−−! Biv(D ,E ).

The construction D 7! Corr(D) and the maps hD : D ! Corr(D) uniquely assemble into a func-
tor Corr : Catlex

∞ ! Cat(∞,2) equipped with a natural transformation h from the forgetful functor
Catlex

∞ ! Cat∞ ↪! Cat(∞,2).

The above universal property of Corr(D) admits a symmetric monoidal variant.
Definition 3.4. Let D be a left exact∞-category, equipped with the cartesian monoidal structure,
and let E⊗ be a symmetric monoidal (∞, 2)-category. A symmetric monoidal functor F : D× ! E⊗

is called a symmetric monoidal bivariant theory if its underlying functor D ! E is a bivariant theory.
We let Biv⊗(D ,E ) ⊆ Fun⊗(D ,E ) denote the (∞, 2)-category of symmetric monoidal bivariant
theories F : D ! E , symmetric monoidal bivariant transformations and arbitrary 3-transformations.
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Proposition 3.5 ([Mac20, 4.4.6 Theorem]). Let D be a left exact ∞-category. There is a unique
enhancement of Corr(D) to a symmetric monoidal (∞, 2)-category together with an enhancement
of the bivariant theory hD : D ! Corr(D) to a symmetric monoidal bivariant theory. It satisfies
the following property: for any other symmetric monoidal (∞, 2)-category E , composition with hD

induces an equivalence of (∞, 2)-categories

Fun⊗(Corr(D),E ) ∼−−! Biv⊗(D ,E ).

The construction D 7! Corr(D) and the maps hD : D ! Corr(D) uniquely assemble into a functor
Corr : Catlex

∞ ! CAlg(Cat(∞,2)) equipped with a natural transformation h from the forgetful functor
Catlex

∞ ! CAlg(Cat∞) ↪! CAlg(Cat(∞,2)).

In [Ste20, Section 3.1], Stefanich introduces for every left exact ∞-category D an explicit 2-fold
complete Segal space 2 Corr(D) equipped with a functor D ! 2 Corr(D) satisfying the universal
property of hD : D ! Corr(D), cf. [Ste20, Theorem 3.4.18]. In [Ste20, Remark 3.1.10], the mapping
spaces in 2 Corr(D) are computed to be

Map2 Corr(D)(d, d′) ' D/d×d′

for d, d′ ∈ D . One observes from his computation (cf. [Ste20, Notation 3.1.4, Notation 3.1.9, Remark
3.1.8]) that this identification is natural in the triple (D , d, d′). In particular, letting both d and d′
be the final object of D , we obtain the following result:
Proposition 3.6 ([Ste20]). Let D be a left exact∞-category. Then there is a functorial equivalence

iD : D ∼−−! Ω Corr(D).

We finish this subsection by recalling from [Hau18, Ste20] that all objects in Corr(D) are dualizable
and that every morphism f in D gives rise to an adjunction in Corr(D) between the associated left-
and right-pointing morphisms.
Lemma 3.7 ([Hau18, Theorem 1.4], [Ste20, Proposition 3.3.3]). For a left exact ∞-category D and
an object X ∈ D , the span

X ×X ∆
 −− X

r
−! pt

is part of a duality datum exhibiting X as self-dual in Corr(D). The coevaluation is given by the
span pt r

 − X
∆
−−! X ×X. In particular, every object in Corr(D) is dualizable.

Lemma 3.8 ([Ste20, Proposition 3.3.1], see also [Hau18, Lemma 12.3]). For a morphism f : X ! Y
in D , the morphisms of spans

X

Y

Y Y

f
f f and

X

X ×Y X

X X.

∆f

pr1 pr2

are the counit resp. unit of an adjunction in Corr(D) between the span hD(f) = (X X Yid f )

and the span fr = (Y X X
f id ).
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3.2 Traces and dimensions in the (∞, 2)-category of correspondences

In this subsection, we recall the folklore fact that the trace of an endomorphism X
f
 − Z

g
−! X in

Corr(D) is given by the equalizer Eq(f, g) of f and g. An instance of this appears for example in
[BZN13, Section 4]. For completeness, we provide a proof of this fact. Furthermore, we will show
that the there is a natural identification dimCorr(D)(X) ' LX for X ∈ D .

Definition 3.9. Let f, g : Z ! X be two maps in D . The equalizer Eq(f, g) of f and g is defined
via the pullback square

Eq(f, g) X

Z X ×X.

∆
(f,g)

When Z = X and f = g = idX is the identity on X, we write the equalizer as

LX := Eq(idX , idX)

and call it the free loop space, or the free loop object of X. Observe that it is equivalent to the
cotensor XS1 of X by S1.

The proof that traces in Corr(D) are given by equalizers is a straightforward computation.

Lemma 3.10. Consider an endomorphism in Corr(D) given by a span X f
 − Z

g
−! X. Under the

equivalence D ' Ω Corr(D) of Proposition 3.6, the trace of this endomorphism is equivalent to the
equalizer Eq(f, g) ∈ D . In particular, the dimension of X in Corr(D) is equivalent to its free loop
space LX ∈ D .

Proof. Spelling out the definition of trace and plugging in the explicit duality data from Lemma 3.7,
the trace is given by the following composite of spans:

X Z ×X X

pt X ×X X ×X pt.

f×id g×idr ∆ ∆ r

Observe that we have the following pullback diagram:

Eq(f, g) Z X

Z Z ×X X ×X

X X ×X.

f×id

g×id

∆

∆

f

g

(id,f)

(id,g)

It follows that the above composite span is equivalent to the span pt  − Eq(f, g) −! pt, as
desired.
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The above computation of dimensions in Corr(D) gives rise to explicit descriptions of dimensions
in (∞, 2)-categories E which receive a bivariant theory from D .

Corollary 3.11. Let F : D ! E be a symmetric monoidal bivariant theory, with D and E as in
Definition 3.2.

(a) For every object X ∈ D , the composite

F (X)⊗ F (X) ' F (X ×X) F (∆)r
−−−−! F (X) F (r)

−−−! F (pt) ' 1

exhibits the object F (X) ∈ E as self-dual in E . In particular, objects in the image of F are
dualizable.

(b) For every object X ∈ D , the dimension of F (X) ∈ E is given by the composite

1E ' F (pt) −! F (LX) −! F (pt) ' 1E .

Proof. By the universal property of Corr(D), the functor F uniquely extends to a symmetric
monoidal 2-functor F ′ : Corr(D)! E . As F ′ preserves duality data and adjunction data, statement
a) thus follows from Lemma 3.7, while statement b) follows from Lemma 3.10.

Coherence

We have seen above that for an object X of a left exact ∞-category D , the dimension of X in
Corr(D) is given by its free loop space: dimCorr(D)(X) ' LX. The goal of the remainder of
subsection is to make this calculation functorial in X, see Theorem 3.18 below. This is more subtle
than it looks: to get at the functoriality of the trace functor, we need to produce all the higher
duality data for the objects in Corr(D) in a coherent fashion.
We will work around this problem by observing that the computation of dimensions in Corr(D)
can be done uniformly in D ∈ Catlex

∞ , allowing us to reduce to the ‘universal’ left exact∞-category.
More precisely, we will consider the left exact ∞-category D = (Sfin)op, the opposite of the ∞-
category of finite spaces. By using the fact that (Sfin)op is freely generated under finite limits by
the point pt ∈ (Sfin)op, it is possible to reduce the coherence problem to a non-coherent statement,
which was solved in Lemma 3.10. In the remainder of this subsection, we will fill in the details of
this proof strategy.

Lemma 3.12. The functor hD : D ! Corr(D) factors through the subcategory Corr(D)dbl.

Proof. Since Corr(D)dbl ↪! Corr(D) is a non-full subcategory by Corollary 2.20, it suffices to check
this on the level of objects and morphisms. By Lemma 3.7, hD carries every object in D to a
dualizable object of Corr(D), and since hD is a bivariant theory, it carries morphisms in D to left
adjoint morphisms in Corr(D). The statement thus follows from the description of objects and
morphisms of Corr(D)dbl given in Corollary 2.20.

Remark 3.13. The functor hD : D ! Corr(D)dbl is in fact an equivalence of ∞-categories. As we
will not need this statement, we leave the proof to the reader.

It is relatively straightforward to show that the equivalence dimCorr(D)(X) ' LX is natural with
respect to equivalences in the ∞-category D .
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Lemma 3.14. For every left exact ∞-category D , the following diagram naturally commutes:

D' Corr(D)dbl

D Ω Corr(D).

hD

L dimCorr(D)

iD
'

Proof. The four corners of the square are natural in D ∈ Catlex
∞ and the four edges form natural

transformations. The assignment D 7! D' is corepresented by the left exact ∞-category (Sfin)op.
Indeed, the ∞-category Sfin is freely generated under finite colimits by the point, see (the proof
of) [Lur09a, Proposition 5.3.6.2]. It thus suffices, by the Yoneda lemma, to show that the two
composites agree for D = (Sfin)op when evaluated at the point pt ∈ (Sfin)op. This is an instance of
Lemma 3.10.

In order to enhance the above commutative diagram to a diagram defined on all of D rather than just
its groupoid core D', we will need some understanding of the interaction between span-categories
and functor categories.

Lemma 3.15. Let E and D be ∞-categories such that D is left exact. The inclusion Fun(E ,D) ↪!
Fun(E ,Corr(D)) ↪! Funlax(E ,Corr(D)) is a symmetric monoidal bivariant theory, i.e. it is sym-
metric monoidal, sends all morphisms to left adjoint morphisms and sends pullback squares to right
adjointable squares.

Proof. The inclusion Fun(E ,D) ↪! Funlax(E ,Corr(D)) inherits a symmetric monoidal structure
from applying the finite-product-preserving functor Fun(E ,−) to the symmetric monoidal functor
D ! Corr(D).
Next, given a morphism α : F ! G in Fun(E ,D), we have to show its image in Funlax(E ,Corr(D))
is a left adjoint. By [Hau21, Theorem 4.6], it suffices to show that this image in Funlax(E ,Corr(D))
comes from a morphism in the functor category Fun(E ,Corr(D), and that for every e ∈ E the map
α(e) : F (e) ! G(e) is a left adjoint morphism in Corr(D). But the former is automatic, and the
latter follows from the fact that hD : D ! Corr(D) sends morphisms to left adjoints.
Finally, given a pullback square

F G

H K

α

β

δ

γ

in Fun(E ,D), we have to show that the resulting Beck-Chevalley map (see e.g. [CSY22, Section
2.2])

F G

H K

β

δ

α∗ γ∗

in Funlax(E ,Corr(D)) is an equivalence. For every e ∈ E , evaluation of the pullback square at
e ∈ E gives a pullback square in D . Hence, since hD : D ! Corr(D) is a bivariant theory, the above
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Beck-Chevalley map is an equivalence in Corr(D) after evaluating at e:

F (e) G(e)

H(e) K(e).

βe

δe

α∗e γ∗e'

Since the 2-functors eve : Funlax(E ,Corr(D)) ! Corr(D) for e ∈ E are jointly conservative on
morphism ∞-categories, this gives the claim.

By the previous lemma, the symmetric monoidal inclusion Fun(E ,D) ↪! Funlax(E ,Corr(D)) uni-
versally extends to a symmetric monoidal functor

ΦE ,D : Corr(Fun(E ,D))! Funlax(E ,Corr(D)).

The following lemma shows that this functor interacts well with the equivalence iD : D ∼−−! Ω Corr(D).

Lemma 3.16. For every ∞-category E , there is a natural homotopy making the following diagram
of ∞-groupoids commute:

Fun(E ,D)' Fun(E ,D)'

Ω Corr(Fun(E ,D))' Ω Funlax(E ,Corr(D))' Fun(E ,Ω Corr(D))'.

iFun(E ,D) Fun(E ,iD)
ΩΦE ,D '

(3)

Proof. Under the identification Fun(E ,E ′)' ' MapCat∞(E ,E ′), the composite along the left and
bottom of the diagram (3) constitutes a map from MapCat∞(E ,D) to MapCat∞(E ,Ω Corr(D)) which
is natural in E ∈ Cat∞. By the Yoneda lemma, it is thus induced by a functor jD : D ! Ω Corr(D).
From the definition it is immediate that the functors iD and jD agree on groupoid cores and that
the diagram (3) commutes if we replace iD by jD . It thus remains to show that the maps iD and
jD are equivalent as functors D ! Ω Corr(D).
Note that the construction of jD is natural in D ∈ Catlex

∞ . We may thus consider the composite
kD := i−1

D jD : D ! D and regard it as an endomorphism k : U ! U of the forgetful functor
U : Catlex

∞ ! Cat∞. We need to show that k is the identity of U . Since iD and jD agree on
groupoid cores, the induced map kD : D' ! D' on groupoid cores is naturally equivalent to the
identity. It thus remains to prove the following result, Lemma 3.17, which we record separately
because of its independent interest.

Lemma 3.17. Let k : U ! U be an endomorphism of the forgetful functor U : Catlex
∞ ! Cat∞.

Assume that the induced endomorphism k' : U' ! U' of the functor U' : Catlex
∞ ! S is equivalent

to the identity of U'. Then k is equivalent to the identity of U .

Proof. The forgetful functor U admits a left adjoint F : Cat∞ ! Catlex
∞ , sending an ∞-category

E to the subcategory of P(E op)op generated under finite limits by the representable objects. In
particular, the transformation k : U ! U corresponds to a transformation k′ : id! U ◦ F , and the
problem translates to showing that k′ is equivalent to the unit transformation u : id! U ◦ F .
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First we will show that k′ factors through u via some transformation k′′ : id ! id. To see this,
observe that for an∞-category E the unit map uE : E ! U(F (E )) is fully faithful, both sides being
full subcategories of P(E op)op. It follows in particular that u : id ! U ◦ F is a monomorphism in
Fun(Cat∞,Cat∞), and thus it is a property for k′ to factor through u. Moreover, as the property
of factoring through a monomorphism in a functor category can be checked pointwise, it suffices to
show that for each E ∈ Cat∞ the functor k′E : E ! U(F (E )) factors through uE : E ! U(F (E ))
via some map k′′E : E ! E . By construction, k′E : E ! U(F (E )) is given by the composite

E
uE−−! U(F (E ))

kF (E)
−−−−! U(F (E )).

By assumption on k, the second map induces the identity on groupoid cores, proving that k′E factors
through uE on objects. By fully faithfulness of uE : E ! U(F (E )) this means k′E factors through
uE as desired.
We are thus left with showing that the resulting endomorphism k′′ : idCat∞ ! idCat∞ of the identity
on Cat∞ is equivalent to the identity. This is immediate: the space End(idCat∞) of endomorphisms
of idCat∞ is contractible. This follows from a theorem by Toën, which says that the full subcategory
of Fun(Cat∞,Cat∞) spanned by the equivalences is equivalent to the discrete category {id, (−)op},
see [Lur09b, Theorem 4.4.1].

We are now ready for the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 3.18. For every left exact ∞-category D , the following diagram naturally commutes:

D Corr(D)dbl

D Ω Corr(D).

hD

L dimCorr(D)

iD
'

Proof. By the Yoneda lemma, it suffices to prove that the diagram commutes after applying the
functor MapCat∞(E ,−) = Fun(E ,−)' for every ∞-category E , naturally in E . Here we may use
the following naturally commutative diagram:

Fun(E ,D)' Fun(E ,Corr(D)dbl)'

Corr(Fun(E ,D))dbl,' Funlax(E ,Corr(D))dbl,'

Ω Corr(Fun(E ,D))' Ω Funlax(E ,Corr(D))'

Fun(E ,D)' Fun(E ,Ω Corr(D))'.

(−)S
1

hFun(E ,D)

Fun(E ,hD)'

Fun(E ,dimCorr(D))'dimCorr(Fun(E ,D))

Φdbl
E ,D

dimFunlax(E ,Corr(D))

'

ΩΦE ,D

'iFun(E ,D)

Fun(E ,iD)'

The left square commutes by Lemma 3.14 applied to Fun(E ,D). The top square commutes by
definition of ΦE ,D . The right square commutes by definition of the higher categorical dimension
functor (Definition 2.23). The bottom square commutes by Lemma 3.16. Finally, the middle square
commutes by naturality of the dimension functor applied to the symmetric monoidal 2-functor
ΦE ,D .
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4 Traces of C -linear ∞-categories

Let C ∈ CAlg(PrL) be a presentably symmetric monoidal ∞-category, taken to be fixed. In this
case, we can form the symmetric monoidal (∞, 2)-category ModC := ModC (PrL) of C -modules
in PrL, with tensor product denoted by ⊗C . We will refer to the objects of ModC as C -linear
∞-categories, to its morphisms as C -linear functors and to its 2-morphisms as C -linear transfor-
mations. The mapping∞-categories in ModC are FunC (D ,E ), the∞-categories of C -linear colimit
preserving functors from D to E ; they come equipped with natural enhancements to C -linear ∞-
categories, making them into internal mapping objects in ModC . We refer to [HSS17, Section 4.4]
for a more precise discussion.
The goal of this section is to study traces in ModC , which provide a natural categorification of
traces in C . As C is the monoidal unit of ModC , the ∞-category Ω ModC of Definition 2.21 is
given by the∞-category FunC (C ,C ) of C -linear endofunctors of C . Observe that evaluation at the
monoidal unit 1 ∈ C induces an equivalence FunC (C ,C ) ∼−−! C , and thus postcomposing the trace
functor of ModC with this identification yields a C -valued trace functor. Since this functor will
play an important role in the remainder of this paper, we give it its own notation and terminology.

Definition 4.1. The C -linear trace functor TrC : Modtrl
C ! C is defined as the following composite:

TrC : Modtrl
C

trModC−−−−−! Ω ModC ' FunC (C ,C ) ∼−−! C .

For a dualizable C -linear ∞-category D equipped with a C -linear endofunctor F : D ! D , we call
the object TrC (D , F ) ∈ C the C -linear trace of the pair (D , F ). When F is the identity endofunctor
of D , we will denote this object by TrC (D) and call it the C -linear trace of D .5

Example 4.2. Assume that D = C , so that F : C ! C is given by tensoring with an object
X ∈ C . Then by Example 2.3 the C -linear trace is simply given by X itself:

TrC (C , X) = X ∈ C .

Remark 4.3. By Corollary 2.26, the functor TrC admits a canonical refinement to a symmetric
monoidal functor of∞-categories. In particular, given two C -linear endofunctors (D , F ), (D ′, F ′) ∈
Modtrl

C , there is a natural equivalence

TrC (D ⊗C D ′, F ⊗C F ′) ' TrC (D , F )⊗ TrC (D ′, F ′) ∈ C

Let us spell out the behavior of the C -linear trace functor on objects and morphisms. The ∞-
category Modtrl

C is a (non-full) (∞, 1)-subcategory of the oplax functor category Funoplax(BN,ModC ),
see Corollary 2.20. Its objects are given by pairs (D , F ), where D ∈ Moddbl

C is a dualizable C -linear
∞-category and F : D ! D is a C -linear endofunctor. Its morphisms (D , F ) ! (E , G) are pairs
(H,α), where H : D ! E is a left adjoint morphism in ModC and where α : H ◦ F ⇒ G ◦H is a
C -linear transformation:

D E

D E .

F

H

G

H

α

5An alternative name would be ‘C -linear dimension’.
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For an object (D , F ) of Modtrl
C , its C -linear trace TrC (D , F ) ∈ C is the image of the monoidal unit

1 ∈ C under the following composite:

C
coev
−−−! D ⊗C D∨

F⊗id
−−−! D ⊗C D∨

τ' D∨ ⊗C D
ev
−! C .

For a morphism (H,α) : (D , F )! (E , G) in Modtrl
C , the map TrC (H,α) : TrC (D , F )! TrC (E , G)

is given by evaluating the following composite transformation at the monoidal unit 1 ∈ C :

C D ⊗C D∨ D ⊗C D∨

E ⊗C E ∨ D ⊗C E ∨ E ⊗C D∨ D ⊗C D∨

E ⊗C E ∨ E ⊗C E ∨ C .

coevE

coevD

HR⊗1

1⊗(HR)∨

H⊗1

HR⊗1

evD

H⊗1

F⊗1

evE

1⊗(HR)∨

G⊗1

c⊗1

α⊗(HR)∨

u⊗1

(4)

This section is organized as follows: in Subsection 4.1, we define and review basic properties of
C -linear ∞-categories freely and cofreely generated from spaces; in Subsection 4.2 we discuss maps
of spaces f for which the pullback functor f∗ admits a C -linear right adjoint, called C -adjointable
maps; in Subsection 4.3 we compute the C -linear trace of C -linear∞-categories freely generated by
spaces and the morphisms between them induced by maps of spaces, and in the case of C -adjointable
maps, we introduce a “wrong-way” morphism called the free loop transfer; in Subsection 4.4, we
prove the folklore identification of Hochschild homology as a trace in the case of module categories;
and finally in Subsection 4.5, we discuss the identification of C -linear∞-categories of local systems
with module ∞-categories over the correspnding loop spaces.

4.1 Free and cofree C -linear ∞-categories

There are two classes of C -linear ∞-categories which will play an important role throughout this
article: for every space A we have the free C -linear ∞-category C [A] and the cofree C -linear
∞-category CA. The goal of this subsection is to recall the basic properties these ∞-categories
have.

Definition 4.4. Let A be a space and let D be a C -linear ∞-category. We define the C -linear
∞-categories D [A] and DA by

D [A] := colim
A

D ∈ ModC and DA := lim
A

D ∈ ModC .

For a map f : A! B of spaces, we denote by

f! : D [A]! D [B] and f∗ : DB ! DA

the induced C -linear functors. Their right adjoints in Ĉat∞ are denoted by

f∗ : D [B]! D [A] and f∗ : DA ! DB .
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We will show in Corollary 4.12 that there is an equivalence D [A] ' DA. Nevertheless, we choose to
distinguish them in the notation to emphasize the different roles they play. Under this identification,
the two functors called f∗ get identified, justifying the notation.

Remark 4.5. Since the forgetful functors ModC ! PrL and PrL ! Cat∞ preserve limits, the
underlying ∞-category of DA, and therefore also of D [A], is the functor category Fun(A,D).

The C -linear∞-category C [A] is called the free C -linear∞-category on A, as the C -linear functors
out of it into some C -linear ∞-category D correspond to functors A ! D . In fact, we have the
following stronger statement.

Lemma 4.6. Let D be a C -linear ∞-category and let A be a space. There are natural equivalences
of C -linear ∞-categories

D [A] ∼−−! D ⊗C C [A] and FunC (C [A],D) ∼−−! DA.

Proof. As the functor D ⊗C − : ModC ! ModC preserves colimits, the first equivalence follows
from the equivalence D ' D ⊗C C . Similarly, as the functor FunC (−,D) : Modop

C ! ModC turns
colimits in ModC into limits, the second equivalence similarly follows from the fact that evaluation
at 1 ∈ C induces an equivalence FunC (C ,D) ∼−−! D .

Notation 4.7. We will frequently abuse notation and denote the C -linear functor associated with
an object X ∈ DA simply by X : C [A] ! D , or sometimes by XC : C [A] ! D when we need
to distinguish it from X itself. For an object Y ∈ C we will write Y : C ! C for the functor
−⊗ Y : C ! C .

The assignments A 7! C [A] and A 7! DA satisfy various adjointability properties, making them
bivariant theories in the sense of Definition 3.2.

Proposition 4.8. (1) The functor C [−] : S ! ModC is a symmetric monoidal bivariant theory.

(2) For every C -linear ∞-category D , the functors D [−] : S ! ModC and D (−) : S ! Modop
C are

bivariant theories.

(3) For every C -linear ∞-category D , there are equivalences of bivariant theories

D ⊗C C [−] ' D [−] and FunC (C [−],D) ' D (−).

Proof. For part (1), notice that the functor A 7! C [A] factors through the symmetric monoidal
2-functor C ⊗S − : PrL ! ModC . It thus suffices to show the claim when C = S. More concretely,
this means we have to show that the functor S[−] : S ! PrL is symmetric monoidal, sends maps
of spaces to internal left adjoints in PrL and sends pullback squares of spaces to right adjointable
squares in PrL. Symmetric monoidality of S[−] : S ! PrL is automatic from the observation that it
is the unique colimit-preserving symmetric monoidal functor S ! PrL. For the other two conditions,
we use that for every space A there is an equivalence S[A] ' P(A) by [Lur09a, Theorem 5.1.5.6].
For a morphism of spaces f : A ! B, the induced functor f! : P(A) ! P(B) is given by left Kan
extension. Consequently, the right adjoint f∗ : P(B)! P(A) is given by precomposing with f , and
hence preserves colimits. We deduce that f∗ is an internal right adjoint of f! in PrL. It remains to
show that S[−] sends pullback squares of spaces to adjointable squares in PrL, which is an instance
of [HL13, Proposition 4.3.3]. This finishes the proof of part (1).
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Parts (2) and (3) follow immediately from part (1). Indeed, observe that the post-composition of
a bivariant theory D ! E with a 2-functor E ! E ′ is again a bivariant theory. Since D ⊗C −
and FunC (−,D) : ModC ! Modop

C are 2-functors, it thus follows from part (1) that the functors
D ⊗C C [−] and FunC (C [−],D) are bivariant theories. By the natural equivalences D ⊗C C [−] '
D [−] and FunC (C [−],D) ' D (−) of Lemma 4.6, parts (2) and (3) follow.

Let us spell out some consequences of Proposition 4.8 in a more concrete form. There is for every
pair of spaces A and B an equivalence

C [A]⊗C C [B] ' C [A×B].

For every map f : A! B of spaces, the C -linear functor f! : C [A]! C [B] admits a C -linear right
adjoint f∗ : C [B]! C [A], and similarly the C -linear functor f∗ : DB ! DA admits a C -linear left
adjoint f! : DA ! DB . Furthermore, for every pullback square of spaces

A B

C D,

f

g g′

f ′

if we consider the two associated commutative squares in ModC

C [A] C [B]

C [C] C [D]

f!

g! g′!

f ′!

and
DA DB

DC DD,

f∗

g∗ g′∗

f ′∗

then the left square is right adjointable in ModC , while the right square is left adjointable.

Corollary 4.9. Let D be a C -linear ∞-category. For every map f : A ! B of spaces, there are
naturally commutative squares of C -linear functors

FunC (C [B],D) DB

FunC (C [A],D) DA

−◦f!

'

f∗

'

and
FunC (C [A],D) DA

FunC (C [B],D) DB .

−◦f∗

'

f!

'

Proof. The left square is an instance of Lemma 4.6. The right square is obtained from the left
square by passing to left adjoints.

As a corollary of Proposition 4.8, we obtain that the free C -linear∞-categories C [A] are dualizable
in ModC .

Corollary 4.10. For every space A, the C -linear pairing

C [A]⊗C C [A] ' C [A×A] ∆∗
−−! C [A] A!−! C

is non-degenerate. In particular the C -linear ∞-category C [A] is self-dual in ModC .
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Proof. By part (1) of Proposition 4.8, this is an instance of Corollary 3.11. The coevaluation is
given by C

A∗
−−! C [A] ∆!−! C [A×A] ' C [A]⊗C C [A].

Under the self-duality of the free C -linear ∞-categories C [A], the functors f! and f∗ are dual to
each other, in the sense of the following lemma.

Lemma 4.11. Let f : A! B be a map of spaces. Then the following diagrams commute:

C [B] C [A]

C [B]∨ C [A]∨
'

f∗

'

(f!)∨
and

C [A] C [B]

C [A]∨ C [B]∨.

'

f!

'

(f∗)∨

Proof. We will prove the commutativity of the left diagram. The proof for the right diagram is
analogous and is left to the reader. Expanding the definition of (f!)∨ by plugging in the explicit
evaluation and coevaluation maps from Corollary 4.10, we see it is given by the composite

C [B] (prB)∗
−−−−! C [B ×A] (id×(f,id))!

−−−−−−−! C [B ×B ×A] (∆×id)∗
−−−−−! C [B ×A] (prA)!

−−−−! C [A].

Observe that the maps id× (f, id) and ∆× id fit into a pullback square

A B ×A

B ×A B ×B ×A,

id×(f,id)
∆×1

(f,id)

(f,id)

and thus it follows from part (1) of Proposition 4.8 that the above composite is homotopic to

C [B] (prB)∗
−−−−! C [B ×A] (f,id)∗

−−−−! C [A] (f,id)!
−−−−! C [B ×A] (prA)!

−−−−! C [A].

But this composite is the functor f∗ : C [B]! C [A], as desired.

We deduce from the previous lemma that the free and cofree C -linear∞-categories C [A] and CA are
equivalent, and that under this equivalence the functor f∗ : C [B]! C [A] agrees with f∗ : CB ! CA

and f! : C [A]! C [B] agrees with f! : CA ! CB .

Corollary 4.12. For every space A and every C -linear ∞-category D , there is an equivalence

D [A] ∼−−! DA

of C -linear ∞-categories, natural in A ∈ S'. Furthermore, for every map f : A! B of spaces, the
following diagrams commute:

D [B] DB

D [A] DA

'

f∗ f∗

'

and
D [A] DA

D [B] DB .

'

f! f!

'
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Proof. We will start by proving the equivalence D [A] ' DA. By self-duality of C [A], the evaluation
map C [A] ⊗C C [A] ⊗C D ! D adjoints over to an equivalence C [A] ⊗C D ∼−−! FunC (C [A],D),
which is natural in A ∈ S'. By Lemma 4.6, the left-hand side of this equivalence is equivalent
to D [A] and the right-hand side is equivalent to DA. Together, this gives the desired equivalence
D [A] ' DA, naturally in A ∈ S'.
Now we show that the two diagrams commute. The right diagram is obtained from the left one by
passing to left adjoints, so it suffices to prove that the left diagram commutes. This follows from
the following commutative diagram:

D [B] D ⊗C C [B] FunC (C [B],D) DB

D [A] D ⊗C C [A] FunC (C [A],D) DA.

∼

∼

f∗ id⊗Cf
∗ −◦f! f∗

∼

∼

∼

∼

The left and right squares commutes by functoriality in A of the equivalences D [A] ' D ⊗C C [A]
and FunC (C [A],D) ' DA from Lemma 4.6. The middle square commutes by Lemma 4.11.

Remark 4.13. The assignment A 7! D [A] can be turned into a contravariant functor via the
right adjoints f∗ : D [B]! D [A]. With this functoriality, the assignments A 7! D [A] and A 7! DA

are equivalent as functors Sop ! ModC . Indeed, this follows from the observation that both send
colimits of spaces to limits in ModC and agree on the point.

Corollary 4.14. Let A be a space. Then the functors a∗ : C [A] ! C for a ∈ A are jointly
conservative.

Proof. Since this is true for the functors a∗ : CA ! C , this follows directly from Corollary 4.12.

4.2 Adjointability in ModC

Since ModC is an (∞, 2)-category, there is a notion of a left adjoint morphism in ModC : a C -linear
functorH : D ! E which admits a C -linear right adjointHr : E ! D with C -linear unit and counit.
For emphasis, we will refer to the left adjoint morphisms in ModC as the internal left adjoints. By
[Lur, Remark 7.3.2.9], a C -linear functor H : D ! E is an internal left adjoint precisely when its
right adjoint G : E ! D in Ĉat∞ preserves colimits and satisfies the right projection formula: the
canonical map

X ⊗G(Y )! G(X ⊗ Y )
is an equivalence in D for all X ∈ C and Y ∈ E .
In fact, it frequently happens that the projection formula comes for free:

Lemma 4.15. Let H : D ! E be a C -linear functor whose right adjoint G : E ! D in Ĉat∞
preserves colimits. Assume that one of the following two conditions hold:

(1) The presentable ∞-category C is an idempotent algebra in PrL;

(2) The dualizable objects in C generate C under colimits.

Then H is an internal left adjoint in ModC .
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Proof. In case (1), ModC is a full subcategory of PrL, so any right adjoint of H in PrL is automati-
cally a right adjoint ofH in ModC . In case (2), we have to show that the mapX⊗G(Y )! G(X⊗Y )
is an equivalence in D for all X ∈ C and Y ∈ E . The assumption on G implies that both sides
preserve colimits in X, and thus by the assumption on C it will suffice to prove this whenever
X is dualizable in C . But in this case, if we let X∨ ∈ C denote a dual of X, we observe
that the transformation X ⊗ G(−) ! G(X ⊗ −) is the total mate of the specified equivalence
X∨ ⊗H(−) '−! H(X∨ ⊗−), and thus is itself an equivalence.

Testing whether a C -linear functor out of a free C -linear∞-category C [A] is an internal left adjoint
can be done pointwise.
Lemma 4.16. A C -linear functor F : C [A] ! D is an internal left adjoint if and only if the
composition F ◦ a! : C ! D is an internal left adjoint for every a : pt! A.

Proof. Since internal left adjoints are closed under composition, one direction follows from the
fact that the functors a! : C ! C [A] are internal left adjoints for every a ∈ A. For the other
direction, assume that F ◦ a! is an internal left adjoint for every a ∈ A. We need to show that the
right adjoint G : D ! C [A] of F preserves colimits and satisfies the projection formula. For the
projection formula, consider objects X ∈ C and Y ∈ D . We need to show that the canonical map
X ⊗G(Y )! G(X ⊗ Y ) is an equivalence. As the functors a∗ : C [A]! C are jointly conservative
by Corollary 4.14, this may be tested after applying a∗ for every a. But since a∗ is C -linear, this
map becomes the exchange map X ⊗ (a∗ ◦ G)(Y ) ! (a∗ ◦ G)(X ⊗ Y ) for the composite a∗ ◦ G,
which is an equivalence by the assumption that F ◦ a! is an internal left adjoint. We conclude that
G satisfies the projection formula. A similar argument shows that G preserves colimits.

Adjointability for maps of spaces

We will be particularly interested in the internal left adjoints which are induced by a map of spaces
g : A ! B. In the covariant direction, we have the C -linear functor g! : C [A] ! C [B], which by
Proposition 4.8(1) is always an internal left adjoint. In the contravariant direction, we have the
C -linear functor g∗ : C [B]! C [A], which need not be an internal left adjoint in general. The class
of morphisms for which this happens to be the case will play a mayor role throughout this article.
Definition 4.17. We say that a map of spaces g : A! B is C -adjointable if the C -linear functor
g∗ : C [B] ! C [A] is an internal left adjoint in ModC , i.e. its right adjoint g∗ : C [A] ! C [B]
preserves colimits and satisfies the projection formula. We say that a space A is C -adjointable if
the map A! pt is C -adjointable.

It is immediate that the collection of C -adjointable maps is closed under composition and cartesian
products.
Lemma 4.18. Let g : A! B be a map of spaces. If all of the fibers of g are C -adjointable, then g
is C -adjointable.

Proof. By Lemma 4.16, the C -linear functor g∗ : C [B] ! C [A] is an internal left adjoint as soon
as for every point b : pt ! B, the composite g∗ ◦ b! : C ! C [A] is an internal left adjoint. Letting
ιb : Ab ! A denote the inclusion of the fiber of g at b, this composite is equivalent to the C -linear
functor (ιb)! ◦ (Ab)∗ : C ! C [A]. As (ιb)! is always an internal left adjoint and (Ab)∗ is an internal
left adjoint by assumption, this finishes the proof.
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Warning 4.19. The converse of the previous lemma is not true.6 For a counterexample, con-
sider the category C = Vectk of vector spaces over some field k of characteristic p and let G
be the cyclic group of order p. Then the map f : pt ! B2G is C -adjointable, since the functor
f∗ : Fun(B2G,C ) ! C is an equivalence and thus in particular an internal left adjoint. However,
the fiber BG of f is not C -adjointable: applying the G-fixed point functor to the exact sequence
k[G] ! k ! 0 gives the non-exact sequence k 0

−! k ! 0, showing that (BG)∗ : C ! Fun(BG,C )
does not preserve colimits.

Remark 4.20. The concept of C -adjointability is closely related to other notions appearing in the
literature:

(1) In [BCSY22, Definition 2.15], a map of spaces g : A ! B is called C -semiaffine if the re-
striction functor g∗ : CB ! CA is an internal left adjoint in ModCB . It is clear that any
C -semiaffine map is C -adjointable. Conversely, a variant of the proof of Lemma 4.18 shows
that if all the fibers of g are C -adjointable, then g is C -semiaffine. Indeed, the main observa-
tion is that for a point b ∈ B, the CB-actions on C and CAb are obtained from the C -action
via the evaluation functor b∗ : CB ! C , so that the functor A∗b : C ! CAb is a CB-linear
internal left adjoint if and only if it is a C -linear internal left adjoint.

(2) For a space A, there exists a ‘dualizing object’ DA ∈ C [A] and a ‘twisted norm map’
NmA : A!(−⊗DA)! A∗ which exhibits A!(−⊗DA) as the terminal C -linear approximation
to the lax C -linear functor A∗. It follows that A is C -adjointable if and only if it is twisted
C -ambidextrous, i.e. if the twisted norm map NmA is an equivalence.
When C is the∞-category of spectra, the parameterized spectrum DA ∈ SpA was introduced
and studied by John Klein [Kle01] and is called the dualizing spectrum of A.7 The universal
property of the twisted norm map in this setting was proved by [NS18, Theorem I.4.1(v)].
For general C , the construction of the twisted norm map and a proof of its universal property
appears in the article [Cno23] by the second author, where in fact a more general version in
the setting of parameterized homotopy theory is introduced.

Lemma 4.21 (cf. [Lur18, Lemma 21.1.2.14]). The collection of C -adjointable maps is closed under
retracts.

Proof. Consider a retract diagram

A A′ A

B B′ B,

g

i

g′

r

g

j s

and assume that g′ is C -adjointable. We have to show that g∗ : C [B] ! C [A] is an internal left
adjoint. This follows by writing g∗ as a retract of the composite r!(g′)∗j! : C [B] ! C [A]: indeed,
the right adjoint g∗ is then also a retract of the composite j∗(g′)∗r∗, compatibly with the projection
formula maps. The fact that j∗(g′)∗r∗ satisfies the projection formula therefore implies that so does
g∗. Similarly, the fact that j∗(g′)∗r∗ preserves colimits implies that so does g∗.

6This was mistakenly claimed in a previous version of this document, in which we also misleadingly referred to
the C -adjointable maps as twisted C -ambidextrous.

7For a topological group G, Klein denotes by DG what here is denoted by DBG.
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We next discuss some examples of C -adjointable spaces under various assumptions on C . One
source of such examples is the theory of ambidexterity developed by Hopkins and Lurie [HL13]:
Example 4.22. If a space A is C -ambidextrous in the sense of [HL13, Construction 4.1.8], then it is
in particular C -adjointable: colimit-preservation of A∗ follows from the fact that it is a left adjoint of
A∗ [HL13, Proposition 4.3.9], while the projection formula follows from [CSY22, Proposition 3.3.1].
In particular, if C is m-semiadditive, then every m-finite space is C -adjointable. This yields the
following special cases:

(-2) For every C the point A = pt is C -adjointable.

(-1) For every pointed C , the empty space A = ∅ is C -adjointable.

(0) For every semiadditive C , every finite discrete set A is C -adjointable.

(1) For every 1-semiadditive C , and for every finite group G, the classifying space A = BG is
C -adjointable.

(∞) For every ∞-semiadditive C , every π-finite space A is C -adjointable.

For such spaces A, it follows that also all iterated loop spaces Ωk(A, a) for all k ∈ N and all
basepoints a ∈ A are C -adjointable, as they are also C -ambidextrous. Conversely, it follows directly
from [HL13, Proposition 4.3.9] that if A is an n-truncated space such that both A and all its iterated
loop spaces Ω(A, a), . . . ,Ωn(A, a) are C -adjointable, then A is C -ambidextrous.

A space can be C -adjointable without being C -ambidextrous. For example, a space can be C -
adjointable for trivial reasons:
Example 4.23. If C is an n-category (i.e., its mapping spaces are homotopically (n−1)-truncated),
then every n-connected space A is C -adjointable, because the functor A∗ : C ! CA is an equiva-
lence, and hence in particular an internal left adjoint. In particular, if C happens to be an ordinary
category, then every simply-connected space is C -adjointable. Similarly, if C happens to be a poset,
then any connected space is C -adjointable.

There are however also non-trivial examples of C -adjointable spaces which are not C -ambidextrous.
Example 4.24. If C is stable, then every compact space is C -adjointable. To see this, we may
reduce to the case C = Sp by base changing along the unique map Sp ! C in CAlg(PrL), and to
the case of a finite space A by Lemma 4.21. In this case, the functor A∗ : Sp[A]! Sp is a finite limit
and thus commutes with colimits by stability. It follows from Lemma 4.15 that A is C -adjointable.

More generally, the C -adjointable spaces are closed under pushouts when C is stable.
Lemma 4.25. Assume C is stable. Then for every space B, the collection of C -adjointable maps
A! B is closed under finite colimits in S/B.

Proof. As C is pointed, the map ∅ ! B is C -adjointable. It will thus suffice to show that the
C -adjointable morphisms are closed under pushouts in S/B . To this end, consider a pushout square
of spaces

A0 A1

A2 A

α

β j1

j2
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Let f : A ! B be a map of spaces, and define fi = f ◦ ji : Ai ! B for j = 0, 1, 2, where j0 =
j2 ◦ β ' j1 ◦ α. Assume that f1, f2 and f0 are C -adjointable. We want to prove that the functor
f∗ : C [B] ! C [A] is an internal left adjoint, or equivalently, by Corollary 4.12, that the functor
f∗ : Fun(B,C )! Fun(A,C ) is an internal left adjoint.

Let I = Λ2
0 denote the walking cospan. The cospan A2

β
 − A0

α
−! A1 defines a functor I !

S/B ' Fun(B,S). We let p : E ! Iop × B denote the unstraightening of the associated functor
I×B ! S ⊆ Cat∞; note that the pullback of p along the inclusion {i}×B ! Iop×B is equivalent
to the map f : Ai ! {i} × B for i = 0, 1, 2. The above pushout diagram determines a functor
g : E ! A which exhibits A as the groupoidification of E (see [Lur09a, Corollary 3.3.4.6]). As
g : E ! A is a localization, the restriction functor g∗ : Fun(A,C )! Fun(E,C ) is fully faithful, so
that the counit g!g

∗ ! idCA is an equivalence. Letting f ′ := f ◦ g : E ! B, it follows that the
functor f∗ : Fun(B,C )! Fun(A,C ) is C -linearly equivalent to the following composite:

Fun(B,C ) f ′∗

−−! Fun(E,C ) g!−! Fun(A,C ).

As the functor g! is an internal left adjoint, it will suffice to prove the same for f ′∗. This functor
can in turn be C -linearly decomposed as the following composite:

Fun(B,C ) pr∗B−−! Fun(Iop ×B,C ) p∗

−! Fun(E,C ),

where the first functor is given by precomposition with the projection prB : Iop ×B ! B.
The functor pr∗B is obtained by tensoring the functor (Iop)∗ : Sp! Fun(Iop,Sp) with Fun(B,C ) in
PrL. Since finite limits in Sp commute with colimits, the functor (Iop)∗ : Sp ! Fun(Iop,Sp) is an
internal left adjoint in PrL

st, and thus pr∗B : Fun(B,C )! Fun(Iop×B,C ) is an internal left adjoint
in ModC .
It thus remains to show that p∗ is an internal left adjoint, i.e. that its right adjoint p∗ : Fun(E,C )!
Fun(Iop,C ) in Ĉat∞ preserves colimits and satisfies the projection formula. The proof is similar to
that of Lemma 4.18. The three evaluation functors evi : Fun(Iop ×B,C )! Fun(B,C ) for i ∈ Iop

are jointly conservative, and since projection formulas are compatible with C -linear functors (cf.
[CSY22, Lemma 2.2.4]) it suffices to check that each of the three composites

Fun(E,C ) p∗−! Fun(Iop ×B,C ) evi−−! Fun(B,C )

preserves colimits and satisfies the projection formula. In other words, letting i : B ↪! Iop × B
denote the inclusion of B ' B × {i} into B × Iop, it suffices to check that for each i ∈ Iop the
composite p∗ ◦ i! : Fun(B,C )! Fun(E,C ) is an internal left adjoint. To this end, observe that for
each i ∈ Iop there is a pullback diagram

Ai E

B Iop ×B.

ji

fi p

i

As p is a cartesian fibration, it follows from [Lur09a, Proposition 4.1.2.11, Proposition 4.1.2.15]8
that the Beck-Chevalley map ji! ◦ f∗i ! p∗ ◦ i! in FunL(S,SE) is an equivalence. By tensoring

8Beware that in [Lur09a, Proposition 4.1.2.11] Lurie works with the contravariant model structure, so that what
he denotes by Lf! would be (fop)! in our notation. Since pop is a cocartesian fibration, [Lur09a, Proposition 4.1.2.15]
does indeed apply to our situation.
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with C , we obtain a similar equivalence of functors C ! CE . By assumption on fi, the functor
f∗i : CB ! CAi is an internal left adjoint, and the same is always true for (ji)! : CAi ! CA. It
thus follows that their composite p∗ ◦ i! : CB ! CE is an internal left adjoint as well, finishing the
proof.

As it turns out, C -adjointability becomes ubiquitous when we move one categorical level up.

Example 4.26. Every space is PrL-adjointable. For n-truncated spaces, this is an instance of
Example 4.22, using [HL13, Example 4.3.11]. For a general space A, the colimit of any diagram
F : A ! PrL is computed as the limit of the associated diagram of right adjoints FR : Aop ! PrR

(see [Lur09a]). Since A is a space, we have a natural isomorphism F ' FR and hence a natural
isomorphism of functors A! ' A∗. Since A! preserves colimits, so does A∗. Since dualizable
presentable ∞-categories generate PrL under colimits, cf. [RS22, Lemma 7.14], the claim follows
from lemma 4.15.
It follows that, similarly, every space is ModC -adjointable for every C ∈ CAlg(PrL).

Remark 4.27. For a fixed space A and for large enough cardinals κ (depending on A), the inclusion
PrL

κ ↪! PrL preserves A-shaped limits. Therefore, for such κ, the above example also works in PrL
κ.

Adjointability and dualizability

In the remainder of this subsection, we will discuss the close relationship between internal left
adjoints in ModC and dualizable objects in C .

Observation 4.28. For an object Y ∈ C , the morphism Y : C ! C in ModC is an internal left
adjoint if and only if Y is dualizable in C . Indeed, the internal right adjoint of Y : C ! C is of the
form Y ∨ : C ! C for some object Y ∨ ∈ C , and the unit and counit of the adjunction correspond
to the evaluation and coevaluation maps forming the duality data. The triangle identities for the
adjunction translate into the triangle identities for the duality.

Corollary 4.29. For X ∈ CA, the functor C [A] X
−! C is an internal left adjoint if and only if X

is pointwise dualizable.

Proof. The composite of the functor X : C [A] ! C with a! : C ! C [A] corresponds to a∗X ∈ C
by Corollary 4.9. The claim thus follows from Observation 4.28 and Lemma 4.16.

In what follows, we equip the ∞-category CA with the pointwise symmetric monoidal structure.
In particular, an object of CA is dualizable if and only if it is pointwise dualizable.

Proposition 4.30 (cf. [CSY21, Proposition 2.5]). Let g : A ! B be a map of spaces and assume
that g is C -adjointable. Then the left Kan extension functor g! : CA ! CB preserves dualizable
objects. For a dualizable object X ∈ CA, the dual of g!(X) ∈ CB is given by g∗(X∨). In particular,
if A is a C -adjointable space and X ∈ CA is dualizable, then A!X is dualizable with dual A∗X∨.

Proof. Assume that X ∈ CA is dualizable. By Corollary 4.29, the associated C -linear functor
X : C [A]! C is an internal left adjoint. Since g is C -adjointable, the C -linear functor g∗ : C [B]!
C [A] is also an internal left adjoint, and thus so is the composite

C [B] g∗

−! C [A] X
−! C .
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By Corollary 4.9, this composite classifies the object g!X ∈ CB , and thus it follows from another
application of Corollary 4.29 that g!X is dualizable. The dual of g!X may now be computed by
(g!X)∨ ' homCB (g!X,1) ' g∗ homCA(X,1) ' g∗(X∨), where homD denotes the internal hom in a
symmetric monoidal ∞-category D .

4.3 Traces of free C -linear ∞-categories and free loop transfers

Let A be a space and consider the free C -linear ∞-category C [A]. By combining Corollary 3.11
and Proposition 4.8(1) we get that C [A] is a dualizable object in ModC , and that its dimension in
ModC is given by the composite

C
(LA)∗
−−−−! C [LA] (LA)!

−−−−! C ,

where LA = Map(S1, A) ∈ S is the free loop space of A. By evaluating at the monoidal unit 1 ∈ C ,
we thus obtain an equivalence

TrC (C [A]) ' 1[LA].
When f : A ! B is a map of spaces, applying the C -linear trace functor TrC to the internal left
adjoint f! : C [A]! C [B] gives the map Lf : 1[LA]! 1[LB], see Corollary 4.38 below. In case the
map f is C -adjointable, we also get a map in the opposite direction.

Definition 4.31. Let f : A ! B be a C -adjointable map of spaces, and consider the C -linear
functor f∗ : C [B]! C [A], which by assumption is an internal left adjoint. The (C -linear) free loop
transfer of f is the map

TrC (f∗) : 1[LB]! 1[LA]
obtained by applying the C -linear trace functor to f∗.

The goal of the remainder of this section is to show that the equivalence TrC (C [A]) ' 1[LA] is
functorial in A, see Theorem 4.37 below. Since we have already solved a similar coherence problem
for the computation of dimensions in the (∞, 2)-category Corr(S) in Section 3.2, the main ingredient
will be a good understanding of the functor C [−] : Corr(S) ! ModC obtained from the bivariant
theory C [−] : S ! ModC of Proposition 4.8. More precisely, we will show that after applying Ω
this functor induces the functor 1[−] : S ! C .
We start with some preliminary results.

Lemma 4.32. Let E be a small (∞, 2)-category. The ∞-category ι1 Fun(E ,PrL) is cocomplete,
and colimits therein are preserved under restriction along any 2-functor E0 ! E1. In particular,
colimits are computed pointwise.

Proof. For every ∞-category I, the colimit adjunction (PrL)I � PrL is a 2-adjunction: both the
unit and co-unit transformations are transformations of 2-functors, and they induce the appropri-
ate equivalences on mapping ∞-categories rather than just spaces. In particular, it induces an
adjunction Fun(E ,PrL)I ' Fun(E , (PrL)I) � Fun(E ,PrL) where the right adjoint is equivalent to
the diagonal functor. The claim follows.

Lemma 4.33. Evaluation at a point induces an equivalence of (∞, 2)-categories

FunL(S,PrL) ∼−−! PrL.
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Proof. By the Yoneda lemma, it suffices to check that for every small (∞, 2)-category E the induced
map of spaces

Map(E ,FunL(S,PrL))! Map(E ,PrL)
is an equivalence. By Lemma 4.32, the underlying ∞-category of Fun(E ,PrL) is again cocomplete,
and there is an equivalence

MapL(S,Fun(E ,PrL)) ' Map(E ,FunL(S,PrL)).

The composite map
MapL(S,Fun(E ,PrL))! Map(E ,PrL)

is given by evaluation at a point, which is an equivalence by the universal property of the∞-category
of spaces (see e.g. [Lur09a, Theorem 5.1.5.6]).

Definition 4.34. Define BivL(S,PrL) ⊆ Biv(S,Cat∞) as the sub-2-category consisting of the
colimit-preserving bivariant functors S ! PrL ⊆ Cat∞.

Lemma 4.35. The inclusion
BivL(S,PrL) ↪! FunL(S,PrL)

is an equivalence of (∞, 2)-categories.

Proof. Note that BivL(S,PrL) is a locally full sub-2-category of FunL(S,PrL), meaning that the
induced maps on mapping categories are fully faithful. It will thus suffice to show the following two
claims:

(a) Any object in FunL(S,PrL) is a bivariant theory;

(b) Any morphism in FunL(S,PrL) is a morphism of bivariant theories.

For claim (a), note that a colimit preserving functor F : S ! PrL is necessarily of the form A 7! D [A]
for D = F (pt) ∈ PrL, and thus claim (a) follows from Proposition 4.8(2). For claim (b), let D0
and D1 be presentable∞-categories, and let G : D0 ! D1 be a colimit-preserving functor. We have
to show that the associated morphism D0[−]! D1[−] in FunL(S,PrL) is a morphism of bivariant
theories, i.e. that for any map f : A ! B of spaces the following commuting square is vertically
right adjointable:

D0[A] D1[A]

D0[B] D1[B].

f! f!

Under the identification D [A] ' DA, the Beck-Chevalley transformation of this square is the natural
isomorphism rendering the following square commutative:

DA
0 DA

1

DB
0 DB

1 .

f∗ f∗

This proves that claim (b) holds, which finishes the proof that BivL(S,PrL) = FunL(S,PrL).
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The functor S[−] : S ! PrL is a symmetric monoidal bivariant theory by Proposition 4.8(1), and
hence uniquely extends to a symmetric monoidal 2-functor S[−] : Corr(S)! PrL.

Proposition 4.36. The 2-functor S[−] : Corr(S) ! PrL is 2-fully-faithful, in the sense that it
induces equivalences of mapping ∞-categories

HomCorr(S)(A,B) ∼−−! FunL(S[A],S[B])

for all spaces A,B ∈ S. In particular, it induces an equivalence Ω Corr(S) ∼−−! ΩPrL.

Proof. Consider the functor

S ! Biv(S,Cat∞)op, A 7! (B 7! S/(A×B)),

called the ‘bivariant op-Yoneda functor’ in [Mac20]. Here the functoriality in B is via post-
composition, while the functoriality in A is via pullback. By [Mac20, Corollary 3.7.5, Theo-
rem 4.2.6], this is a bivariant theory and the induced 2-functor Corr(S) ! Biv(S,Cat∞)op is
2-fully faithful. Note that the bivariant op-Yoneda functor factors through the locally full sub-2-
category BivL(S,PrL)op of Biv(S,Cat∞)op, and in particular, the map Corr(S) ! BivL(S,PrL)op

is also 2-fully-faithful. By Lemma 4.35 and Lemma 4.33, the latter (∞, 2)-category is equivalent to
(PrL)op by evaluation at a point, and it follows that also the composite

Corr(S) ↪! BivL(S,PrL)op '−! (PrL)op,

is 2-fully faithful. Passing to opposites, we obtain a fully faithful embedding -

Corr(S) ' Corr(S)op ↪! PrL.

Spelling out what this composite is and using the natural equivalences S[A] ' SA ' S/A, one
observes that it is the functor S[−] : Corr(S)! PrL, which finishes the proof.

We now have the ingredients at hand to prove a coherent version of the equivalence TrC (C [A]) '
1[LA].

Theorem 4.37. There is an equivalence

TrC (C [A]) ' 1[LA] ∈ C ,

natural in the space A ∈ S, between the C -linear trace TrC (C [A]) of C [A] and the tensoring 1[LA]
of the monoidal unit 1 ∈ C by the free loop space LA ∈ S.

Proof. Since the C -linear trace functor TrC is natural in the variable C ∈ CAlg(PrL), the symmetric
monoidal colimit-preserving functor 1[−] : S ! C gives rise to a commutative diagram

(PrL)dbl Moddbl
C

S C .

TrS

C⊗−

TrC

1[−]
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As C [A] ' C ⊗ S[A], it thus suffices to produce a natural equivalence of spaces

TrS(S[A]) ' LA ∈ S.

Consider the functor S[−] : S ! PrL. By part (1) of Proposition 4.8, this functor is a symmetric
monoidal bivariant theory and in particular it extends uniquely to a symmetric monoidal 2-functor
S[−] : Corr(S)! PrL. We may now consider the following commutative diagram:

S Corr(S)dbl (PrL)dbl

S Ω Corr(S) ΩPrL S

hS

L

S[−]

dim dim

TrS

iS
'

ΩS[−]
'

The left square commutes by Theorem 3.18. The middle square commutes by functoriality of
the dimension functor, applied to the symmetric monoidal 2-functor S[−] : Corr(S) ! PrL. The
right triangle commutes by definition. The functor iS : S ! Ω Corr(S) from Proposition 3.6 is
an equivalence, and by Proposition 4.36 below also the functor ΩS[−] : Ω Corr(S) ! ΩPrL is an
equivalence. It follows that the bottom composite S ! S is an equivalence. In particular, it is
colimit preserving and hence given by X × (−) for some space X. Since the only space for which
this functor is invertible is X = pt, we deduce that the bottom composite is homotopic to the
identity on S. Comparing the two outer paths in the diagram then gives the desired result.

Theorem 4.37 has the following immediate consequences.

Corollary 4.38. Let f : A! B be a map of spaces. Then applying the C -linear trace functor TrC

to the internal left adjoint f! : C [A]! C [B] gives the map Lf : 1[LA]! 1[LB]:

TrC (f!) ' Lf ∈ MapC (1[LA],1[LB]).

Corollary 4.39. For (D , F ) ∈ Modtrl
C and A ∈ S, there is a natural equivalence

TrC ((D , F )[A]) ' TrC (D , F )[LA] ∈ C .

Proof. By symmetric monoidality of TrC and the equivalence (D , F )[A] ' (D , F )⊗C C [A] in Modtrl
C ,

this follows immediately from the natural equivalence TrC (C [A]) ' 1[LA] of Theorem 4.37.

Corollary 4.40. For any space A ∈ S, the composite

A ' MapS(pt, A) C [−]
−−−! MapModdbl

C
(C ,C [A]) TrC−−! MapC (1,1[LA])

is the mate of the map cA : 1[A]! 1[LA] induced by the inclusion of constant loops A into LA.

Proof. By Theorem 4.37 this composite is equivalent to the composite

A ' MapS(pt, A) L
−! MapS(pt, LA) 1[−]

−−−! MapC (1,1[LA]).

The composite of the first two maps is the composition of the map c : A! LA and the equivalence
LA ' MapS(pt, LA). From this, the description given in the statement of the corollary follows
directly.
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Traces of space-indexed families of maps

The functoriality of the C -linear trace functor TrC is somewhat mysterious: although we gave an
explicit description of what it does on objects and on morphisms, the higher coherences are not
explicit due to the fact that TrC is defined by reduction to a universal example. In particular,
given a family D• : A! Modtrl

C indexed by some space A, the description we gave for TrC does not
provide immediately a full description of the composite functor TrC ◦D• : A! C . The goal of this
subsection is to show that the situation improves when we try to compute the C -linear traces of an
A-indexed family of maps in Modtrl

C with fixed source (D , F ) and target (E , G). More concretely,
we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.41. For (D , F ), (E , G) ∈ Modtrl

C and A ∈ S, the following diagram commutes:

MapModtrl
C

((D , F )[A], (E , G)) Map(A,MapModtrl
C

((D , F ), (E , G)))

MapC (TrC (D , F )[LA],TrC (E , G))

Map(LA,MapC (TrC (D , F ),TrC (E , G)) Map(A,MapC (TrC (D , F ),TrC (E , G)),

TrC

'

Map(A,TrC )

'

−◦cA

where c : A! LA is the inclusion of constant loops.

Proof. By the Yoneda lemma, it suffices to prove this in the universal case, i.e. when (E , G) =
(D , F )[A] and only at the identity on (D , F )[A]. Expanding definitions, we thus need to show that
the composite

A ' Map(pt, A) (D,F )[−]
−−−−−−! MapModtrl

C
((D , F ), (D , F )[A]) TrC−−! MapC (TrC (D , F ),TrC ((D , F )[A]))

is the mate of the map

TrC (D , F )[A] cA−−! TrC (D , F )[LA] ' TrC ((D , F )[A]).

This follows directly from Corollary 4.40, using the equivalence (D , F )[A] ' (D , F ) ⊗C C [A] in
Modtrl

C and the symmetric monoidality of the functor TrC .

The content of Lemma 4.41 may more informally be described as follows. Let (H,α) : (D , F )[A]!
(E , G) be a morphism in Modtrl

C , and define for every a ∈ A the map (Ha, αa) : (D , F )! (E , G) in
Modtrl

C by precomposition with a! : (D , F )! (D , F )[A]:

D E

D E .

F

Ha

G
αa

Ha

=
D D [A] E

D D [A] E

F

a!

F [A]

H

G

a!

α

H

By applying TrC to the maps (Ha, αa), we get an A-indexed family of maps TrC (D , F )! TrC (E , G)
in C , or equivalently a map TrC (D , F )[A] ! TrC (E , G). Lemma 4.41 shows that this map is
equivalent to the composite

TrC (D , F )[A] cA−−! TrC (D , F )[LA] 4.39' TrC ((D , F )[A]) TrC (H,α)
−−−−−−! TrC (E , G),
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where the first map is induced by the inclusion cA : A ! LA of the constant loops. In particular,
we may compute the effect of TrC on the family of maps (Ha, αa) by computing the effect of TrC

on the single map (H,α) : (D , F )[A]! (E , G).

4.4 Hochschild homology as a C -linear trace

One natural example of a dualizable object in ModC is the∞-category RModR(C ) of right modules
over an algebra R ∈ Alg(C ). Its C -linear trace TrC (RModR(C )) ∈ C identifies with the more
classically defined invariant known as the (topological) Hochschild homology of R. While this folklore
identification will not be used in the rest of this article, we shall review it in detail for completeness.9

Definition 4.42. Let R ∈ Alg(C ) be an associative algebra in C , and letM be an (R,R)-bimodule.
We define the Hochschild homology of the pair (R,M) as

HHC (R,M) := M ⊗R⊗Rop R ∈ C ,

where we regard R as a bimodule over itself via the left and right multiplication. The Hochschild
homology of R is defined as HHC (R) := HHC (R,R).

Recall from [Lur, Remark 4.8.4.8] that the C -linear ∞-category RModR(C ) of right R-modules is
dualizable in ModC , with dual given by LModR(C ). For the identification of its C -linear trace, we
will need an explicit description of the evaluation and coevaluation maps for the duality data for
RModR(C ) and LModR(C ). Alternatively, because of the equivalence LModR(C ) ' RModRop(C ),
we may exhibit explicit duality data between RModR(C ) and RModRop(C ). To this end, recall
from [Lur, Construction 4.6.3.7] that the (R,R)-bimodule R gives rise to an evaluation module
Re ∈ LModR⊗Rop(C ) and a coevaluation module Rc ∈ RModR⊗Rop(C ).

Lemma 4.43 ([Lur]). The composite

C
Rc
−−! RModR⊗Rop(C ) ' RModR(C )⊗C RModRop(C )

is the coevaluation of a duality datum in ModC between RModR(C ) and RModRop(C ). The evalu-
ation is given by the composite

RModR(C )⊗C RModRop(C ) ' RModR⊗Rop(C ) −⊗R⊗R
opRe

−−−−−−−−! C .

Here, the first equivalence is an instance of [Lur, Theorem 4.8.5.16(4)].

Proof. The two triangle identities are an immediate consequence of [Lur, Proposition 4.6.3.12].

Using the above explicit identification of the duality data of the C -linear ∞-category RModR(C ),
we can now calculate that its C -linear trace is the Hochschild homology of R.

Proposition 4.44. Let R ∈ Alg(C ) be an associative algebra in C , and let M be an (R,R)-
bimodule. Then there is an equivalence between the Hochschild homology of the pair (R,M) and the
C -linear trace of the C -linear endofunctor −⊗RM : RModR(C )! RModR(C ):

HHC (R,M) ' TrC (RModR(C ),−⊗RM) ∈ C .

9A certain flavour of it is outlined in [HSS17, §4.5] as well.
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In particular, there is an equivalence

HHC (R) ' TrC (RModR(C )) ∈ C .

Proof. Observe that the second statement is a special case of the first statement by taking M = R,
so we focus on the first statement. By definition of the trace, we have to compute the composite

C
coev
−−−! RModR(C )⊗C RModRop(C ) M⊗C id

−−−−−! RModR(C )⊗C RModRop(C ) ev
−! C .

Plugging in the evaluation and coevaluation maps described above, we see that this is given by the
following composite:

C
Rc
−−! RModR⊗Rop(C ) −⊗R⊗R

op (M�Rop)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−! RModR⊗Rop(C ) −⊗R⊗R

opRe

−−−−−−−−! C ,

where we abusively write M for the functor given by tensoring with M , and where � denotes the
external tensor product defined in [Lur, Notation 4.6.3.3]. The composite of the first two maps is
classified by the right (R⊗Rop)-module Rc⊗R⊗Rop (M �Rop), which is by definition precisely the
image ofM under the equivalence RBModR(C ) ' RModR⊗Rop(C ) of [Lur, Construction 4.6.3.9]. If
we abusively denote this right (R⊗Rop)-module again byM and similarly denote the left (R⊗Rop)-
module Re by R, we see that the above composite is given by the objectM⊗R⊗RopR = HHC (R,M),
as desired.

Remark 4.45. The equivalence of Proposition 4.44 above, expressing Hochschild homology as a
C -linear trace, is highly expected to be natural in the triple (C , R,M). We emphasize that the
above proof does not prove this stronger statement: as in the case of traces in (∞, 2)-categories of
correspondences, discussed in Section 3.2, the subtlety lies in making the above explicit duality data
for RModR(C ) suitably natural in C and R. We will, however, not need this natural enhancement.

4.5 Free C -linear ∞-categories as module categories

For a space A, we have seen that the free C -linear ∞-category C [A] can be identified with the
cofree C -linear ∞-category CA. In the case where A is a pointed connected space, C [A] can also
be identified with RMod1[ΩA](C ), the C -linear ∞-category of modules in C over the group algebra
1[ΩA]. We shall explain this in some detail to flash out the rather strong naturality properties of
this identification that will be required later on.
Recall from [Lur, §4.8.5] the functor

RMod(−)(C ) : Alg(C ) −! (ModC )C/,

which assigns to an algebra R in C the C -linear ∞-category RModR(C ) of right R-modules in C ,
pointed by R. This functor is fully faithful and admits a right adjoint ([Lur, Theorem 4.5.8.11,
Remark 4.5.8.12])

EndC (1(−)) : (ModC )C/ −! Alg(C ),
which takes a C -linear ∞-category D pointed by some 1D ∈ D to the C -object of endomorphisms
of 1D , viewed as an E1-algebra in C .10 As the underlying space of EndD(1D) is the ordinary space

10The notation 1D is not meant to indicate that D has a monoidal structure. Rather, it is an E0-algebra in ModC ,
and so has a distinguished object which we denote 1D .
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of endomorphisms of 1D , the following square canonically commutes:

(ModC )C/ Alg(C )

S∗ Grp(S).

(−)' (−)×

EndC (1(−))

Ω

Here the right vertical functor sends an algebra R ∈ Alg(C ) to the subgroup R× of invertibles in
the E1-monoid MapC (1C , R). Taking the left adjoints of all the functors in the above diagram
produces another canonically commuting square:

(ModC )C/ Alg(C )

S∗ Grp(S).B

RMod(−)

1[−]C [−]

Thus, we get the following:
Lemma 4.46. For a pointed connected space A, we have a natural equivalence

C [A] ' RMod1[ΩA](C ) ∈ (ModC )C/.

Proof. Starting with ΩA ∈ Grp(S) and using the commutativity of the above square of left adjoints
yields the desired equivalence.

Given an algebra R ∈ Alg(C ), a pointed map ζ : A ! RModR(C ) corresponds by adjunction to
a pointed C -linear functor ζC : C [A] ! RModR(C ). This can be described in terms of the group
map Ωζ : ΩA! Ω RModR(C ), which under the equivalence

Ω RModR(C ) ' EndC (RModR(C ))× ' R×

corresponds to an algebra map 1[ΩA]! R.
Lemma 4.47. The composite

RMod1[ΩA](C ) ∼−−! C [A] ζC−−! RModR(C )

is given by extension of scalars along 1[ΩA]! R.

Proof. Since the functoriality of RMod(−)(C ) is given by extension of scalars, this follows from a
straightforward diagram chase in the above commutative square of adjunctions.

Remark 4.48. Let A be a pointed connected space. Combining Proposition 4.44, Lemma 4.46
and Theorem 4.37, we get a chain of equivalences

HHC (1[ΩA]) ' TrC (RMod1[ΩA](C )) ' TrC (C [A]) ' 1[LA].

The resulting identification of the Hochschild homology of 1[ΩA] with the free loop spac 1[LA] is
well-known among experts, and is usually stated and proved in terms of the cyclic bar construction.
For example, when C is the ∞-category of spectra, this is [NS18, Corollary IV.3.3]. For earlier
references, one can consult [BHM93, Proposition 3.7], or [Goo85, Lemma V.1.3] in the integral case.
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5 Traces and characters via categorified traces

Let C be a presentably symmetric monoidal ∞-category, taken to be fixed. In this section, we
will study the interaction between (generalized) traces in C and categorified traces in the (∞, 2)-
category ModC of C -linear ∞-categories, studied in the previous section. The main ingredient
for this interaction is the fact that one can express generalized traces in C in terms of C -linear
traces, so let us start by explaining how this goes. Consider objects X, Y and Z of C , where X
is dualizable, and let f : Z ⊗ X ! X ⊗ Y be a generalized endomorphism. Forming the tensor
product with X gives a functor X : C ! C , which by dualizability of X is an internal left adjoint,
see Observation 4.28. Similarly we obtain Y : C ! C and Z : C ! C , and the morphism f
corresponds to a C -linear natural transformation fitting in the following diagram:

C C

C C .

Z

X

X

Yf

We denote by (X, f) : (C , Z) ! (C , Y ) the resulting morphism in Modtrl
C . Applying the C -linear

trace functor to this map provides a morphism of the form

TrC (X, f) : Z ! Y ∈ C ;

here we use the identifications TrC (C , Z) = Z and TrC (C , Y ) = Y of Example 4.2, which we will
leave implicit from now on. The next lemma shows that this morphism is given by the generalized
trace tr(f |X) : Z ! Y of f .

Lemma 5.1 (Trace comparison lemma, pointwise version). Let X, Y and Z be objects of C , where
X is dualizable, and let f : Z ⊗X ! X ⊗ Y be a generalized endomorphism of X in C . Then there
is an equivalence

TrC (X, f) ' tr(f |X) ∈ MapC (Z, Y ).

Proof. We compute TrC (X, f) using the description of the functoriality of TrC from the diagram
(4) on page 30. Since C is the monoidal unit of ModC , it is in particular self-dual, and we get
C ⊗C C ∨ ' C . The right adjoint of X : C ! C is X∨ : C ! C , whose C -linear dual is again
X∨ : C ! C . It follows that the map TrC (X, f) : Z ! Y is given by evaluating the following
composite transformation at 1 ∈ C :

C C

C C

C C
Y

X⊗X∨ X⊗X∨f

Z

coevX
evX

This is precisely the definition of the generalized trace tr(f |X) : Z ! Y of f .
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The goal of this section is to exploit the above interaction to set up a generalized character theory
to study these generalized traces in families indexed by spaces. Specifically, given an A-indexed
family of generalized endomorphisms

fa : Xa ! Xa ⊗ Y, a ∈ A

we will associate a generalized character χf : 1[LA]! Y , encoding the generalized traces of twists
of f by free loops in A. These generalized characters are the main object of study of this section,
and of the entire article.
This section is organized as follows. We start in Subsection 5.1 with the definition of the generalized
character χf : 1[LA] ! Y , and prove an explicit description of it in terms of generalized traces of
twists of f . Showing that the various pointwise descriptions we give are in fact natural equivalences
is a bit subtle, and will be discussed in Subsection 5.2. In Subsection 5.3, we conclude the study of
these characters with explicit formulas for induced and restricted characters.
In Subsection 5.4, we demonstrate another use of categorification to deduce the additivity of gen-
eralized traces from exactness properties of the C -linear trace functor TrC . This final subsection is
independent of first three subsections, in that it does not use our generalized character theory.

5.1 Generalized characters

Let G be a finite group, and let V be a finite-dimensional complex G-representation. The character
χV : G! C of V is the function which assigns to every group element g ∈ G the trace of the action
map g : V ! V . The character of V is a class function: for two conjugate group elements g and g′,
we have χV (g) = χV (g′). If we let G/conj denote the set of conjugacy classes, it is thus natural to
regard the character of V as a function

χV : G/conj! C.

In this subsection, we will generalize the definition of characters in the following three ways:

(1) The category VectC of complex vector spaces gets replaced by an arbitrary presentably sym-
metric monoidal ∞-category C , from now on taken to be fixed;

(2) Instead of G-equivariant objects, regarded as local systems on the classifying space BG, we will
work with local systems on an arbitrary space A.

(3) Rather than studying the character of an object, we will study the character associated to a
generalized endomorphism of an object.

Taking inspiration from Lemma 5.1, our notion of generalized character map will be defined as the
C -linear trace of a suitable map in Modtrl

C .
Construction 5.2. Assume given a space A, a dualizable object X ∈ CA, and a generalized
endomorphism of X in CA of the form f : X ! X ⊗ A∗Y for some object Y ∈ C . We denote by
(X, f) : C [A]! (C , Y ) the map in Modtrl

C presented by the following diagram:

C [A] C

C [A] C .

Y

X

X

f
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Here we regard X as a C -linear functor X : C [A]! C using the equivalence FunC (C [A],C ) ' CA

of Lemma 4.6, and we similarly regard f as a C -linear transformation. Since X is pointwise
dualizable, the functor X : C [A] ! C is an internal left adjoint by Corollary 4.29, and thus this
diagram is indeed a morphism in Modtrl

C by Corollary 2.20.

The generalized character of f is obtained by applying the C -linear trace functor to the map
(X, f) : C [A]! (C , Y ).

Definition 5.3. Let A be a space, X ∈ CA a local system of dualizable objects, Y ∈ C an object
and f : X ! X ⊗A∗Y a morphism in CA. We define the generalized character χf : 1[LA]! Y of
f to be the map

χf := TrC (X, f) : 1[LA] −! Y ∈ C .

We will sometimes abuse notation by identifying it with its mate

χf : LA −! MapC (1, Y ) ∈ S.

When Y = 1 and f = idX , we will write χX for χf .

Example 5.4. When A = pt, the data of f is a generalized endomorphism f : X ! X ⊗ Y in C ,
and the character χf is just the generalized trace tr(f |X) : 1! Y by Lemma 5.1.

Example 5.5 (Characters in representation theory). When A is the classifying space BG of a
finite group G and C is the category VectC of complex vector spaces, the data of X is that of a
finite-dimensional complex G-representation V . Since there is an isomorphism of complex vector
spaces

C[LBG] ' C[π0(LBG)] ' C[G/conj],
the generalized character map χV : C[LBG]! C may be identified with a function

χV : G/conj! C.

We shall see in Corollary 5.8 that this is precisely the ordinary character of the G-representation
V .

The goal of the remainder of this subsection is to give an explicit formula for the generalized
character χf in terms of generalized traces. Concretely, we shall show that its value χf (γ) : 1! Y
on a free loop γ ∈ LA is given by the following generalized trace:

χf (γ) = tr(Xa
γ
−! Xa

fa−! Xa ⊗ Y |Xa) ∈ MapC (1, Y ).

Here we let a := γ(∗) denote the basepoint of γ, and γ : Xa ! Xa denotes the automorphism of Xa

induced by applying the functor X : A! C to the automorphism γ : a ∼−−! a in A.
The main ingredient in the proof of this character formula is the following lemma.

Lemma 5.6 (Loop indicator lemma, pointwise version). Consider a free loop γ ∈ LA with basepoint
a := γ(∗), and consider the morphism (a!, γ!) : C ! C [A] in Modtrl

C given by

C C [A]

C C [A],

a!

a!

γ!
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where γ is regarded as a self-homotopy of the map a : pt! A. Then the C -linear trace TrC (a!, γ!) : 1!
1[LA] is homotopic to the map 1 γ

−! 1[LA] induced from the map pt γ
−! LA:

TrC (a!, γ!) ' γ ∈ MapC (1,1[LA]).

In other words, the map TrC (a!, γ!) : 1! 1[LA] can be thought of as the “Dirac measure” supported
at the loop γ ∈ LA.

Proof. By Proposition 4.8, the functor C [−] : S ! ModC is a symmetric monoidal bivariant theory,
and hence extends to a symmetric monoidal functor Corr(S)! ModC . Since the formation of the
categorified trace functor is manifestly natural in symmetric monoidal functors, the claim for ModC

follows from the analogous statement in Corr(S). It thus suffices to show that applying the trace
functor to the morphism

pt A

pt A

a

a

γ

in Corr(S)trl yields the map γ : pt! LA in Ω Corr(S) ' S.
To this end, recall from Lemma 3.7 that A is self-dual in Corr(S) with evaluation and coevaluation
maps given by

A×A ∆
 −− A

π
−−! pt and pt π

 −− A
∆
−−! A×A.

We can now compute TrCorr(S)(a; γ) by substituting these evaluation and coevaluation maps into
the diagram (2), which in our case assumes the form

pt pt pt

A×A A A pt

A×A A×A pt.

coevA

id

(a,id)r

a

(a,id)

id

ar

id

id

a

id

evA

(id,a)

id

(c,id)

u

(γ,a)

Here we identify objects and morphisms in S with their images under the inclusion hS : S ↪!
Corr(S), and given a morphism f : A ! B of spaces, we denote its right adjoint in Corr(S) by
fr : B ! A, as in Lemma 3.8. We can now explicitly identify each of the natural transformations
in this diagram as a morphism in a suitable over-category of a space:

(1) By the construction of the unit 2-morphism u : idpt ! ar◦a, it corresponds via the equivalence

HomCorr(S)(pt,pt) ' S
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to the map of spaces pt! pt×A pt classified by the square

pt pt

pt A.a

a

By definition, ΩaA = pt×Apt, and the above square classifies the constant loop map ca : pt!
ΩaA.

(2) The 2-morphism γ × a : (a, id) ◦ a! (id, a) ◦ a corresponds via the equivalence

HomCorr(S)(pt, A×A) ' S/A×A

to the automorphism of the map a×a : pt! A×A given by applying γ to the first coordinate.
Composing it from the right with the evaluation map A × A ! pt in Corr(S) amounts to
pulling it back along the diagonal map ∆: A ! A × A and then applying the forgetful
functor S/A ! S. The space pt ×A×A A identifies with ΩaA, and the pullback of (γ, a)
along ∆: A! A× A corresponds via this identification to the map γ ? (−) : ΩaA! ΩaA of
concatenation with γ.

(3) The 2-morphism c× id : (a, id) ◦ (a, id)r ! idA×A corresponds via the equivalence

HomCorr(S)(A×A,A×A) ' S/A×A×A×A

to the commutative triangle

A A×A

A×A×A×A,

(a,idA)

∆A×A(a,idA,a,idA)

regarded as a morphism in the over-category of A × A × A × A. Precomposing it with the
evaluation of A and post-composing with the coevaluation of A amounts to pulling it back
along the map ∆A ×∆A : A × A ! A × A × A × A and then applying the forgetful functor
S/A×A ! S. Now, pulling back the morphism (a, idA, a, idA) along ∆A ×∆A gives the space
ΩaA, with a certain map to A × A that we then forget. Pulling back the map ∆A×A along
∆A ×∆A gives the space LA, again with a map to A × A that we forget. Finally, via these
identifications, the map (a, idA) pulls back to the map ΩaA! LA embedding the based loops
at A inside the space of all free loops.

We thus deduce that the trace TrCorr(S)(a; γ) is given by the composition

pt ca−! ΩaA
γ?(−)
−−−−! ΩaA! LA.

But this composition is clearly given by γ : pt! LA, finishing the proof.

We may use Lemma 5.6 to prove the description of the character in terms of generalized traces.
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Proposition 5.7 (Character formula, pointwise version). Let A be a space, let X ∈ CA be a
dualizable object, let Y ∈ C be an object and let f : X ! X ⊗A∗Y be a generalized endomorphism.
For every free loop γ ∈ LA with basepoint a := γ(∗), there is an equivalence

χf (γ) ' tr(Xa
γ
−! Xa

fa−! Xa ⊗ Y |Xa) ∈ MapC (1, Y ).

Proof. Consider the following composition of morphisms in Modtrl
C :

C C [A] C

C C [A] C .

a!

a!

Y

X

X

fγ!

It follows from Corollary 4.9 that this composition is given by the morphism

C C

C C .

Xa

Xa

Yfa◦γ

In particular, we deduce from the functoriality of C -linear trace functor that there is an identification

TrC (X, f) ◦ TrC (a!, γ!) ' TrC (Xa, fa ◦ γ) ∈ MapC (1, Y ).

The C -linear trace TrC (X, f) is by definition the character χf : 1[LA]! Y , and by Lemma 5.6 the
C -linear trace TrC (a!, γ!) is given by 1

γ
−! 1[LA]. It follows that the left hand side of the above

identification is given by the composite

1
γ
−! 1[LA] χf

−−! Y,

which is exactly χf (γ). On the other hand, we have by Lemma 5.1 that the right hand side,
TrC (Xa, fa ◦ γ), is the generalized trace of the generalized endomorphism fa ◦ γ : Xa ! Xa ⊗ Y .
The result follows.

Corollary 5.8. Let A be a space and let γ ∈ LA with a := γ(pt). For X ∈ C [A], we have

χX(γ) ' tr(Xa
γ
−! Xa |Xa) ∈ End(1).

Proof. This follows from Proposition 5.7 by taking Y = 1 and f = idX .

5.2 Coherence of trace formulas

In the previous subsection, we have shown various explicit formulas of C -linear traces. The goal
of this subsection is to show that these formulas are natural in the input variables. This question
is somewhat more subtle than one might first expect, due to the fact that the explicit description
of the functoriality of the C -linear trace functor given at the beginning of Section 4 is a pointwise
description which involves choices of duality data for the objects involved.
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Coherent version of the trace comparison lemma

We will start by proving a natural version of the trace comparison lemma, Lemma 5.1, in space-
indexed families of generalized endomorphisms. The main input will be the following observation
about the interaction between C -linear traces and CA-linear traces for a given space A. Since
Modtrl

C is functorial in C , there is a coassembly map

Modtrl
CA = Modtrl

limA C
coas
−−! lim

A
Modtrl

C = Fun(A,Modtrl
C ).

Informally speaking, it sends a pair (D , F ) to the functor A ! Modtrl
C : a 7! (Da, Fa), where

Da = D ⊗CA C is the base change of D along the map a∗ : CA ! C in CAlg(PrL) and similarly
for Fa.

Lemma 5.9. For a space A, the following diagram commutes:

Modtrl
CA CA

Fun(A,Modtrl
C ) Fun(A,C ).

coas

TrCA

TrC ◦−

Proof. Viewing the right vertical map as the coassembly map for forgetful functor CAlg(PrL) !
PrL, the commutativity of the square follows from the naturality of the coassembly map.

In other words, given a CA-linear ∞-category D equipped with an endofunctor F : D ! D , its
CA-linear trace TrCA(D , F ) ∈ CA is the A-indexed family of objects of C obtained by pointwise
taking the C -linear trace of the family (Da, Fa)a∈A:

TrCA(D , F )a ' TrC (Da, Fa) ∈ Fun(A,C ).

We now obtain the following generalization of Lemma 5.1 for space-indexed family of generalized
endomorphisms.

Lemma 5.10 (Trace comparison lemma, coherent version). Let A be a space, let X,Y, Z : A! C
be A-indexed families of objects of C , and let fa : Za ⊗ Xa ! Xa ⊗ Ya be a family of generalized
endomorphisms in C . Assume that Xa is dualizable in C for every a ∈ A. Then the choice of
homotopy

TrC (Xa, fa) ' tr(fa |Xa) ∈ MapC (Za, Ya)
of Lemma 5.1 can be chosen to depend naturally on a ∈ A.

Proof. We may consider f as a generalized endomorphism Z ⊗ X ! X ⊗ Y of X in CA. By
Lemma 5.1, its generalized trace trCA(f |X) : Z ! Y in CA is homotopic to the map TrCA(X, f)
obtained by forming the CA-linear trace of the map (X, f) : (CA, Z)! (CA, Y ) in Modtrl

CA :

CA CA

CA CA.

Z

X

X

Yf
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Since generalized traces are functorial under symmetric monoidal functors (Remark 2.7) the map
trCA(f |X) : Z ! Y in CA corresponds to the A-indexed family of maps trC (fa |Xa) : Za ! Ya:

trCA(f |X)a ' trC (fa |Xa) ∈ MapC (Za, Ya).

For the same reason, we deduce from Lemma 5.9 that the map TrCA(X, f) : Z ! Y in CA is given
by the A-indexed family of maps TrC (Xa, fa) : Za ! Ya:

TrCA(X, f)a ' TrC (Xa, fa) ∈ MapC (Za, Ya).

As TrCA(X, f) ' trCA(f |X) ∈ MapCA(Z, Y ), this finishes the proof.

Coherent version of the loop indicator lemma

We will next prove a coherent version of the loop indicator lemma, Lemma 5.6. Recall that the loop
indicator lemma describes the effect of TrC on the map (a!, γ!) in Modtrl

C , which is obtained from
a free loop γ ∈ LA by interpreting it as a self-homotopy of the basepoint inclusion γ(∗) : pt ! A.
We will start by generalizing this description to the case of an arbitrary self-homotopy of a map of
spaces.

Proposition 5.11. Let f : A! B be a map of spaces, and let H : A× S1 ! B be a self-homotopy
of f . Applying the functor C [−] : S ! ModC gives an automorphism H! of f! in FunC (C [A],C [B]),
which gives rise to a morphism (f!, H!) : C [A]! C [B] in Modtrl

C :

C [A] C [B]

C [A] C [B].

f!

f!

H!

Applying TrC to this map gives the map 1[LA]! 1[LB] induced by the composite

LA ' LA× pt LA×[idS1 ]
−−−−−−−! LA× LS1 ' L(A× S1) LH

−−! LB

which informally sends a loop γ ∈ LA in A to the loop s 7! H(γ(s), s) in B.

Proof. LetHA : S1 ! Map(A,A×S1) denote the mate of the identity of A×S1. It is a self-homotopy
of the map A×b : A! A×S1, where b : pt! S1 is the inclusion of the basepoint. Observe that the
self-homotopy S1 ! Map(A,B) classified by H can be obtained from HA by postcomposing with
H : A × S1 ! B, and in particular the square in the statement of the proposition can be written
as the composite of the squares

C [A] C [A× S1]

C [A] C [A× S1]

(A×b)!

(A×b)!

(HA)!
and

C [A× S1] C [B]

C [A× S1] C [B].

H!

H!

By Theorem 4.37, applying TrC to the right square gives the map 1[LH] : 1[L(A× S1)]! 1[LB].
For the left square we observe that the homotopy HA is equivalent to the product A ×Hb, where
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Hb : S1 ! Map(pt, S1) is the canonical self-homotopy of b : pt! S1. By symmetric monoidality of
TrC , we thus find that TrC of the left square is given by

LA× Lpt LA×TrC (b!,(Hb)!)
−−−−−−−−−−−−! LA× LS1 ' L(A× S1).

By Lemma 5.6, applied to the identity γ = idS1 ∈ LS1, the map TrC (b!, (Hb)!)) : pt ! LS1 is
exactly the map pt [idS1 ]

−−−! LS1. This finishes the proof.

In the following, let d : L2A ! LA denote the map induced by the diagonal S1 ! S1 × S1, and
let canA : S1 ! Map(LA,A) denote the mate of the evaluation map evA : LA × S1 ! A. It is a
canonical self-homotopy of the map e : LA! A given by evaluation at ∗ ∈ S1.

Corollary 5.12. Applying TrC to the diagram

C [LA] C [A]

C [LA] C [A].

e!

e!

canA,!

gives the map 1[L2A] d
−! 1[LA].

Proof. By Proposition 5.11, the map TrC (e!, canA,!) : 1[L2A]! 1[LA] is induced from the compos-
ite

L2A = LLA! L(LA× S1) L(evA)
−−−−! LA,

where the first map sends a double loop γ : S1 × S1 ! A in A to the loop (s 7! (γ(s,−), s)) in
LA × S1. In particular, the composite is given by γ 7! (s 7! γ(s, s)), which is precisely the map
d : L2A! LA as claimed.

All in all, we obtain a coherent version of the loop indicator lemma, Lemma 5.6.

Corollary 5.13 (Loop indicator lemma, coherent version). For a space A, the equivalence

TrC (a!, γ!) ' γ ∈ MapC (1,1[LA])

from Lemma 5.6 may be chosen naturally in γ ∈ LA.

Proof. Consider the map (e!, canA,!) : C [LA] ! C [A] in Modtrl
C considered in Corollary 5.12. It

corresponds to an LA-indexed family of maps C ! C [A] given at γ ∈ LA by precomposing with
γ! : C ! C [LA]. We claim that this is the LA-indexed diagram of maps (a!, γ!) : C ! C [A] whose
C -linear trace we want to compute:

C C [LA] C [A]

C C [LA] C [A]

γ! e!

γ! e!

canA,! =
C C [A]

C C [A].

a!

a!

γ!

Indeed, one observes that evaluating the canonical homotopy canA : S1 ! Map(LA,A) at γ ∈ LA
gives the loop γ : S1 ! A, functorially in γ. By Lemma 4.41, applying the C -linear trace functor
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TrC to this family of maps in Modtrl
C gives the map LA ! MapC (1,1[LA]) which is the mate of

the composite

1[LA] cLA−−! 1[L2A] TrC (e!,canA,!)
−−−−−−−−−! 1[LA].

By Corollary 5.12 the second map is the map d : 1[L2A] ! 1[LA], and thus the composite is the
identity 1[LA] ! 1[LA]. The mate of this is the map LA ! MapC (1,1[LA]) which sends γ to
1

γ
−! 1[LA], as desired.

Coherent version of the character formula

We are now in a position to prove that the formula for generalized characters given in Proposition 5.7
is natural in the loop γ ∈ LA.

Proposition 5.14 (Character formula, coherent version). Let X ∈ CA and f : X ! X ⊗ A∗Y be
as in Proposition 5.7. Then the equivalence

χf (γ) ' tr(Xa
γ
−! Xa

fa−! Xa ⊗ Y |Xa) ∈ MapC (1, Y )

of Proposition 5.7 is natural in γ ∈ LA.

Proof. We will go through the proof of Proposition 5.7 and check that everything is natural in γ.
For every γ ∈ LA, we consider the following composition of morphisms in Modtrl

C :

C C [A] C

C C [A] C

a!

a!

Y

X

X

fγ!
'

C C

C C .

Xa

Xa

Yfa◦γ

Observe that this identification is natural in γ ∈ LA. By Lemma 5.10, the C -linear trace of the
right-hand side can naturally be identified with the generalized trace of the map fa◦γ : Xa ! Xa⊗Y .
Furthermore, by Corollary 5.13 the C -linear trace of (a!, γ!) : C ! C [A] can naturally be identified
with the morphism γ : 1! 1[LA]. Since we have χf = TrC (X, f) by definition, the above diagram
thus gives a natural equivalence

χf (γ) = χf ◦ γ ' tr(fa ◦ γ |Xa) ∈ MapC (1, Y ),

finishing the proof.

Given a generalized endomorphism f : X ! X ⊗A∗Y in CA, its generalized trace in CA is a map
A∗1! A∗Y , which by adjunction corresponds to a map

tr(f |X) : 1[A] ' A!A
∗1! Y ∈ C .

It follows from the coherent character formula of Proposition 5.14 that the generalized trace tr(f |X)
of f can be obtained from the the character χf : 1[LA]! Y by precomposition with the inclusion
of constant loops c : 1[A]! 1[LA].
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Corollary 5.15. Let A be a space, X ∈ CA a dualizable object and f : X ! X ⊗ A∗Y in CA a
generalized morphism. Then the following diagram commutes:

1[LA]

1[A] Y

c
χf

tr(f |X)

Proof. For a ∈ A, let ca ∈ LA denote the constant loop on a. By Proposition 5.14 and Lemma 5.10,
there are natural equivalences

χf (ca) ' tr(fa : Xa ! Xa ⊗ Y |Xa) ' tr(f |X)a ∈ MapC (1, Y ).

This finishes the proof.

5.3 Restriction and induction of characters

In this subsection, we consider the behavior of the character maps under restriction and induction
along maps of spaces g : A! B.

Definition 5.16. Let X ∈ CB be dualizable and let f : X ! X ⊗B∗Y be a morphism in CB . We
define the restriction of f along g as the the composite

Resg(f) : g∗X g∗(f)
−−−! g∗(X ⊗B∗Y ) ' g∗X ⊗A∗Y ∈ CA.

Note that g∗X ∈ CA is still pointwise dualizable, so Resg(f) corresponds to an A-family of gener-
alized endomorphisms

Resg(f)a = fg(a) : Xg(a) ! Xg(a) ⊗ Y.

Lemma 5.17 (Restricted character formula). In the setting of Definition 5.16, the character
χResg(f) : 1[LA]! Y of the restriction Resg(f) : g∗X ! g∗X ⊗A∗Y is given by the composite

1[LA] TrC (g!)
−−−−−! 1[LB] χf

−−! Y.

Proof. Regarding f as a transformation of C -linear functors C [B]! C and Resg(f) as a transfor-
mation of C -linear functors C [A] ! C , Corollary 4.9 tells us that Resg(f) is obtained from f by
whiskering with the functor g! : C [A] ! C [B]. In particular, we get the following equivalence of
maps C [A]! (C , Y ) in Modtrl

C :

C [B] C

C [B] C ,

g∗X

g∗X

YResg(f) '
C [A] C [B] C

C [A] C [B] C .

g!

g!

Y

X

X

f

We thus obtain the claim by applying the functor TrC : Modtrl
C ! C .
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Definition 5.18. Let X ∈ CA be dualizable and let f : X ! X ⊗ A∗Y be a morphism in CA.
Assume that the map g : A! B is C -adjointable. We define the induction of f along g as the the
composite

Indg(f) : g!X
g!(f)
−−−! g!(X ⊗A∗Y ) ' g!(X ⊗ g∗B∗Y ) ' g!X ⊗B∗Y ∈ CB .

Note that the object g!X ∈ CB is again dualizable by Proposition 4.30, and thus Indg(f) corre-
sponds to a B-family of generalized endomorphisms

Indg(f)b = colim
a∈Ab

fa : (colim
a∈Ab

Xa) −! (colim
a∈Ab

Xa)⊗ Y,

where Ab is the fiber of A g
−! B over b ∈ B.

Warning 5.19. Without the assumption that g : A ! B is C -adjointable, the object g!X ∈ CB

will not in general be dualizable and the character of Indg(f) is not defined.

Theorem 5.20 (Induced character formula). In the setting of Definition 5.18, the character
χIndg(f) : 1[LB] ! Y of the induction Indg(f) : g!(X) ! g!(X) ⊗ B∗Y is given by the composi-
tion

1[LB] TrC (g∗)
−−−−−! 1[LA] χf

−−−−−! Y.

Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Lemma 5.17. Regarding f as a transformation
of C -linear functors C [A] ! C and Indg(f) as a transformation of C -linear functors C [B] ! C ,
Corollary 4.9 tells us that Indg(f) is obtained from f by whiskering with the functor g∗ : C [B] !
C [A]. In particular, we get the following equivalence of maps C [B]! (C , Y ) in Modtrl

C :

C [B] C

C [B] C .

g!X

g!X

YIndg(f) '
C [B] C [A] C

C [B] C [A] C .

g∗

g∗

Y

X

X

f

We thus obtain the claim by applying the functor TrC : Modtrl
C ! C .

As a special case of Theorem 5.20, we obtain main result of this section: a formula for the trace of
a colimit of endomorphisms.

Corollary 5.21 (Traces and dimensions of colimits). Let A be a C -adjointable space, and let
X ∈ CA be a dualizable object. For an endomorphism f : X ! X in CA, the trace of the induced
endomorphism A!(f) : A!(X)! A!(X) on colimits over A is given by the composite

tr(A!(f)) : 1 TrC (A∗)
−−−−−! 1[LA] χf

−−−−−! 1.

In particular, the dimension dim(A!(X)) of the colimit of X is given by the composite

dim(A!(X)) : 1 TrC (A∗)
−−−−−! 1[LA] χX−−−! 1.
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5.4 Additivity of generalized traces

Let V1, V2 and V3 be finite-dimensional vector spaces over a field k, fitting in a short exact sequence
0 ! V1

ϕ
−! V2

ψ
−! V3 ! 0. Assume that Vi comes equipped with an endomorphism fi : Vi ! Vi for

i = 1, 2, 3 and that these fit into a commutative diagram

V1 V2 V3

V1 V2 V3.

f1

ϕ

f2

ψ

f3

ϕ ψ

In this case, the trace of f2 may be expressed in terms of the traces of f1 and f3 as follows:

tr(f2 |V2) = tr(f1 |V1) + tr(f3 |V3)

To see this, one may choose an identification V2 ' V1 ⊕ V3 and write the map f2 : V2 ! V2 as a
block matrix

(
f1 g
0 f3

)
: V1 ⊕ V3 ! V1 ⊕ V3 for some map g : V3 ! V1.

An additivity result for traces in more general general contexts, such as tensor-triangulated cate-
gories, has proved subtle. In [Fer05], Daniel Ferrand provided an example of an endomorphism in
the derived category of an exact triangle of perfect complexes for which the trace of the middle
map is not equal to the sum of the traces of the two other ones. The issue can be phrased as a
coherence problem: when regarding the short exact sequence as a cofiber sequence in the derived
∞-category, the chain homotopies exhibiting the diagram as commutative should be suitably com-
patible with the null-homotopies witnessing the sequences as cofiber sequences. In particular, the
bare triangulated category contains too little information to allow for an additivity result for traces.
Since then, additivity of traces has been proved in more structured settings. In [May01], May
proved additivity of traces for tensor-triangulated categories coming from a stable closed symmetric
monoidal model category. In [GPS14], Groth, Ponto and Shulman translated the statement and
proof of May’s result into the language of stable derivators. In fact, as Grothendieck explained in
a letter to Thomason11, the failure of additivity of traces in the bare triangulated setting was his
main motivation for the development of the formalism of derivators, where mapping cones would
be functorial. Finally, in [PS16], Ponto and Shulman gave a proof of the additivity of traces which
is much closer to our approach.
The goal of this section is to give a new proof of additivity of generalized traces in a stable pre-
sentably symmetric monoidal ∞-category C . Our method is fundamentally different from those of
[May01] and [GPS14], in which the required homotopy between trace maps was produced directly
via a large diagram chase. Instead, we will deduce the result from a categorification of the problem,
similarly to [PS16]: the C -linear trace functor TrC : Modtrl

C ! C is “additive” in a sense analogous
to the “additive invariants” of [BGT13]. The advantage of this approach is that the additivity of
the functor TrC is a property (sending localization sequences to cofiber sequences, cf. Theorem 5.23)
rather than structure (a homotopy between the various trace maps). The approach in [PS16] is to
use a variant of Corollary 5.21 with A being a 1-category in place of a space.
For the convenience of the reader, we will recall from [HSS17] the relevant definitions and statements
about the additivity of the categorical trace. Throughout this section, C is a fixed stable presentably
symmetric monoidal ∞-category.

11See http://matematicas.unex.es/~navarro/res/thomason.pdf.
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Definition 5.22 ([HSS17, Definition 3.2]). A sequence D
ι
−! E

π
−! F in ModC is called a localiza-

tion sequence if the following conditions hold:

• ι and π have C -linear right adjoints ιr and πr;

• the composite πι : D ! F is the zero functor;

• the unit η : idD ! ιrι and the counit ε : ππr ! idF are equivalences;

• the sequence ιιr ! idE ! πrπ, with its unique nullhomotopy, is a cofiber sequence in
FunC (E ,E ).

A sequence (D , F ) (ι,α)
−−−! (E , G) (π,β)

−−−! (F , H) in Modtrl
C is called a localization sequence if D

ι
!

E
π
! F is a localization sequence and moreover the morphisms (ι, α) and (π, β) are right adjointable

in ModC .

The assumption that the composite πι in a localization sequence is the zero functor implies that
the sequence TrC (D , F ) ! TrC (E , G) ! TrC (F , H) in C obtained by applying TrC admits a
canonical null-homotopy.

Theorem 5.23 ([HSS17, Theorem 3.4]). Let

(D , F ) (ι,α)
−−−! (E , G) (π,β)

−−−! (F , H)

be a localization sequence in Modtrl
C . Then the canonical null-homotopy exhibits the sequence

TrC (D , F )! TrC (E , G)! TrC (F , H)

as a cofiber sequence in C .

One might refer to this result as saying that the functor TrC is ‘localizing’, cf. [BGT13, Definition
8.1]. We will show next how this implies that TrC sends bifiber sequences between morphisms in
Modtrl

C to sums in mapping spaces in C .

Definition 5.24. Let (D , F ) and (E , G) be in Modtrl
C and consider morphisms (ιi, αi) : (D , F ) !

(E , G) for i = 1, 2, 3, that is, ιi : D ! E is an internal left adjoint in ModC and αi : ιi ◦ F ! G ◦ ιi
is a morphism in FunC (D ,E ). We define a bifiber sequence

(ι1, α1) ϕ
−! (ι2, α2) ψ

−! (ι3, α3)

to be a bifiber sequence ι1
ϕ
−! ι2

ψ
−! ι3 in FunC (D ,E ) which fits into a bifiber sequence in

FunC (D ,E )[1] of the form
ι1 ◦ F ι2 ◦ F ι3 ◦ F

G ◦ ι1 G ◦ ι2 G ◦ ι3,

α1

ϕ◦F ψ◦F

α2 α3

G◦ϕ G◦ψ

where the top (resp. bottom) bifiber sequence is obtained by precomposing with F (resp. postcom-
posing with G)
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Remark 5.25. We emphasize at this point that the data of a bifiber sequence X ϕ
−! X

ψ
−! X in a

stable ∞-category E is that of a bicartesian square in E of the form

X Y

0 Z.

ϕ

ψ

In particular, a bifiber sequence in E [1] contains the data of a commutative cube in E . We will
often leave the null-homotopy implicit in the notation to enhance readability.

Corollary 5.26. Let
(ι1, α1) ϕ

−! (ι2, α2) ψ
−−! (ι3, α3)

be a bifiber sequence of morphisms (D , F )! (E , G) in Modtrl
C . There is an equivalence

TrC (ι2, α2) ' TrC (ι1, α1) + TrC (ι3, α3)

in the mapping space MapC (TrC (D , F ),TrC (E , G))).

Proof. This is a standard trick due to Waldhausen, adapted to the current context. Consider the
full subcategory S2(E ) ⊆ Fun([1] × [1],E ) spanned by the bifiber sequences in E . Equip S2(E )
with the endomorphism S2(G) : S2(E ) ! S2(E ) defined by pointwise application of G, which is
well-defined as G preserves cofiber sequences. The ∞-category S2(E ) is canonically C -linear, and
as such it is equivalent to E [1] ' P([1])⊗ E . In particular, S2(E ) is dualizable in ModC , and thus
the pair (S2(C ), S2(G)) forms an object of Modtrl

C . It fits into a localization sequence

(E , G) (S2(E ), S2(G)) (E , G),
i(X)=(X,X,0)

r(X,Y,Z)=X

p(X,Y,Z)=Z

s(Z)=(0,Z,Z)

see for example [BGT13, Proof of proposition 7.17]. By Theorem 5.23, the induced sequence

TrC (E , G) TrC (i)
−−−−! TrC (S2(E ), S2(G)) TrC (p)

−−−−! TrC (E , G)

is a cofiber sequence in C , and thus the maps r : S2(E )! E and p : S2(E )! E induce an equiva-
lence

(TrC (r),TrC (p)) : TrC (S2(E ), S2(G)) ∼−−! TrC (E , G)⊕ TrC (E , G),
whose inverse is (TrC (i),TrC (s)). In particular, the identity on TrC (S2(E ), S2(G)) is equivalent to
the sum of the maps TrC (ir) and TrC (sp).

Observe that a bifiber sequence (ι1, α1) ϕ
−! (ι2, α2) ψ

−! (ι3, α3) as in Definition 5.24 is the same data
as a map (ι, α) : (D , F ) ! (S2(E ), S2(G)) in Modtrl

C whose three components are given by (ιi, αi)
for i = 1, 2, 3. After applying TrC (−), we then get that the map in C

TrC (ι, α) : TrC (D , F )! TrC (S2(E ), S2(G))

is equivalent to the sum of

TrC (ι1, ι1, 0) + TrC (0, ι3, ι3) : TrC (D , F )! TrC (S2(E ), S2(G)),
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where α1 and α3 are dropped from the notation to enhance readability. In particular, if we post-
compose it with the map induced by S2(E )! E : (X,Y, Z) 7! Y , we get a homotopy

TrC (ι2, α2) ' TrC (ι1, α1) + TrC (ι3, α3)

as desired.

As a consequence of the above additivity property of the C -linear trace functor, we immediately
obtain the main result of this subsection: the additivity of generalized traces in C .

Theorem 5.27 (Additivity of generalized traces, cf. [May01, PS16, Ram21]). Let C be a stable
presentably symmetric monoidal ∞-category, and let X1

ϕ
−! X2

ψ
−! X3 be a bifiber sequence of

dualizable objects in C . Let fi : Z ⊗Xi ! Xi ⊗ Y be morphisms fitting in bifiber sequence in C [1]

of the form
Z ⊗X1 Z ⊗X2 Z ⊗X3

X1 ⊗ Y X2 ⊗ Y X3 ⊗ Y,

f1

1Z⊗ϕ

f2

1Z⊗ψ

f3

ϕ⊗1Y ψ⊗1Y

where the top and bottom sequences are obtained from the original bifiber sequence by tensoring with
Z resp. Y . Then there is an equivalence

tr(f2 |X2) ' tr(f1 |X1) + tr(f3 |X3) ∈ MapC (Z, Y ).

Proof. Recall from Lemma 5.1 that the generalized trace tr(fi |Xi) : Z ! Y of the generalized
endomorphism fi : Z ⊗ Xi ! Xi ⊗ Y is the result of applying the C -linear trace functor TrC to
the morphism (Xi, fi) : (C , Z) ! (C , Y ) in Modtrl

C . One observes that the maps ϕ : X1 ! X2 and
ψ : X2 ! X3 induce a bifiber sequence

(X1, f1) ϕ
−! (X2, f2) ψ

−! (X3, f3)

of morphisms in Modtrl
C . It then follows from Corollary 5.26 that tr(f2 |X2) ' tr(f1 |X1)+tr(f3 |X3)

as desired.

Remark 5.28. Replacing C with Ind(C dbl), we see that we can drop the presentability assumption
on C .

A special case of additivity of traces is the situation where X2 ' X1⊕X3 is given by a direct sum.
While this follows for stable C from Theorem 5.27, the proof in this case is much more elementary
and only requires C to be semiadditive. For completeness, we give a proof.

Lemma 5.29. Let C be a semiadditive presentably symmetric monoidal ∞-category. Let X1 and
X2 be dualizable objects, and set X := X1 ⊕ X2. Consider morphisms fi : Z ⊗ Xi ! Xi ⊗ Y for
i = 1, 2, and let f : Z ⊗X ! X ⊗ Y be their direct sum. Then there is an equivalence

tr(f |X) ' tr(f1 |X1) + tr(f2 |X2) ∈ MapC (Z, Y ).
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Proof. The object X = X1 ⊕X2 is dualizable, with duality data given by(
coevX1 0

0 coevX2

)
: 1 −! (X1 ⊕X2)⊗ (X∨1 ⊕X∨2 ),(

evX1 0
0 evX2

)
: (X1 ⊕X2)⊗ (X∨1 ⊕X∨2 ) −! 1.

The result now follows from spelling out the definition of the generalized trace and the definition
of addition of morphisms in C .

6 The Becker-Gottlieb transfer
Let f : A ! B be a map of spaces. By functoriality of the suspension spectrum functor, there is
an induced map of spectra S[f ] : S[A] ! S[B]. When the fibers of f are compact, there is also
a ‘wrong-way’ map f ! : S[B] ! S[A], discovered by Becker and Gottlieb [BG75, BG76] and now
known as the Becker-Gottlieb transfer. While the first construction in [BG75] was geometric in
nature and only for fiber bundles of smooth manifolds, Becker and Gottlieb realized in [BG76] that
their transfer map has a description purely in terms of duality data. In modern language: it is a
special case of a generalized trace.
Because of the formal nature of generalized traces, the definition of the Becker-Gottlieb transfer
makes sense in more general settings than spectra and maps of spaces with compact fibers. In
[Dwy96], Dwyer introduces for every ring spectrum R the notion of an R-small fibration f : A! B,
and constructs for every such fibration a transfer map of spectra of the form R[B] ! R[A]. More
generally, if C is an arbitrary presentably symmetric monoidal ∞-category, then there is for every
C -adjointable map f : A! B a Becker-Gottlieb transfer

f ! : 1[B]! 1[A].

When C = RModR for a ring spectrum R, this recovers Dwyer’s construction.
In this section, we will study these Becker-Gottlieb transfers utilizing the perspective on generalized
traces developed earlier. We start by recalling the definition and the basic properties of Becker-
Gottlieb transfers in Section 6.1. In Section 6.2, we will apply the methods from the previous
sections to give a short proof of a theorem by John Lind and Cary Malkiewich [LM19] which
expresses the Becker-Gottlieb transfer f ! : 1[B]! 1[A] as the composite of the inclusion of constant
loops c : 1[B] ! 1[LB], the free loop transfer TrC (f∗) : 1[LB] ! 1[LA] and the evaluation map
e : 1[LA] ! 1[A], see Theorem 6.12. In Section 6.3, we discuss the question of composability of
Becker-Gottlieb transfers, and prove several instances where it holds. A simple counterexample
when C is the ∞-category of rational vector spaces shows that this cannot be expected to hold in
full generality. We end the section in Section 6.4 by explaining how keeping track of the naturality
in the map f formally leads to a refinement of Theorem 6.12.
Throughout this section, we fix a presentably symmetric monoidal ∞-category C .

6.1 Definition and basic properties

For a space A, the diagonal map ∆A : A! A×A induces a map in C of the form

∆A : 1[A] −! 1[A×A] ' 1[A]⊗ 1[A] ∈ C .
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If A is C -adjointable, then the object 1[A] ' A!A
∗1 is a dualizable object by Proposition 4.30, and

thus we may form the generalized trace of this diagonal map. The resulting map, denoted

A! : 1! 1[A] ∈ C ,

is called the Becker-Gottlieb transfer of A.
For a relative version of this construction, consider a C -adjointable map of spaces f : A! B. For
every fiber Ab of f , the object 1[Ab] is dualizable by Proposition 4.30, so that the above construction
gives a B-indexed family of Becker-Gottlieb transfers A!

b : 1! 1[Ab] in C . Passing to colimits over
B then gives a map

1[B] = colim
b∈B

1! colim
b∈B

1[Ab] = 1[A] ∈ C ,

called the Becker-Gottlieb transfer of f .
Throughout this section, we will frequently use arguments involving space-indexed families of objects
or morphisms, and thus it will be convenient to set up some special notation for this. For a space
B, consider the composite functor

1B [−] : S/B ∼−−! SB 1[−]
−−−! CB ,

where the first equivalence is the straightening equivalence and the second is given by post-
composition with 1[−] : S ! C . It preserves colimits and is naturally symmetric monoidal.
We think of the functor 1B [−] : S/B ! CB as the B-parameterized analogue of the functor
1[−] : S ! C . Observe that it is compatible with restriction and pushforward: if β : B′ ! B
is a map of spaces, then the following diagrams naturally commute:

S/B CB

S/B′ CB′ ,

1B [−]

β∗ β∗

1B′ [−]

S/B′ CA

S/B CB .

1B′ [−]

β◦− β!

1B [−]

Applying this to β = f , we see in particular that 1B [A] ' f!1A for every space A over B. Applying
it to the map B ! pt, we see that B!1B [A] = 1[A].

Warning 6.1. The notation 1B [A] is abusive, as this object depends on a map of spaces f : A!
B: at a point b ∈ B it is given by 1[Ab]. We emphasize that this is different from the object
B∗1[A] ∈ CB , which does not depend on f : it is given by 1[A] at every point b ∈ B.

We may rewrite the definition of the Becker-Gottlieb transfer in terms of this functor 1B [−] as
follows. Observe that for a C -adjointable map f : A ! B, the object 1B [A] ' f!1A ∈ CB is
dualizable by Proposition 4.30. Furthermore, the diagonal map ∆A : A ! A×B A in S/B induces
a map

∆A : 1B [A]! 1B [A]⊗ 1B [A] ∈ CB

of which we can take the generalized trace.

Definition 6.2. Let f : A ! B be a C -adjointable map of spaces. We define the Becker-Gottlieb
pretransfer

f !,pre : 1B ! 1B [A] ∈ CB
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as the generalized trace in CB of the diagonal map ∆A : 1B [A]! 1B [A]⊗ 1B [A].
We define the Becker-Gottlieb transfer f ! : 1[B]! 1[A] as the composite

1[B] = B!1B
B!f

!,pre

−−−−−! B!1B [A] = 1[A] ∈ C ,

obtained from the pretransfer f !,pre by applying the colimit functor B! : CB ! C .

For completeness, we state and prove the main basic properties of Becker-Gottlieb transfers, which
can be found for example in [Dwy96, Section 2] and [LMS86, p. 189].

Lemma 6.3. (1) (Identity) The transfer for the identity id : B ! B is the identity 1[B]! 1[B];

(2) (Naturality) Consider a pullback square of spaces as on the left, where the maps f and f ′ are
C -adjointable. Then there is a commutative diagram as on the right:

A′ A

B′ B

f ′

α

f

β

1[A′] 1[A]

1[B′] 1[B];

α

f ′!

β

f !

(3) (Product) Let f : A! B and f ′ : A′ ! B′ be C -adjointable maps of spaces. Then the transfer
map (f ×f ′)! : 1[B×B′]! 1[A×A′] of the product map f ×f ′ : A×A′ ! B×B′ is equivalent
to f ! ⊗ f ′! : 1[B]⊗ 1[B′]! 1[A]⊗ 1[A′].

Proof. Part (1) is obvious. For part (2), we will first relate the pretransfer of f ′ with the pretransfer
of f . Since A′ is a pullback of A along β : B′ ! B, we get an equivalence 1B′ [A′] ' β∗1B [A] in
CB′ . Under this equivalence, the diagonal of 1B′ [A′] is pulled back from the diagonal of 1B [A]:

1B′ [A′] 1B′ [A′]⊗ 1B′ [A′]

β∗1B [A] β∗(1B [A]⊗ 1B [A]).

'

∆A′

'
β∗(∆D)

By symmetric monoidality, the functor β∗ : CB ! CB′ preserves generalized traces, and thus we
get an equivalence f ′!,pre ' β∗f !,pre.
Next, consider the following diagram

1[A′] B!β!β
∗1B [A] B!1B [A] 1[A]

1[B′] B!β!β
∗1B [B] B!1B [B] 1[B].

α

c!β

β

f ′!

c!β

B!β!β
∗f !,pre B!f

!,pre f !

Here c!β : β!β
∗ ! id denotes the counit of the adjunction β! a β∗. The right square commutes by

definition, while the left square commutes by the description of the pretransfer of f ′ in terms of the
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pretransfer of f . The middle square commutes by naturality. One checks that the top and bottom
composites of the diagram are induced by α and β, respectively. This proves the claim.
For part (3), we will again first describe the pretransfer of f × f ′ in terms of the pretransfers of f
and f ′. Consider the external tensor product −�− : CB×CB′ ! CB×B′ , defined as the composite

CB × CB′ −×−−−−! (C × C )B×B
′ −⊗−
−−−! CB×B′ .

Informally, it sends a pair (X,Y ) to the family {Xb ⊗ Yb′}(b,b′)∈B×B′ . Observe that this is a
symmetric monoidal functor, and that it preserves colimits in both variables. Furthermore, it is
compatible with left Kan extension, in the sense that the following square commutes:

CA × CA′ CA×A′

CB × CB′ CB×B′ .

f!×f ′!

�

(f×f ′)!

�

It follows that the object 1B×B′ [A × A′] ∈ CB×B′ is equivalent to the external tensor product of
the objects 1B [A] ∈ CB and 1B′ [A′] ∈ CB′ , and that the diagonal of 1B×B′ [A×A′] is obtained by
taking the external tensor product of the diagonals of 1B [A] and 1B′ [A′]. Since symmetric monoidal
functors preserve generalized traces, see Remark 2.7, we get that the pretransfer (f × f ′)!,pre is
equivalent to f !,pre � f ′!,pre. The claim about Becker-Gottlieb transfers now follows from applying
(B ×B′)! : CB×B′ ! C , using the above commutative diagram for the map B ×B′ ! pt× pt.

From the additivity of generalized traces, we may deduce additivity of Becker-Gottlieb transfers.

Lemma 6.4 (Additivity of Becker-Gottlieb transfers). Let f : A! B be a map of spaces.

(1) Assume that C is a semiadditive ∞-category, and assume that A can be decomposed as a
disjoint union A = A1 t A2. For i = 1, 2, let ji : Ai ↪! A denote the inclusion and let
fi := f ◦ ji : Ai ! B. If the maps f1 and f2 are C -adjointable, then f is also C -adjointable,
and there is an equivalence

f ! ' j1 ◦ f !
1 + j2 ◦ f !

2 ∈ MapC (1[B],1[A]).

(2) Assume that C is a stable ∞-category, and assume that A is given as a pushout of the form

A3 A1

A2 A.

α

β j1

j2

Set j3 : A3 ! A to be the diagonal composite, and let fi := f ◦ ji : Ai ! B for i = 1, 2, 3. If
each fi is C -adjointable, then f is also C -adjointable, and there is an equivalence

f ! ' j1 ◦ f !
1 + j2 ◦ f !

2 − j3 ◦ f !
3 ∈ MapC (1[B],1[A]).
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Proof. In part (1), the fact that f is C -adjointable follows from the fact that the diagonal functor
∆: C ! C × C is an internal left adjoint, as semiadditivity implies that the left and right adjoint
of ∆ are equivalent. For the second part, we we will prove the stronger claim that there is an
equivalence

f !,pre ' j! ◦ f !,pre
1 + j2 ◦ f !,pre

2

in MapCB (1B ,1B [A]); the desired claim will follow by applying B! : CB ! C . For i = 1, 2, we
get from Remark 2.8 that the map ji ◦ f !,pre

i : 1B ! 1B [A] is the generalized trace in CB of the
composite

(1, ji) : 1B [Ai]
∆Ai−−−! 1B [Ai]⊗ 1B [Ai]

1⊗ji−−−! 1B [Ai]⊗ 1B [A],

induced by the map (1, ji) : Ai ! Ai×BA in S/B . The direct sum of these two maps is the diagonal
of 1B [A], hence the claim follows from Lemma 5.29.
In part (2), the fact that f is C -adjointable follows from Lemma 4.25. For the second part, we will
prove the stronger claim that there is an equivalence

f !,pre ' j1 ◦ f1
!,pre + j2 ◦ f2

!,pre − j3 ◦ f3
!,pre

in MapCB (1B ,1B [A]). As before, the desired claim follows by applying B! : CB ! C . We follow
the proof of [LMS86, IV.2.9, p.184]. Since the functor 1B [−] : S/B ! CB preserves colimits and
CB is an additive ∞-category, we obtain a cofiber sequence

1B [A3] (α,−β)
−−−−! 1B [A1]⊕ 1B [A2] (j1,j2)

−−−−! 1B [A]

in CB . Tensoring with 1B [A] gives rise to a second cofiber sequence. Now consider the following
morphism of cofiber sequences:

1B [A3] 1B [A1]⊕ 1B [A2] 1B [A]

1B [A3]⊗ 1B [A] (1B [A1]⊕ 1B [A2])⊗ 1B [A] 1B [A]⊗ 1B [A].

(1,j3) (1,j1)⊕(1,j2) ∆A

(α,−β)

(α,−β)⊗1

(j1,j2)

(j1,j2)⊗1

As in part (1), the generalized trace of the maps

(1, ji) : 1B [Ai]! 1B [Ai]⊗ 1B [A]

is ji ◦ f !,pre
i : 1! 1B [A], and thus by Lemma 5.29 the generalized trace of the middle vertical map

is the sum j1 ◦ f !,pre
1 + j2 ◦ f !,pre

1 . The claim thus follows from additivity of generalized traces,
Theorem 5.27.

Remark 6.5. When C = Sp is the ∞-category of spectra, the four properties of the Becker-
Gottlieb transfer listed above (naturality, identity, product and additivity) can be used to uniquely
characterize the Becker-Gottlieb transfers on certain fiber bundles with compact fibers, see [BS98].
In similar spirit is the result of [Lew83], where axioms are introduced to characterize the Becker-
Gottlieb transfers on the level of cohomology.
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6.2 Description in terms of the free loop transfer

Let f : A ! B be a map of spaces with compact fibers. It was proved by Lind and Malkiewich
[LM19, Theorem 1.2] that the Becker-Gottlieb transfer f ! : S[B] ! S[A] can be obtained from the
free loop transfer TrC (f∗) : S[LB]! S[LA] by precomposing with the constant loop map c : S[B]!
S[LB] and postcomposing with the evaluation map e : S[LA] ! S[A]. A proof of this statement
for a smaller class of fibrations was given in [DJ12] using the Becker-Schultz axiomatization of
the Becker-Gottlieb transfer. The equivalence of these maps after composing with the projection
S[A]! S from A to the point was obtained by [Dou05a].
The result by Lind and Malkiewich admits a quick and elegant proof using the methods developed
in this article, which works in the generality of an arbitrary presentably symmetric monoidal ∞-
category C . The main input is the simple but crucial observation that we can relate the Becker-
Gottlieb transfer with the generalized character of a well-chosen map δ(f) in CB .
Definition 6.6. Let f : A! B be a map of spaces. We define the map

δ(f) : 1B [A]! 1B [A]⊗B∗1[A] ∈ CB

as the image under 1B [−] : S/B ! CB of the diagonal map

A
∆A−−! A×A ' A×B (A×B) ∈ S/B ,

where we regard A × A as living over B via its first factor. Over a point b ∈ B, it is given by the
generalized endomorphism

1[Ab]
∆Ab−−−! 1[Ab]⊗ 1[Ab]

1⊗ιb−−−! 1[Ab]⊗ 1[A],

where ιb : Ab ! A is the inclusion of the fiber.

If f : A ! B is C -adjointable, then 1B [A] is dualizable in CB (Proposition 4.30), and thus we
obtain a generalized character map

χδ(f) : 1[LB]! 1[A].

The Becker-Gottlieb transfer of f can be recovered from this character map as follows.
Proposition 6.7. For a C -adjointable map f : A! B, the following diagram commutes

1[LB]

1[B] 1[A].

c

f !

χδ(f)

Proof. Observe that the map δ(f) can be written as the composite

δ(f) : 1B [A] ∆A−−! 1B [A]⊗ 1B [A] 1⊗uB−−−−! 1B [A]⊗B∗1[A] ∈ CB ,

where uB denotes the map 1B [A]! 1B [A×B] ' B∗1[A] induced by the map (1, f) : A! A×B
over B. By Remark 2.8, it follows that the generalized trace of δ(f) in CB is given by the composite

1B
f !,pre

−−−! 1B [A] uB−−! B∗1[A],

which adjoints over to the map f ! : 1[B]! 1[A]. The claim thus follows from Corollary 5.15.
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Our next aim is a better understanding of the character of δ(f). We start with the case where f is
the identity on a space A.

Proposition 6.8. The character χδ(idA) : 1[LA]! 1[A] is the evaluation map e : 1[LA]! 1[A].

Proof. The map δ(idA) is given by the A-indexed family of generalized traces 1[{a}]! 1[{a}]⊗1[A]
induced by the inclusions ιa : {a} ↪! A. By Example 2.3, the generalized character of this map is
simply the map a : 1! 1[A]. It thus follows from the coherent character formula, Proposition 5.14,
that the character χδ(idA) : 1[LA]! 1[A] is the mate of the map LA! MapC (1,1[A]) which sends
a free loop γ ∈ LA to the inclusion γ(pt) : 1 ! 1[A] of the basepoint of γ. The claim follows by
adjunction.

To understand the character χδ(f) for general maps f : A ! B, we observe that for a second map
g : B ! C the generalized endomorphisms δ(f) and δ(gf) are closely related.

Proposition 6.9. Consider two composable maps of spaces f : A! B and g : B ! C. Then there
is an equivalence of generalized endomorphisms

δ(gf) ' Indg(δ(f)) ∈ MapCC (1C [A],1C [A]⊗ C∗1[A]).

Proof. Spelling out the definitions, one observes that both maps are given by applying the functor
1C [−] : S/C ! CC to the diagonal map A ∆A−−! A×A ' A×C (A× C).

As a consequence, we obtain a description of the character χδ(gf) in terms of the character χδ(f)
and the free loop transfer of g:

Corollary 6.10. Let f : A! B and g : B ! C be C -adjointable maps of spaces. Then the following
diagram commutes:

1[LC] 1[LB]

1[A].
χδ(gf)

χδ(f)

TrC (g∗)

Proof. By Proposition 6.9, this is immediate from the induced character formula (Theorem 5.20).

In particular, we obtain a description of the character χδ(f) in terms of the free loop transfer of f :

Corollary 6.11. For a C -adjointable map of spaces f : A! B, the following diagram commutes:

1[LB] 1[LA]

1[A].
χδ(f)

e

TrC (f∗)

Proof. Applying Corollary 6.10 to the maps idA : A ! A and f : A ! B, this is immediate from
the equivalence χδ(idA) ' e of Proposition 6.8.
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We thus obtain the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 6.12 (cf. Lind-Malkiewich [LM19, Theorem 1.2]). For a C -adjointable map of spaces
f : A! B, the following diagram commutes:

1[LB] 1[LA]

1[B] 1[A].

χδ(f) e

TrC (f∗)

c

f !

Proof. Combine Proposition 6.7 and Corollary 6.11.

6.3 Composability of Becker-Gottlieb transfers

Consider two composable maps of spaces f : A ! B and g : B ! C and assume both f and g are
C -adjointable. Since the composite gf : A ! C is again C -adjointable, we may form the Becker-
Gottlieb transfers f ! : 1[B]! 1[A], g! : 1[C]! 1[B] and (gf)! : 1[C]! 1[A] in C . It is natural to
wonder how the map (gf)! relates to the composite f ! ◦ g!.

Definition 6.13. We will say that f and g have composable Becker-Gottlieb transfers12 if the
following triangle commutes in C :

1[B]

1[C] 1[A].

f !g!

(gf)!

The naive guess that Becker-Gottlieb transfers are composable in full generality turns out to be
incorrect.

Counterexample 6.14. Let C = VectQ be the category of rational vector spaces, and consider
the maps f : pt! BH and g : BH ! pt, where H is a non-trivial finite group. By 1-semiadditivity
of VectQ, the maps f and g are C -adjointable, see Example 4.22. We claim that the composition
f ! ◦ g! : Q! Q is not given by the identity but rather by multiplication by the group order |H| of
H. To see this, observe that the map g induces an equivalence Q[BH] ' QH ∼−−! Q. Since this
equivalence is compatible with the diagonal and with the evaluation and coevaluation, it follows
that the composite Q g!

−! QH
Q[g]
−−! Q is the identity. But note that the H-equivariant pretransfer

Q ! Q[H] of f is given by 1 7!
∑
h∈H h, so that passing to H-orbits gives a map f ! : QH ! Q

which is |H| times the map QH
Q[g]
−−! Q, proving the claim.

Warning 6.15. It is claimed in [KM18] that when C is the ∞-category of spectra and the maps
f and g have compact fibers,13 the Becker-Gottlieb transfers of f and g are composable. Unfortu-
nately, the proof in [KM18] contains a mistake: the diagram (13) on page 1135 does not commute,
which renders the proof invalid. As this mistake appeared to be unfixable, Klein and Malkiewich

12This is sometimes referred to as functoriality of the Becker-Gottlieb transfer.
13In [KM18], such maps f and g are called ‘finitely dominated’.
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have published a corrigendum [KM22] retracting the main theorem of [KM18]. To the best of our
knowledge it is currently an open problem whether or not the Becker-Gottlieb transfers in spectra
of maps with compact fibers are composable in full generality.

To see the subtlety of this problem, we may use the description of Becker-Gottlieb transfers estab-
lished in the previous section. Consider the following diagram:

1[LC] 1[LB] 1[LB] 1[LA]

1[C] 1[B] 1[A].

c

TrC (g∗) TrC (f∗)
e c

e

g! f !

TrC ((gf)∗)

From Theorem 6.12 we obtain that the two trapezoids commute and that the composite along the
top of the diagram is the Becker-Gottlieb transfer (gf)! : 1[C]! 1[A]. The top part of the diagram
commutes by functoriality of the C -linear trace. However, the middle triangle of the diagram does
not commute: it replaces each free loop in B by the constant loop on its basepoint. Since the
diagonal of the right square is the character χδ(f) : 1[LB] ! 1[A], we obtain the following two
descriptions of (gf)! and f !g!:

Corollary 6.16. Let f : A ! B and g : B ! C be C -adjointable maps of spaces. The Becker-
Gottlieb transfer (gf)! of the composite gf is homotopic to the following composite:

1[C] c
−! 1[LC] TrC (g∗)

−−−−−! 1[LB] 1[LB]
χδ(f)
−−−! 1[A].

On the other hand, the composite of the Becker-Gottlieb transfers f ! and g! is given by the composite

1[C] c
−! 1[LC] TrC (g∗)

−−−−−! 1[LB] e
−! 1[B] c

−! 1[LB]
χδ(f)
−−−! 1[A].

Corollary 6.16 gives us a concrete obstruction for composability of Becker-Gottlieb transfers. This
has been used for instance by [KMR22] to prove composability for finitely dominated maps at the
level of π0:

Proposition 6.17 ([KMR22, Theorem B]). Let f : A! B and g : B ! C be maps of spaces with
compact fibers. Then the Becker-Gottlieb transfers compose on π0: the diagram

π0(S[C]) π0(S[B]) π0(S[A])

(gf)!

g! f !

commutes.

In certain situations, the Becker-Gottlieb transfers of two maps are composable even before passing
to π0. In the remainder of this subsection, we will give an overview of such results that were
previously known in the literature, and provide various generalizations. The results are summarized
in the following theorem.
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Theorem 6.18 (cf. [LMS86], [Wil00], [LM19], [KM22]). Let f : A ! B and g : B ! C be C -
adjointable morphisms of spaces. In the following situations, there is a homotopy f ! ◦ g! ' (g ◦ f)!

of maps 1[C]! 1[A]:

(1) The map f : A! B is a base change of some map C -adjointable map B′ ! C along g : B ! C
(Lemma 6.19);

(1a) The map f : A! B is a projection A0 ×B ! B (Corollary 6.20);

(2) The free loop transfer of g restricts to constant loops, in the sense of Definition 6.22 (Propo-
sition 6.25);

(2a) The ∞-category C is stable and the map g : B ! C is a smooth fiber bundle with closed
manifold fibers (Corollary 6.28);

(2b) The ∞-category C is semidadditive and the map g : B ! C is a finite covering map (Corol-
lary 6.42);

(3) The space C is the classifying space of a compact Lie group G, and the map g : B ! C is of
the form B′hG ! pthG ' BG for some finite G-CW-complex B′ (Corollary 6.34).

Let us comment about the history of these results. The case (1) seems to be a new observation. Its
consequence (1a) has been obtained using different methods by [KM22]. The case (2) was already
observed by [LM19]. The special case (2a) requires geometric input, which can be decuded from
[Wil00] but was reproved using different methods by [LM19]. When C is stable, the special case
(2b) follows from (2a), and was also proved using different methods by [KM22]. The case in (2b)
where C is only assumed to be semiadditive seems to be new. The case (3) is a variant of a result
proved by [LMS86], who worked in the setting of genuine G-spectra instead.

Trivial bundles

As a first example, we show that Becker-Gottlieb transfers compose when the map f : A ! B
is equivalent to a trivial bundle B × A0 ! B for some space A0. More generally, we will show
composability of Becker-Gottlieb transfers whenever f is obtained as a base change of some map
along g. This seems to be a new observation.
Lemma 6.19. Consider a pullback diagram of spaces

A D

B C

f

k

h

g

and assume that the maps f , g and h are C -adjointable. Then the Becker-Gottlieb transfers for f
and g are composable: f ! ◦ g! ' (g ◦ f)!

We may think of this lemma as an enhanced version of Lemma 6.3(3), parameterized over the
space C. Indeed, for C = pt we have an equivalence A ' B × D, and the claim follows from
Lemma 6.3(3). By naturality of Becker-Gottlieb transfers, we see that for general C the equivalence
f !(g!(c)) ' (g ◦ f)!(c) holds pointwise for all c ∈ C. The claim of Lemma 6.19 is that this works
naturally in c ∈ C.
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Proof. Spelling out the definition of the Becker-Gottlieb transfer in terms of the pretransfer, it will
suffice to show that the following two maps in CC are homotopic:

(1) the pretransfer (gf)!,pre : 1C ! 1C [A] of the composite gf : A! C;

(2) the composite 1C
g!,pre

−−−! 1C [B] g!f
!,pre

−−−−! 1C [A] of the pretransfers of g and f .

We will show they are both homotopic to the following map:

(3) the tensor product 1C ' 1C ⊗ 1C
h!,pre⊗g!,pre

−−−−−−−−! 1C [D]⊗ 1C [B] ' 1C [D ×C B] = 1C [A] of the
pretransfers of h and g.

We start by proving that (1) and (3) are homotopic. Since the objects 1C [D] and 1C [B] are
dualizable in CC , so is their tensor product 1C [D]⊗ 1C [B] ' 1C [A], and the duality data may be
chosen to be the tensor product of the duality data for 1C [D] and 1C [B]. It thus remains to show
that the following square commutes:

1C [A] 1C [A]⊗ 1C [A]

1C [D]⊗ 1C [B] 1C [D]⊗ 1C [D]⊗ 1C [B]⊗ 1C [B].

∆A

' '

∆D⊗∆B

But this is clear, as both horizontal maps are induced by the diagonal of A ' D ×C B in S/C .
Next we show that (2) and (3) are homotopic. For this, we rewrite (3) as a composite

1C
g!,pre

−−−! 1C [B] ' 1C ⊗ 1C [B] h!,pre⊗1
−−−−−! 1C [D]⊗ 1C [B] ' 1C [A].

As we saw in the proof of Lemma 6.3(2), under the equivalence 1B [A] ' g∗1C [D] the pretransfer of
f is pulled back along g from the pretransfer of h, in the sense that the following diagram commutes:

1B 1B [A]

g∗1C g∗1C [D].

f !,pre

' '

g∗h!,pre

Identifying 1C [B] with g!g
∗1C , the claim thus follows from the naturality of the projection formula:

g!g
∗1C g!g

∗1C [D]

1C ⊗ 1C [B] 1C [D]⊗ 1C [B].

g!g
∗h!,pre

'p.f. 'p.f.

h!,pre⊗1

It follows that also the maps (1) and (2) are homotopic, finishing the proof.

From Lemma 6.19, we immediately obtain composability of Becker-Gottlieb transfers for trivial
bundles.
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Corollary 6.20. Let f : A ! B and g : B ! C be C -adjointable maps of spaces. Assume that
f is equivalent to the trivial bundle B × A0 ! B for some C -adjointable space A0. Then the
Becker-Gottlieb transfers for f and g are composable: f ! ◦ g! ' (g ◦ f)!.

Proof. The map f fits in a pullback diagram of the form

B ×A0 C ×A0 A0

B C pt,

f prC
g

and thus this is a special case of Lemma 6.19.

Remark 6.21. When C is the ∞-category of spectra, the result of Corollary 6.20 has also been
obtained by [KM22] via different methods.

The free loop transfer restricts to constant loops

As noted in [LM19, Remark 8.10], the Becker-Gottlieb transfers of two C -adjointable maps f : A!
B and g : B ! C will always compose if g satisfies the property that its free loop transfer
TrC (g∗) : 1[LC]! 1[LB] restricts to constant loops, the sense of the following definition.

Definition 6.22. Let g : B ! C be a C -adjointable map of spaces. We say that the free loop
transfer of g restricts to constant loops if there exists a map α : 1[C]! 1[B] making the following
diagram commute:

1[LC] 1[LB]

1[C] 1[B].

c

TrC (g∗)

α

c

Remark 6.23. From functoriality and symmetric monoidality of the C -linear trace functor, maps
of spaces whose free loop transfer restricts to constant loops are closed under composition and under
cartesian products.

Although the map α : 1[C] ! 1[B] in the above definition can a priori be any map, it follows a
posteriori that it must be the Becker-Gottlieb transfer of g.

Lemma 6.24. Let g : B ! C be a C -adjointable map of spaces, and assume that the free loop
transfer of g restricts to some map α : 1[C] ! 1[B] on constant loops. Then there is a homotopy
α ' g! of maps 1[B]! 1[C]. In particular, the following diagram commutes:

1[LC] 1[LB]

1[C] 1[B].

c

TrC (g∗)

g!

c (5)
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Proof. As the evaluation map e : LB ! B is a retraction of the map c : B ! LB, the assumption
implies

α = e ◦ c ◦ α ' e ◦ TrC (g∗) ◦ c ' g!,

where the last equivalence is Theorem 6.12. The claim follows.

If the free loop transfer of g restricts to constant loops, composability of Becker-Gottlieb transfers
is automatic.

Proposition 6.25. Let f : A! B and g : B ! C be a C -adjointable maps of spaces. Assume that
the free loop transfer of g restricts to constant loops. Then the Becker-Gottlieb transfers for f and
g are composable: f ! ◦ g! ' (g ◦ f)!.

Proof. Consider the following diagram:

1[LC] 1[LB] 1[LA]

1[C] 1[B] 1[A].

c
TrC (f∗)

c e

g! f !

TrC ((gf)∗)

TrC (g∗)

From Theorem 6.12 we obtain that the right trapezoid commutes and that the composite along
the top of the diagram is the Becker-Gottlieb transfer (gf)! : 1[C] ! 1[A]. The left parallelogram
commutes by Lemma 6.24. The top part of the diagram commutes by functoriality of the C -linear
trace. Going around the diagram then gives the claim.

Because of Proposition 6.25, we are interested in maps of spaces g : B ! C whose free loop transfer
restricts to constant loops. When C is stable, it follows from the topological Riemann-Roch theorem
[Wil00, 2.7] that this holds whenever g is a smooth fiber bundles which has compact manifold fibers.
This will be discussed below, see Proposition 6.27. The special case where g is a finite covering
map also admits a completely formal proof, which will be given in Subsection 6.4.
The question of whether or not the free loop transfer of an arbitrary map g restricts to constant
loops is surprisingly subtle: as we will explain in the next remark, it is closely related to the Bass
trace conjecture [Bas76, Strong conjecture], an open conjecture in geometric group theory.

Remark 6.26 (Relation to Bass’ trace conjecture). Let C = Sp be the ∞-category of spectra and
let C = pt be the point. We may identify the free loop transfer TrSp(B∗) : S ! S[LB] of B with
a class in the 0-th stable homotopy group of LB: TrSp(B∗) ∈ π0(S[LB]). The condition that the
free loop transfer restricts to constant loops is saying that this class is in the image of the constant
loop map

cB : π0(S[B]) ↪! π0(S[LB]).
This condition is closely related to the Bass trace conjecture [Bas76, Strong conjecture], which
states that for any group G the Hattori-Stallings trace

K0(Z[G])! HH0(Z[G]) '
⊕

G/ cong

Z

lands in the direct summand indexed by the neutral element e of G. Concretely, the following two
conditions are equivalent for a given finitely presented group G:
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(1) The Bass trace conjecture holds for G;

(2) For every connected compact space B with π1(B) ' G, the free loop transfer TrSp(B∗) ∈
π0(S[LB]) lies in the image of the constant loop map cB : π0(S[B]) ↪! π0(S[LB]).

See [KM18, 1.1] for a related discussion.

Smooth fiber bundles

An important instance of a situation in which the commutativity of (5) is known is when C is the
∞-category of spectra and g : B ! C is a smooth fiber bundle with closed manifold fibers. This is
a consequence of the topological Riemann-Roch theorem [Wil00, 2.7], using the natural map from
A-theory to topological Hochschild homology. Another proof, directly for topological Hochschild
homology, was given by [LM19, Corollary 1.9]. As the result for spectra in fact implies the result
for an arbitrary stable presentably symmetric monoidal ∞-category C , we will phrase the result in
this generality.

Proposition 6.27 ([Wil00, 2.7], [LM19, Corollary 1.9]). Let C be stable, and let g : B ! C be a
smooth fiber bundle with closed manifold fibers, so that g is C -adjointable by Example 4.24. Then
the square

1[LC] 1[LB]

1[C] 1[B].

c

TrC (g∗)

g!

c

commutes.

Proof. The case C = Sp is [LM19, Corollary 1.9]. The case for arbitrary C follows, as the unique
colimit-preserving symmetric monoidal functor F : Sp! C preserves traces and categorical traces.

Corollary 6.28. Assume C is stable and let g : B ! C be a smooth fiber bundle with closed
manifold fibers. Then for any other C -adjointable map f : A ! B, the Becker-Gottlieb transfers
for f and g are composable: f ! ◦ g! ' (g ◦ f)!.

Via additivity of Becker-Gottlieb transfers

We may use the additivity of Becker-Gottlieb transfers (Lemma 6.4) to recursively obtain more
cases of composability of Becker-Gottlieb transfers. Roughly speaking, the next two lemmas say
that the collection of pairs of maps f : A ! B and g : B ! C with composable Becker-Gottlieb
transfers is closed under pushouts in A and B.

Lemma 6.29. Let C be stable and let f : A! B and g : B ! C be C -adjointable maps of spaces.
Assume that A is given as a pushout of the form

A3 A1

A2 A,

α

β j1

j2
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and let j3 : A3 ! A be the diagonal map. Assume further that each of the maps fi := f ◦ji : Ai ! B
is C -adjointable. If the Becker-Gottlieb transfer of g composes with that of fi for every i = 1, 2, 3,
then also the Becker-Gottlieb transfers of g and f compose.

Proof. This follows immediately from additivity of Becker-Gottlieb transfers:

(gf)! ' j1 ◦ (gf1)! + j2 ◦ (gf2)! − j3 ◦ (gf3)!

' j1 ◦ f !
1 ◦ g! + j2 ◦ f !

2 ◦ g! − j3 ◦ f !
3 ◦ g!

' (j1 ◦ f !
1 + j2 ◦ f !

2 − j3 ◦ f !
3) ◦ g!

' f ! ◦ g!.

Lemma 6.30. Let C be stable and let f : A! B and g : B ! C be C -adjointable maps of spaces.
Assume that B is given as a pushout of the form

B3 B1

B2 B,

α

β h1

h2

and let h3 : B3 ! B be the diagonal map. For every i = 1, 2, 3, define the map fi : Ai ! Bi via the
following pullback square:

Ai A

Bi B.

ji

fi f

hi

Assume further that each of the maps gi := g ◦ hi : Bi ! C is C -adjointable. If the Becker-Gottlieb
transfer of gi composes with that of fi for every i = 1, 2, 3, then also the Becker-Gottlieb transfers
of g and f compose.

Proof. This follows immediately from additivity and naturality of Becker-Gottlieb transfers:

(gf)! ' h1 ◦ (g!f1)! + h2 ◦ (g2f2)! − h3 ◦ (g3f3)!

' h1 ◦ f !
1 ◦ g!

1 + h2 ◦ f !
2 ◦ g!

2 − h3 ◦ f !
3 ◦ g!

3

' f ! ◦ j1 ◦ g!
1 + f ! ◦ j2 ◦ g!

2 − f ! ◦ j3 ◦ g!
3

' f ! ◦ (j1 ◦ g!
1 + j2 ◦ g!

2 − j3 ◦ g!
3)

' f ! ◦ g!.

Lemma 6.30 has the following immediate corollary.
Corollary 6.31. Assume C is stable. Let C be a space, and let Scomp

/C the subcategory of S/C
spanned by those C -adjointable morphisms g : B ! C such that for every other C -adjointable
morphism f : A ! B the Becker-Gottlieb transfers of f and g are composable. Then Scomp

/C is
closed under finite colimits in S/C .
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Proof. It is clear that Scomp
/C contains the initial object ∅ ! C, as any map A ! ∅ of spaces is

an equivalence. It thus remains to show Scomp
/C is closed under pushouts. By Lemma 4.25, the

C -adjointable morphisms B ! C are closed under finite colimits in S/C . The result now follows
directly from Lemma 6.30.

For example, Corollary 6.28 shows that any smooth fiber bundle g : B ! C with closed manifold
fibers belongs to Scomp

/C .

Equivariant transfers

In [LMS86, Theorem IV.7.1], Lewis, May and Steinberger prove a result about composability of
Becker-Gottlieb transfers in the setting of genuine equivariant homotopy theory for a compact Lie
group G. This result has an analogue in the setting of spectra with G-action, which we will now
discuss.
Definition 6.32. Let G be a compact Lie group and let N 6 G be a closed normal subgroup. An
orbit G/H of G is called N -free if the action of N on G/H is free, or equivalently if N ∩H = e.
A space with G-action X ∈ SBG is called an N -free finite G-CW-complex if it is contained in
the smallest subcategory of SBG which contains the N -free orbits G/H and is closed under finite
colimits.
Proposition 6.33 (cf. [LMS86, Theorem IV.7.1]). Let C be a stable presentably symmetric monoidal
∞-category. Let G be a compact Lie group, let N 6 G be a closed normal subgroup, and let
J := G/N denote the quotient group. Let B be an N -free finite G-CW-complex, and let g be the
composite g : BhG ! BG! BJ .

(1) For any C -adjointable map f : A! BhG, the Becker-Gottlieb transfers of f and g compose.

(2) If f ′ : E ! B is a G-map with compact fibers, the induced map f := f ′hG : EhG ! BhG on
homotopy orbits is C -adjointable.

Proof. For part (1), we have to show that the map g : BhG ! BJ is contained in the subcategory
(S/BJ)comp ⊆ S/BJ defined in Corollary 6.31. We will first prove the case where B = G/H is
an N -free orbit, i.e. H ∩ N = e. In this case, we have BhG = (G/H)hG ' BH. Note that the
assumption on H guarantees that the composite H ↪! G� J is injective, allowing us to regard H
as a subgroup of J . It follows that the map BH ! BJ is a smooth fiber bundle with fiber given by
the compact manifold J/H. Consequently we deduce from Corollary 6.28 that the map BH ! BJ
is in (S/BJ)comp.
The claim now follows for an arbitrary N -free finite G-CW-complex B, using Corollary 6.31 and
the fact that the functor (−)hG : SBG ! S preserves colimits. This finishes the proof of (1).
For part (2), it follows by descent that the map f fits in a pullback square

E EhG

B BhG.

f ′ f

Since the fibers of f ′ are compact, so are the fibers of f , and thus f is C -adjointable by Example 4.24.
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By letting N be the trivial subgroup of G, we obtain the following two immediate corollaries.

Corollary 6.34. Let G be a compact Lie group, let B be a finite G-CW-complex, and let f ′ : E ! B
be a G-map with compact fibers. Then the Becker-Gottlieb transfers for the maps

EhG
f
−! BhG

g
−! BG

compose.

Corollary 6.35. Let G be a compact Lie group and let K ⊆ H ⊆ G be nested closed subgroups.
Then the Becker-Gottlieb transfers for the maps

BK ! BH ! BG

compose.

6.4 The free loop transfer and relative free loops

Let f : A! B be a C -adjointable map of spaces. Because of Proposition 6.25, we are interested in
a better understanding of the composite

ηf : 1[B] cB−−! 1[LB] TrC (f∗)
−−−−−! 1[LA],

and in the question of whether or not it factors through the map cA : 1[A] ! 1[LA]. The goal
of this subsection is to show that, at least when f is even fiberwise C -adjointable, this composite
always canonically factors through the map 1[LA ×LB B] ! 1[LA]. Here LA ×LB B is the space
of ‘relative free loops’, i.e. those free loops in A which live in a single fiber of f . We will deduce
this factorization formally from the functoriality of the free-loop space transfer in the fiberwise C -
adjointable map f . To set up this functoriality, we first need to assemble the fiberwise C -adjointable
maps into a suitable ∞-category.

Definition 6.36. Let Spb denote the (non-full) wide subcategory of the arrow category S [1] con-
taining all arrows as objects but only the pullback squares as morphisms. With C implicit in
the notation, we let Spb

adj denote the full subcategory of Spb spanned by arrows whose fibers are
C -adjointable spaces. For f ∈ Spb, we denote its source by Af and its target by Bf .

Observe that the constructions f 7! Af and f 7! Bf assemble into functors A(−), B(−) : Spb ! S,
given by the following two compositions:

A(−) : Spb
adj ↪! S

[1] ev0−−! S, B(−) : Spb
adj ↪! S

[1] ev1−−! S.

In particular, we obtain functors 1[B(−)] : Spb ! C and 1[LA(−)] : Spb ! C . We can now state
and prove the naturality of the map ηf : 1[Bf ]! 1[LAf ] in f .

Proposition 6.37. There is a natural transformation η : 1[B(−)]! 1[LA(−)] of functors Spb
adj ! C

whose component at f ∈ Spb
adj is the composition

ηf : 1[Bf ]
cBf
−−! 1[LBf ] TrC (f∗)

−−−−−! 1[LAf ].
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Proof. Observe first that the individual maps cBf : 1[Bf ] ! 1[LBf ] are the f -components of a
natural transformation 1[B(−)] ! 1[LB(−)]. Indeed, this natural transformation is obtained from
the natural transformation c : idS ! L by precomposing with B(−) : Spb

adj ! S and post-composing
with 1[−] : S ! C . Hence, it remains to assemble the free loop transfers TrC (f∗) : 1[LBf ] !
1[LAf ] into a natural transformation 1[LB(−)]! 1[LA(−)].

The functor C [−] : S ! ModC induces a functor S [1] ! Mod[1]
C on arrow categories. By adjunc-

tion, we may regard the latter as a morphism in Fun(S [1],ModC ) from f 7! C [Af ] to f 7! C [Bf ]
which is pointwise given by f! : C [Af ] ! C [Bf ]. If we restrict this natural transformation to Spb,
then the naturality squares of this transformation are right adjointable by Proposition 4.8(1), and
it follows from [Hau21, Theorem 4.6] that this morphism admits a right adjoint in the (∞, 2)-
category Fun(Spb,ModC ). Furthermore, this right adjoint is given pointwise by the adjoints
f∗ : C [B] ! C [A]. If we further restrict to Spb

adj, this natural transformation is valued in the
subcategory Moddbl

C ⊆ ModC . Indeed, by definition, the functor f∗ : C [B] ! C [A] is an internal
left adjoint for every C -adjointable map f : A! B. Composing with TrC : Moddbl

C ! C then gives
the desired natural transformation TrC (f∗) : 1[LB]! 1[LA].

Having established the functoriality of the map ηf = TrC (f∗) ◦ cB : 1[B] ! 1[LA], we turn to
deduce the main result of this section: the factorization of this map through the relative constant
loops 1[LA ×LB B]. We shall deduce this factorization from the fact that, as we shall show next,
the functor 1[B(−)] is colimit preserving. First, we show that its source admits all small colimits.

Lemma 6.38. The ∞-category Spb
adj admits all colimits, and the inclusion Spb

adj ⊆ S [1] preserves
colimits.

Proof. By definition, a morphism of spaces is fiberwise C -adjointable if and only if each of its fibers
are C -adjointable, and thus the class of fiberwise C -adjointable morphisms of spaces is a local
class in the sense of [Lur09a, Definition 6.1.3.8]. The result then follows from [Lur09a, Theorem
6.1.3.5(3)].

Corollary 6.39. The fuctor 1[B(−)] : Spb
adj ! C is colimit preserving.

Proof. The functor Spb
adj ! S [1] is colimit preserving by Lemma 6.38 above. Furthermore, the eval-

uation functor ev1 : S [1] ! S and the functor 1[−] : S ! C are both colimit preserving. Composing
these three functors we deduce that 1[B(−)] : Spb

adj ! C is colimit preserving as well.

Proposition 6.40. Let f : A! B be a fiberwise C -adjointable map of spaces. There exists a map
α : 1[B]! 1[LA×LB B] making the following diagram commute:

1[LB] 1[LA]

1[B] 1[LA×LB B].

cB

TrC (f∗)

α

pLA

Proof. By descent, the object (f : A ! B) of Spb
adj may be written as a colimit over B of the

individual maps fb : Ab ! {b}, where Ab denotes the fiber of f over b ∈ B. As the construction
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f 7! ηf is natural in f , we may consider the resulting coassembly diagram

colimb∈B 1[{b}] colimb∈B 1[LAb]

1[B] 1[LA].

coas

colimb∈B ηfb

coas
ηf

Since the functor f 7! 1[Bf ] preserves colimits, the left vertical map is an equivalence, and we
deduce that the map ηf : 1[B] ! 1[LA] factors through the coassembly map colimb∈B 1[LAb] !
1[LA]. The claim thus follows from the observation that there is an equivalence colimb∈B LAb '
LA×LB B in S/LA.

Using Proposition 6.40, we obtain quick formal proofs of two strengthenings of Theorem 6.12, both
already appearing in [LM19] when C = Sp. The first one shows that finite covering maps satisfy the
criterion from Proposition 6.25, and thus always satisfy composability of Becker-Gottlieb transfers.
In the stable setting, this is a special case of the more general statement for smooth fiber bundle
with closed manifold fibers, see Proposition 6.27, but the proof for this special case is much simpler.

Corollary 6.41. Let C be semiadditive, and let f : A ! B be a finite covering map, so that f is
fiberwise C -adjointable by Example 4.22. Then the following diagram commutes:

1[LB] 1[LA]

1[B] 1[A].

c

TrC (f∗)

f !

c

Proof. We will start by showing that there exists an equivalence A ' LA×LB B. Indeed, we claim
that the square

A B

LA LB

f

Lf

cc

is a pullback square of spaces. To see this, it suffices to check that the fibers of the two horizontal
maps agree. Given b ∈ B, the induced map on fibers is the inclusion c : Ab ! L(Ab) of the constant
loops for the fiber Ab. But since the map f : A! B is a finite covering, its fibers are discrete, and
thus the map c : Ab ! L(Ab) is an equivalence. This proves that A ' LA×LB B. Note that under
this equivalence, the projection map LA×LB B ! LA corresponds to the inclusion c : A! LA of
constant loops.
It thus follows from Proposition 6.40 that there exists a map α : 1[B]! 1[A] making the following
diagram commute:

1[LB] 1[LA]

1[B] 1[A].

c

TrC (f∗)

α

c

The desired claim is now an instance of Lemma 6.24.
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Corollary 6.42. Assume C is semiadditive and let g : B ! C be a finite covering map. Then for
any other C -adjointable map f : A! B, the Becker-Gottlieb transfers for f and g are composable:
f ! ◦ g! ' (g ◦ f)!.

Proof. This is immediate from Corollary 6.41 and Proposition 6.25.

For a fiberwise C -adjointable map f : A ! B, the map TrC (f∗) ◦ c might not necessarily factor
through c : 1[A]! 1[LA]. The following result, which appears as [LM19, Theorem 7.10], says that
at least it will factor through the map c : 1[A] = 1[B ×B A] c×BA−−−−! 1[LB ×B A].

Corollary 6.43 (Lind-Malkiewich [LM19, Theorem 7.10]). Let f : A ! B be a fiberwise C -
adjointable map of spaces. Then the following diagram commutes:

1[LB] 1[LA] 1[LB ×B A]

1[B] 1[A]

TrC (f∗)

c c

(Lf,e)

f !

where the right vertical map is induced by the composite A = B ×B A
c×BA−−−−! LB ×B A! A.

Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram:

1[LB] 1[LA] 1[LB ×B A]

1[B] 1[LA×LB B] 1[A].

TrC (f∗)

cB c

(Lf,e)

pLA

e◦pLAα

Here the left square is the commutative square from Proposition 6.40, and the right square commutes
as it is induced from a commuting square on the level of spaces. (Note that LA ×LB B is in fact
the pullback of the two maps (Lf, e) : LA! LB ×B A and c : A! LB ×B A.)
Since the map c ×B A : A ! LB ×B A admits a retraction pA : LB ×B A ! A, it follows from
Theorem 6.12 that the bottom composite of this diagram must be f ! : 1[B] ! 1[A], finishing the
proof.

7 Thom spectra
Given a presentably symmetric monoidal ∞-category C , a pointed space A and a pointed map
ξ : A ! C , the Thom object Th(ξ) ∈ C is, from a modern perspective, simply the colimit of ξ.
When A is connected, one can think of ξ as encoding an action of the group ΩA on the monoidal
unit 1 ∈ C , and of Th(ξ) as the homotopy orbits of this action. The interest in this construction
stems from the fact that if A = G is an En-group14 in S (i.e. an n-fold loop space) and ξ is an En-
map with respect to the tensor product on C , then the object Th(ξ) inherits a canonical structure
of an En-algebra in C . Several fundamental examples of En-ring spectra, including the cobordism
rings MG (for G = O, SO, U, Sp, Spin, ...), arise in this way.

14It is convenient to define an E0-group to be a pointed connected space.
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Remark 7.1. for every n ≥ 0, an En-map G ! C factors uniquely through an En-map G !
Pic(C ), where the latter denotes the E∞-group of invertible objects in C . Hence, it is usually the
latter that is taken as the input to the Thom object construction. We shall use both perspectives
interchangeably.

For G an E1-group, we may consider the Hochschild homology of the E1-algebra Th(ξ),

HHC (Th(ξ)) := TrC (RMod(Th(ξ))) ∈ C .

In the case where C = Sp is the∞-category of spectra, Blumberg, Cohen and Schlichtkrull [BCS10]
computed this object: they showed that it is itself the Thom spectrum (i.e. colimit) of a certain
map LBG −! Sp associated with ξ. The goal of this section is to give an alternative proof of this
theorem, generalizing it to an arbitrary presentably symmetric monoidal ∞-category C .

Theorem 7.2 (cf. [BCS10, Theorem 1]). Let G be an E1-group in S, and ξ : G ! Pic(C ) be an
E1-group map. Then HHC (Th(ξ)) ∈ C is the Thom object of the following composite:

LBG
LBξ
−−−! LB Pic(C ) ' B Pic(C )× Pic(C ) η+id

−−−! Pic(C ),

where η : B Pic(C )! Pic(C ) is the Hopf map.

Remark 7.3. The other main results of [BCS10], namely Theorems 2 and 3, give a simplified
formula for the Thom spectrum Th(ξ), when ξ is a map of E2- and E3-groups respectively. These
follow easily from [BCS10, Theorem 1] by inspecting the decomposition LBG ' BG × G, and in
particular generalize verbatim to an arbitrary symmetric monoidal ∞-category C .

Our proof differs from the one in [BCS10], which relies on the cyclic bar construction model for
Hochschild Homology. Instead, we show in Theorem 7.13 that the module category RModTh(ξ)(C )
is the colimit of the composition

BG
Bξ
−−−! B Pic(C ) ↪−! ModC ,

and apply the formula for the dimension of a colimit from Corollary 5.21. In other words, by treating
Hochschild Homology as (categorified) monoidal dimension, it becomes amenable to (categorified)
character theory.
There is, however, a mild technical difficulty arising from this categorification process, as it is
convenient to work with presentable ∞-categories throughout, but PrL and hence ModC (PrL) are
not themselves presentable. We overcome this by adopting the solution of [Lur, §5.3.2], replacing
‘presentable’ with ‘κ-compactly generated’ for a sufficiently large regular cardinal κ. To make this
transparent for the casual reader who does not wish to be bothered by set-theoretical technicalities,
we employ the following notational convention:

Convention 7.4. For every presentable∞-category C , there exists an uncountable regular cardinal
κ such that C is κ-compactly generated. We shall always implicitly choose such κ and treat C as
an object of the ∞-category PrL

κ of κ-compactly generated ∞-categories, which is a presentably
symmetric monoidal subcategory of PrL by [Lur, Lemma 5.3.2.9 and Lemma 5.3.2.12]. If needed, we
shall allow ourselves to implicitly replace κ by some larger κ′ using the canonical (non-full) inclusion
PrL

κ ↪! PrL
κ′ . If C is furthermore presentably En-monoidal, we let ModC be the presentably En−1-

monoidal ∞-category ModC (PrL
κ), for κ as in [Lur, Lemma 5.3.2.12].
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Philosophically speaking, while PrL is not itself presentable, it is a (large) small-filtered colimit
of the presentable ∞-categories PrL

κ in the ∞-category of large small-cocomplete ∞-categories
and small colimit preserving functors. Hence, every construction in PrL (resp. property thereof)
involving only a small amount of data, can be already carried out (resp. witnessed) in PrL

κ for some,
and hence all sufficiently large, regular cardinals κ.
This section is organized as follows: in Subsection 7.1, we define Thom objects with their multiplica-
tive structures, and prove that categories of modules over them can themselves be understood as
(categorified) Thom objects; and in Subsection 7.2 we combine this with our formula for the trace
of colimits to recover and generalize the result of [BCS10] regarding the topological Hochschild
homology of Thom spectra.

7.1 Thom objects and categorical group algebras

Let C be a presentably symmetric monoidal ∞-category. For every En-group G in S (i.e. an n-
fold loop space), the C -linear ∞-category C [G] inherits an En-monoidal structure by symmetric
monoidality of the functor C [−] : S ! ModC . We refer to C [G] as the categorical group algebra.
In this preliminary subsection, we collect some facts about C [G] and use them to describe the
En-algebra structure on the Thom object Th(ξ) associated with an En-map G! C .

Thom objects

Given an En-group G, the En-group map G! pt induces an adjunction

G! : C [G]� C : G∗,

in which G! is En-monoidal and hence G∗ is lax En-monoidal.

Warning 7.5. While the underlying∞-category of C [G] is equivalent to the functor category CG,
the En-monoidal structure on C [G] does not identify with the pointwise one on CG (for which it
is G∗ : C ! CG which is strong En-monoidal while G! : CG ! C is merely oplax En-monoidal). In
fact, the En-monoidal structure on C [G] corresponds to the Day convolution on CG = Fun(G,C ),
though we shall not use this fact.

The En-monoidal adjunction G! a G∗ allows for a simple description of the multiplicative structure
on Thom objects.

Definition 7.6. For n ≥ 0, an En-map ξ : G! C induces an En-monoidal functor ξC : C [G]! C .
The composite lax En-monoidal functor

C
G∗
−−−! C [G] ξC−−−! C

induces in turn a functor on En-algebras. We define

ThC (ξ) := ξC (G∗1) ∈ Algn(C ).

This construction naturally promotes to a functor

ThC : FunEn(G,C ) −! Algn(C ).
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We will drop the subscript C and write simply Th when it is harmless to do so.
Note that by Corollary 4.9, the underlying object of ThC (ξ) is indeed simply colimG ξ ∈ C . Fur-
thermore, the definition of ThC (ξ) is functorial in C in the following sense:

Lemma 7.7. Given a map F : C ! D in CAlg(PrL). For every n-monoidal ξ : G ! C , we have
a natural isomorphism

F (ThC (ξ)) ' ThD(F (ξ)) ∈ Algn(D).

Proof. Consider the diagram of lax n-monoidal functors

C C [G] C

D D [G] D

FF F

G∗

G∗

ξC

F (ξ)D

The left square commutes by naturality, while the right square commutes by inspection. Comparing
the two paths from the left upper corner to the bottom right corner gives the desired isomorphism.

It is not immediately clear that our definition of the En-algebra structure on ThC (ξ) agrees with
other definitions in the literature, such as [ABG18], [ACB18] and [Bea17]. We address this point
by showing that every definition which is functorial in C , in the sense of the preceding lemma, is
isomorphic to our definition.

Proposition 7.8. Let G be an En-group and suppose that for every C ∈ CAlg(PrL) we have a
functor

Th′C : FunEn(G,C ) −! Algn(C ),
lifting colimG along Algn(C )! C , and such that for every n-monoidal functor C ! D we have a
natural isomorphism

F (Th′C (ξ)) ' Th′D(F (ξ)).
Then for every C we have an isomorphism of functors Th′C ' ThC .

Proof. We first use the functoriality in C to reduce to the universal case. Namely, every ξ : G! C
factors essentially uniquely as

G
u
−! S[G] ξS−−! C ,

where u is the adjunction unit map. Since ξS is an n-monoidal functor, we have a natural isomor-
phism

Th′C (ξ) = Th′C (ξS(u)) ' ξS(Th′S[G](u)).
Since by Lemma 7.7 the same holds for Th, it remains to show that there is an isomorphism

Th′S[G](u) ' ThS[G](u) ∈ Algn(S[G]).

This in turn follows from the fact that the common underlying object

colim
G

u ' G∗pt ∈ S[G]

is terminal, and hence admits an essentially unique En-algebra structure.
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Remark 7.9. One can show that the individual functors ThC assemble into

Th: CAlg(PrL)G/ −! PrL,Algn ,

where the target is the ∞-category of pairs (C , R) with C ∈ Algn(PrL) and R ∈ Algn(C ). The
global functor Th assigns to ξ : G ! C the pair (C ,ThC (ξ)). The functoriality of this formula is
a coherent version of Lemma 7.7. Furthermore, the argument of Proposition 7.8 can be adopted
to show that Th is essentially uniquely characterized as a lift of the functor taking ξ : G ! C to
(C , colimG ξ) along PrL,Algn ! PrL,Triv. We shall not prove nor use this.

Projection formula

Considering the underlying E1-monoidal structures, the monoidal adjunctionG! a G∗ is furthermore
C [G]-linear in the following sense:

Lemma 7.10. The monoidal adjunction

G! : C [G]� C : G∗

satisfies the projection formula. Namely, for every X ∈ C [G] and Y ∈ C , the canonical map

X ⊗G∗Y −! G∗(G!X ⊗ Y ) ∈ C [G]

is an isomorphism.

Proof. The∞-category C [G] ' CG is generated under colimits by the objects of the form g!Z where
Z ∈ C and g : pt ! G (see [HL13, Lemma 4.3.8]). Both the source and target of the projection
formula map are colimit preserving and C -linear in the variable X. By C -linearity of the functor
g!, it thus suffices to show that the projection formula map is an isomorphism for X = g!1 for every
g ∈ G. The counit map G ! C [G]× is a group homomorphism taking g ∈ G to g!1. Thus, g!1
is invertible and hence dualizable. Finally, by [FHM03, Proposition 3.12], the projection formula
map is always an isomorphism when X is dualizable.

Since G∗ : C ! C [G] is lax monoidal, G∗1 ∈ C [G] admits a canonical algebra structure. This is
however not the unit of C [G]. In fact, a G∗1-module structure on an object of C [G] ' CG exhibits
it as “constant”, i.e. as lying in the image of the functor G∗. More formally,

Lemma 7.11. The functor G∗ : C ! C [G] induces an equivalence

C ' RModG∗1(C [G]) ∈ LModC [G],

where C is a C [G]-linear ∞-category via the symmetric monoidal left adjoint G! : C [G]! C .

Proof. The adjunction
G! : C [G]� C :G∗

factors canonically as a composition of adjunctions

C [G]� RModG∗1(C [G])� C .
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We shall show that the right adjunction is in fact an equivalence. The right adjoints in the above
adjunctions fit into a commutative triangle:

C RModG∗1(C [G])

C [G].
UG∗

The functor U is manifestly monadic with left adjoint given by F (X) = X⊗G∗1. The functor G∗ is
conservative and preserves all colimits, as it admits a further right adjoint G∗. By [Lur, Corollary
4.7.3.16], it suffices to check that the induced map of functors UF ! G∗G! is an isomorphism.
Unwinding the definitions, for every X ∈ C [G], this map is the projection formula map

UF (X) = X ⊗G∗1 −! G∗(G!X ⊗ 1) ' G∗G!(X).

Thus, we are done by Lemma 7.10.

7.2 Hochschild Homology of Thom objects

In this subsection, we give the proof of Theorem 7.2, the computation of the Hochschild homology
of the Thom object Th(ξ) of an E1-group map ξ : G! C . We shift the perspective slightly in that
we start with the pointed connected space A := BG and a pointed map ζ := Bξ : A! ModC , and
identify the Thom object (i.e. colimit) Th(ζ) ∈ ModC with the ∞-category of modules over the
Thom object Th(Ωζ) ∈ Alg(C ).

Modules over Thom objects

The first part of our strategy is to show that the module category of a Thom object in C admits a
description as a certain colimit in ModC . Let us denote by CΩζ the ∞-category C as an object of
(AlgC )C [ΩA]/ via the algebra map C [ΩA]! C associated with Ωζ. When ζ is the trivial map, we
shall write simply C . As an auxiliary step we establish the following formula for Th(ζ):

Proposition 7.12. For every pointed map ζ : A! ModC , there is an isomorphism

Th(ζ) ' CΩζ ⊗C [ΩA] C ∈ ModC .

Proof. By definition, the object Th(ζ) ∈ ModC is given by the evaluation at C ∈ ModC of the
composition

ModC
A∗
−−! ModC [A]

ζModC−−−−−! ModC .

Further, we have the following commutative diagram

ModC ModC [A] ModC

ModC ModC [ΩA] ModC .

A∗ ζModC

CΩζ⊗C [ΩA](−)Res(ΩA)!

o
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The middle vertical equivalence is the equivalence from Lemma 4.46, applied to the ∞-category
ModC . The commutativity of the right square follows from Lemma 4.47 applied to the ∞-category
ModC and the unit commutative algebra C ∈ ModC . The commutativity of the left square follows,
by passing to right adjoints, from the commutativity of the right square in the special case where
ζ is trivial. The result follows by evaluating the composites of the two paths in the outer rectangle
at the object C ∈ ModC .

Theorem 7.13. Let A be a pointed connected space and let ζ : A! ModC be a pointed map. There
is an equivalence

RModTh(Ωζ) ' Th(ζ) ∈ ModC .

Proof. By Proposition 7.12 we have

Th(ζ) ' CΩζ ⊗C [ΩA] C ∈ ModC .

Recall that by Lemma 7.11 we have

C ' RMod(ΩA)∗1(C [ΩA]) ∈ LModC [ΩA] .

Let (Ωζ)C : C [ΩA] ! C be the monoidal functor corresponding to Ωζ : ΩA ! C . By [Lur, Theo-
rem 4.8.4.6], we get

CΩζ ⊗C [ΩA] RMod(ΩA)∗1(C [ΩA]) ' RMod(Ωζ)C ((ΩA)∗1)(C ).

By definition, we have an equality (Ωζ)C ((ΩA)∗1) = Th(Ωζ) of algebra objects in C . Altogether,
we obtain an equivalence

Th(ζ) ' RModTh(Ωζ) ∈ ModC ,

finishing the proof.

Categorical character formula

Using the colimit presentation of Theorem 7.13, we have

HHC (Th(ξ)) ' TrC (RModTh(ξ)) ' TrC (colimA ζ) ∈ C ,

where the first equivalence holds by Proposition 4.44. The map ζ is pointwise dualizable, as its value
at each point is the unit C ∈ ModC . By Corollary 5.21 (cf. also Example 4.26 and Remark 4.27),
we can compute the trace (i.e. dimension) of its colimit via the composition

C
TrModC

(A∗)
−−−−−−−−! C [LA] χζ

−−−−−! C ∈ ModC .

We begin by analyzing the (categorified) free loop transfer TrModC (A∗) : C ! C [LA].

Proposition 7.14. For every space A, we have

TrModC (A∗) ' (LA)∗ ∈ Fun(C ,C [LA]).
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Proof. We shall make use of the fact that ModModC is an (∞, 3)-category, and hence the trace
functor

TrModC : Moddbl
ModC

−! ModC

is an (∞, 2)-functor. In particular it preserves the adjunction A! a A∗. By Theorem 4.37 we have

TrModC (A!) ' (LA)! ∈ Fun(C ,C [LA]),

and thus the result follows from passing to right adjoints.

This implies a formula for TrC (colimA ζ) for a general pointwise dualizable ζ : A! ModC .
Corollary 7.15. For every space A and a pointwise dualizable map ζ : A! ModC we get

TrC (colimA ζ) ' colimLA(χζ) ∈ C .

Next, to analyze the (categorified) character map χζ : LA! C , we consider the universal case.
Proposition 7.16. Let ζ : B Pic(C ) ↪! ModC be the inclusion of the connected component of C .
The character map χζ : LB Pic(C )! C identifies with

LB Pic(C ) ' Pic(C )×B Pic(C ) 1+η
−−! Pic(C ) ⊆ C ,

where η is the Hopf map.

Proof. Under the inclusion B Pic(C ) ↪! ModC , the isomorphism

Pic(C )×B Pic(C ) ∼−−! LB Pic(C )

is given by
(X,D) 7−! (D X

−! D).
Since C -linear trace functor is symmetric monoidal (Remark 4.3), we have

TrC (D X
−! D) ' TrC (C X

−! C )⊗ TrC (D Id
−! D) ∈ C

Thus, it suffices to observe that for X ∈ Pic(C ) we have

TrC (C X
−! C ) = X ∈ Pic(C ),

and that TrC : B Pic(C )! Pic(C ) is given by applying the Hopf map η [CSY21, Proposition 3.20].

By combining the above results we obtain the desired description of the Hochschild homology of a
Thom object.

Proof of Theorem 7.2. By Theorem 7.13 and Corollary 7.15, we have

HHC (Th(Ωζ)) ' TrC (colimBG ζ) ' colimLBG(χζ) ∈ C .

Now, by Proposition 7.16, the map χζ identifies with the composition

LBG
Lζ
−−! LB Pic(C ) ' Pic(C )×B Pic(C ) 1+η

−−! Pic(C )

and the claim follows.
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